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THE ARITHMETIC KUZNETSOV FORMULA ON GLp3q, II:
THE GENERAL CASE.
JACK BUTTCANE
Abstract. We obtain the last of the standard Kuznetsov formulas for SLp3,Zq. In the pre-
vious paper, we were able to exploit the relationship between the positive-sign Bessel function
and the Whittaker function to apply Wallach’s Whittaker expansion; now we demonstrate
the expansion of functions into Bessel functions for all four signs, generalizing Wallach’s
theorem for SLp3q. As applications, we again consider the Kloosterman zeta functions and
smooth sums of Kloosterman sums. The new Kloosterman zeta functions pose the same dif-
ficulties as we saw with the positive-sign case, but for the negative-sign case, we obtain some
analytic continuation of the unweighted zeta function and give a sort of reflection formula
that exactly demonstrates the obstruction when the moduli are far apart. The completion
of the remaining sign cases means this work now both supersedes the author’s thesis and
completes the work started in the original paper of Bump, Friedberg and Goldfeld.
1. Introduction
In 1956, a paper of Selberg [42] introduced the study of trace formulas to the field of
analytic number theory. Selberg’s trace formula attaches a geometric interpretation – a sum
over conjugacy classes of the discrete group – to a reasonably arbitrary sum over the spectrum
of a discrete quotient of a symmetric space. In 1978, Bruggeman [12] introduced a type of
trace formula weighted on the spectral side by Fourier-Whittaker coefficients which has a
more arithmetic interpretation as a sum over certain exponential sums of the type commonly
attributed to Kloosterman. In 1980, apparently independent of Bruggeman, Kuznetsov [36]
developed an identical formula and gave its inverse, expressing a reasonably arbitrary sum of
Kloosterman sums as a sum over the spectrum of PSLp2,ZqzPSLp2,Rq{SOp2,Rq, weighted
by the Fourier-Whittaker coefficients. The formulas of Selberg and Kuznetsov have become
a cornerstone of modern analytic number theory. In particular, the inversion of Kuznetsov’s
formula is something which cannot readily be applied to the Selberg trace formula, and this
is key to many [9, 21] and varied [27, 28] results; it is this step that we achieve now for the
generalization to GLp3q.
In the time since Kuznetsov’s work, these trace formulas have been generalized in many
different directions. We now have the Arthur-Selberg trace formula which extends the Selberg
formula to very general groups [1]; multiple forms exist to handle certain difficulties related
to the lack of absolute convergence in the naive formula and other technical considerations.
Of the generalizations of the spectral Kuznetsov formula, one should point out those of
Miatello – Wallach [39] for rank-one groups and Li [31] for SLpn,Zq; the Kloosterman sums
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occuring in these formulas are described by the Bruhat decomposition of the discrete group
in question.
In the series of papers [15,18–20], we have considered the full generalization of Kuznetsov’s
formulas to SLp3,Zq. There are essentially seven (families of) such formulas: When the test
function is on the spectral side, one wishes to collect the forms by their minimal weight
(i.e. according to the ramification at the Archimedean place), which yields a two parameter
spectrum of weight-zero Maass forms treated in [15], a two parameter spectrum of weight-one
Maass forms treated in [19], and a sequence of one-parameter Maass forms of each weight
2 ď d P N treated in [20]. When the test function is on the arithmetic (geometric) side, one
should collect the long-element Kloosterman sums by their signs; since there are two moduli
– or, equivalently, two pairs of indices – for the SLp3q Kloosterman sums, this leads to four
choices of signs, and the first of these was treated in [18]. The current paper completes
this project by developing the remaining three arithmetic Kuznetsov formulas. Of course,
one could hope for two more arithmetic Kuznetsov formulas with the test function on the
hyper-Kloosterman sum terms, but though it is obvious that such formulas exist (a simple
modification of (119) shows integrals of the w5 Bessel function are dense in the Schwartz-
class functions on Rˆ), it is not clear that one can produce a version that is useful, and we
will discuss this a bit more, below.
To apply the Kuznetsov formula, one needs an understanding of the Kloosterman sums,
which is given in [6, 13, 26, 44], and an understanding of the integral transforms and special
functions; the latter is typically the main obstruction (one may consider that the point
of [15] was the evaluation of an integral of real dimension 13). The main effort of the
papers [15,19,20] was to show that the integral transforms can be written as kernel integral
transforms and to provide some basic (but useable) integral representations of the kernel
functions, which we call the GLp3q Bessel functions. (Now there are several more such
representations, most notably in [7, 8, 22].) Obtaining the arithmetic Kuznetsov formulas
then typically proceeds by an inversion formula. The paper [18] was able to accomplish this
for the positive-sign Kloosterman sums by noting that in that case, the Bessel function is
the spherical Whittaker function, and the inverse Whittaker transform has an inversion due
to Wallach [46]. For the general case, we have no such inversion formula, and constructing
it will be the bulk of the work of the current paper.
We simultaneously prove the arithmetic Kuznetsov formula at all signs (including the
positive-sign case) and the expansion of Schwartz-class functions on pRˆq2 into the GLp3q
Bessel functions; the heart of the argument is that a certain complicated integral is really
just the projection onto the span of a single Bessel function given by the usual inner product.
The Bessel expansion can be regarded as a new entry in the relatively thin book of theorems
on rank-two hypergeometric functions, and relates to Wallach’s theorem as follows: If one re-
gards theK-Bessel function as the Whittaker function of a spherical GLp2qMaass form, then
Wallach’s theorem [46, Theorem 15.9.3] generalizes Kontorovich-Lebedev inversion [35, 38]
to Whittaker functions which are not necessarily spherical and to real reductive groups.
On the other hand, if one regards the K- and J-Bessel functions as the kernel functions
occuring in the Kuznetsov formula, then the current theorem generalizes the Kontorovich-
Lebedev and Sears-Titchmarsh [41] inversions to GLp3q. In this sense, one should regard
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Sears-Titchmarsh as the deeper theorem, as it must treat a certain point spectrum in ad-
dition to the continuous spectrum of Kontorovich-Lebedev; in a similar manner, the Bessel
expansion of the current paper is much deeper than [18, Theorem 3.1], as it requires the full
strength of Wallach’s theorem for GLp3q, while [18, Theorem 3.1] is just the spherical case
of Wallach’s theorem. In particular, we must treat the entire spectrum of GLp3q, including
both two-parameter spectra (for d “ 0, 1) and the sequence of one-parameter spectra that
are the generalized principal series representations.
Any arithmetic Kuznetsov formula worth its salt should immediately have something to
say about cancellation in smooth sums of Kloosterman sums and analytic continuation of
the Kloosterman zeta function – in a different guise, these were Kuznetsov’s original goals,
and we give them here as basic applications. As in the previous paper [18], we encounter
difficulties when the moduli of the Kloosterman sums are far apart, so we must consider a
lightly modified Kloosterman zeta function and we will see some extra error terms in the
bounds for smooth sums. On SLp2q, the nicest case for a Kloosterman zeta function is the
positive-sign case (with the J-Bessel function), and for its analog on SLp3q (the negative-sign
case due to a difference in definition of the long Weyl element), we are able to give a sort of
reflection formula which precisely quantifies these difficulties.
The proof of these applications will appear deceptively simple, but one should note that
this is only after the development of the Kuzetnsov formulas, where we are forearmed with
detailed knowledge of the special functions and integral transforms. If one steps back a bit
to see that we are simultaneously treating the expansion of a Poincare´ series over the full
spectrum of SLp3,ZqzPSLp3,Rq using deep methods (meaning the opposite of the so-called
“soft” methods), the fact that this becomes so easy is an excellent argument for the strength
of the techniques that led up to it.
2. Some notation for GLp3q
Let G “ PSLp3,Rq “ GLp3,Rq{Rˆ and Γ “ SLp3,Zq. The Iwasawa decomposition of G
is G “ UpRqY `K using the groups K “ SOp3,Rq,
UpRq “
$&%
¨˝
1 x2 x3
1 x1
1
‚˛ˇˇˇˇˇˇxi P R
,.- , R P tR,Q,Zu ,
Y ` “ tdiag ty1y2, y1, 1u | y1, y2 ą 0u .
The measure on the space UpRq is simply dx :“ dx1 dx2 dx3, and the measure on Y ` is
dy :“ dy1 dy2py1y2q3 ,
so that the measure on G is dg :“ dx dy dk, where dk is the Haar probability measure on K
(see [16, section 2.2.1]). We generally identify elements of quotient spaces with their coset
representatives, and in particular, we view UpRq, Y `, K and Γ as subsets of G.
Characters of UpRq are given by
ψmpxq “ ψm1,m2pxq “ e pm1x1 `m2x2q , e ptq “ e2πit,
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where m P R2; we say ψ “ ψm is non-degenerate when m1m2 ‰ 0. Characters of Y ` are
given by the power function on 3ˆ 3 diagonal matrices, defined by
pµ pdiag ta1, a2, a3uq “ |a1|µ1 |a2|µ2 |a3|µ3 ,
where µ P C3. We assume µ1 ` µ2 ` µ3 “ 0 so this is defined modulo Rˆ, renormalize by
ρ “ p1, 0,´1q, and extend by the Iwasawa decomposition
pρ`µ pxykq “ y1´µ31 y1`µ12 , x P UpRq, y P Y `, k P K.
Integrals in µ use the permutation-invariant measure dµ “ dµ1 dµ2.
The Weyl group W of G contains the six matrices
I “
¨˝
1
1
1
‚˛, w2 “ ´
¨˝
1
1
1
‚˛, w3 “ ´
¨˝
1
1
1
‚˛,
w4 “
¨˝
1
1
1
‚˛, w5 “
¨˝
1
1
1
‚˛, wl “ ´
¨˝
1
1
1
‚˛,
with the relations w3w2 “ w4, w2w3 “ w5 and w2w3w2 “ w3w2w3 “ wl. The subgroup of
order three is W3 “ tI, w4, w5u. The Weyl group induces an action on the coordinates of
µ by pµwpaq :“ pµpwaw´1q, and we denote the coordinates of the permuted parameters by
µwi :“ pµwqi, i “ 1, 2, 3. Explicity, the action is
µI “pµ1, µ2, µ3q , µw2 “pµ2, µ1, µ3q , µw3 “ pµ1, µ3, µ2q ,
µw4 “pµ3, µ1, µ2q , µw5 “pµ2, µ3, µ1q , µwl “ pµ3, µ2, µ1q .
The group of diagonal, orthogonal matrices V Ă G contains the four matrices vε1,ε2 “
diag tε1, ε1ε2, ε2u , ε P t˘1u2, which we abbreviate V “
 
v`` , v`´, v´`, v´´
(
. We write Y “
Y `V for the diagonal matrices in G so that Y XK “ V . We tend not to distinguish between
elements of Y and pairs in pRˆq2, as the multiplication is the same.
We will also require the Bruhat decomposition G “ UpRqYWUpRq. When taking the
Bruhat decomposition of an element γ P Γ, we have γ “ bcvwb1 with b, b1 P UpQq, v P V ,
w PW and c of the form ¨˝
1
c2
c2
c1
c1
‚˛, c1, c2 P N.(1)
The unitary, irreducible representations of K, up to isomorphism, are given by the Wigner
D-matrices Dd : K Ñ GLp2d`1,Cq for 0 ď d P Z. We treat Dd primarily as a matrix-valued
function with the usual properties
Ddpkk1q “ DdpkqDdpk1q, DdpkqT “ Ddpkq´1 “ Ddpk´1q.
The entries of the matrix-valued function Dd are indexed from the center:
D
d “
¨˚
˝D
d
´d,´d . . . D
d
´d,d
...
. . .
...
Ddd,´d . . . D
d
d,d
‹˛‚.
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The entries, rows, and columns of of the derived matrix- and vector-valued functions (e.g.
the Whittaker function (25)) will be indexed similarly. As the Wigner D-matrices exhaust
the equivalence classes of unitary, irreducible representations of the compact group K, they
give a basis of L2pKq, as in [16, section 2.2.1], by the Peter-Weyl theorem. We tend to refer
to the index d as the “weight” of the Wigner D-matrix and any associated objects (e.g. the
Whittaker function, Maass forms, etc.).
A Maass form (cuspidal or Eisenstein) of weight d and spectral parameters µ for Γ is a row
vector-valued (or matrix-valued) smooth function f : ΓzG Ñ C2d`1 that transforms under
K as fpgkq “ fpgqDdpkq, satisfies a moderate growth condition and is an eigenfunction of
the Casimir operators with eigenvalues matching pρ`µ (see section 6.6). Define
a
0 “a1 “  µ P C3 ˇˇµ1 ` µ2 ` µ3 “ 0( ,
a
d “  µdprq ˇˇ r P C( , d ě 2,
a
d
δ “
 
µ P ad ˇˇ |Repµiq| ă δ( , d “ 0, 1,
a
d
δ “
 
µdprq P ad ˇˇ |Rep2rq| ă δ( , d ě 2,
a
0,c
δ “a1,c “
 px` it,´x` it,´2itq P C3 ˇˇ |x| ď δ, t P R( ,
where (for d ě 2)
µdprq “ `d´1
2
` r,´d´1
2
` r,´2r˘ ,
then the spectral parameters µ of a Maass form is known to lie in either ad0 or the (conjec-
turally non-existent) complementary spectrum ad,cθ with 0 ď θ ă 12 for d “ 0, 1. We refer to
θ as the Ramanujan-Selberg parameter, and by [34, Proposition 1 of appendix 2] (see also
[19, Theorem 4]) we may assume θ ď 5
14
.
The action of the Lie algebra of G on Maass forms gives rise to five operators Y a, |a| ď 2
on vector-valued Maass forms (see section 6.8) that change the weight d ÞÑ d ` a, and a
Maass form is said to have minimal weight if it is sent to zero by the lowering operators
Y ´1, Y ´2 and an eigenfunction of the Y 0 operator.
Throughout the paper, we take the term “smooth”, in reference to some function, to mean
infinitely differentiable on the domain. The letters x, y, k, g, v and w will generally refer to
elements of UpRq, Y `, K, G, V , and W, respectively. The letters χ and ψ will generally
refer to characters of V and UpRq, respectively, and µ will always refer to an element of
C3 satisfying µ1 ` µ2 ` µ3 “ 0, except for the final section, section 12, where it is used as
the index of a classical Whittaker function (in keeping with the notation of [25]). Vectors
(resp. matrices) not directly associated with the Wigner D-matrices, e.g. elements n P Z2
are indexed in the traditional manner from the left-most entry (resp. the top-left entry), e.g.
n “ pn1, n2q. We do not use the primed notation F 1 for derivatives, but rather to distinguish
functions and variables with similar purpose.
3. Results
The primary objects of study in this paper are the GLp3q Bessel functions Kdpy, µq,
y P Y , of each weight d, which are introduced in section 6.14, and the long-element SLp3,Zq
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Kloosterman sum, defined in terms of the Bruhat decomposition as
Swlpψm, ψn; cvq “
ÿ
bcvwlb
1PUpZqzΓ{UpZq
b,b1PUpQq
ψmpbqψnpb1q,
with c as in (1), and we write the sum in terms of modular arithmetic in section 6.3. This
sum occurs naturally in the Fourier expansion of an SLp3,Zq Poincare´ series, and hence also
in the SLp3,Zq spectral Kuznetsov formulas [15,19,20], where it forms the main off-diagonal
term on the arithmetic/geometric side. Up to factors that are small in summation, the sum
Swlpψm, ψn; cvq has the square-root cancellation bound pc1c2q
1
2
`ǫ, see (23).
3.1. The Bessel expansion. In section 9, we will use Wallach’s theorem for GLp3q (see
section 6.10) along with bounds on the Whittaker and Bessel functions (see section 7), and
the uniqueness of spherical functions (see section 6.11) to show that nice functions of Y can
be expanded into (sums/integrals of) the GLp3q Bessel functions. Along the way, we show
the generalization of [14, Lemma 3], the Fourier transform of the spherical function, to the
weight one case, but we eventually arrive at:
Theorem 1. For f : Y Ñ C smooth and compactly supported,
fpyq “1
4
ÿ
dě0
ż
ad
0
Kdwlpy, µq
ż
Y
fpy1qKdwlpy1, µqdy1 sind˚pµqdµ.
The spectral weights sind˚pµq are defined in section 6.10. (Compact support on Y – pRˆq2
implies in particular that the support of fpyq must be bounded away from the lines yi “ 0.)
Note that Theorem 1 utilizes the full GLp3q spectrum, as compared to the spherical case in
[18, Theorem 3.1].
The factor 1
4
in the theorem is exactly the difference between probability measure on V
(which we use in the Iwasawa decomposition dg “ dx dy dk, see section 6.2), and the counting
measure on V (which we use in Y “ V Y `). Since we are ultimately interested in isolating
the individual signs, we prefer the counting measure, and hence the factor 1
4
. Note that
we can achieve the expansion into Bessel functions at each sign by taking a test function
fY pvyq “ δv“v˚fY `pyq, and interestingly, this proves a sort of orthogonality of the Bessel
transform at one sign to the inverse Bessel transform at any other sign (since fY pvyq “ 0 for
v ‰ v˚), provided one properly collects transforms/inverse transforms at every weight.
3.2. The arithmetic Kuznetsov formula. In section 8, we construct the arithmetic Kuznetsov
formula (for all signs) for SLp3,Zq. We use a construction of Cogdell and Piatetski-Shapiro
(see section 4.2) to dodge the spectral Kuznetsov formulas and the need to show the orthogo-
nality of the Bessel transforms at w “ wl to the inverse Bessel transforms at w ‰ wl, though
the orthogonality of the various inverse transforms is an interesting question in its own right.
Their construction produces a very complicated spectral expansion, but comparing to the
proof of the Bessel expansion, we can see that a certain sum over the matrix coefficients of a
representation is, in fact, just the inner product of our test function with the relevant Bessel
function. Thus we arrive at the very concise formula (116), and with some renormalizations,
plus assuming (as we may) that our basis consists of Hecke eigenfunctions, we have
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Theorem 2. For f : Y Ñ C smooth and compactly supported and non-degenerate characters
ψm, ψn, m,n P Z2, we consider the sum
KLpfq “
ÿ
cPN2
ÿ
εPt˘1u2
Swlpψm, ψεn, cq
c1c2
f
ˆ
ε2m1n2c2
c21
,
ε1m2n1c1
c22
˙
.(2)
Then we have the spectral interpretation
KLpfq “
8ÿ
d“0
´
Cdp rf dq ` Ed
max
p rf dq¯` Eminp rf 0q,(3)
where
CdpF q “4
3
ÿ
ΦPSd˚
3
λΦpnqλΦpmq
LpAd2Φ, 1q F pµΦq,(4)
Ed
max
pF q “2
ÿ
ΦPSd˚
2
ż
Reprq“0
λΦpn, rqλΦpm, rqF pµΦ ` r,´µΦ ` r,´2rq
LpAd2Φ, 1qLpΦ, 1` 3rqLpΦ, 1´ 3rq
dr
2πi
,(5)
EminpF q “2
3
ż
Repµq“0
λEpn, µqλEpm,µqś
i‰j ζp1` µi ´ µjq
F pµq dµp2πiq2 ,(6)
using the integral transform rf dpµq “1
4
ż
Y
|y1y2| fpyqKdwlpy, µqdy.(7)
Here we take Sd˚n to be an orthonormal basis of Maass cusp forms for SLpn,Zq of minimal
weight d which are eigenfunctions of all of the Hecke operators, and λΦpnq,λΦpn, rq, and
λEpn, µq refer to the n-th Hecke eigenvalue of the cusp form Φ P Sd˚3 , the maximal parabolic
Eisenstein series with spectral parameter r twisted by Φ P Sd˚2 , and the minimal parabolic
Eisenstein series with spectral parameters µ, respectively. These objects are described in
detail in sections 6.6 and 6.7.
Because the Bessel function Kdpy, µq disappears for positive y when d ě 2, a test function
supported on positive y only sees the weight d “ 0, 1 terms, while the other signs always
see the full spectral expansion. This matches the behavior of the GLp2q Kuznetsov formulas
[36], though the positive y case here corresponds to the negative case there, since we have
separated the V -element v´´ P G from the long Weyl element wl, something that is not
possible for p´1 1 q R SLp2,Rq.
We give a weaker hypothesis for the test function in Theorem 2
Proposition 3. Suppose f : pR`q2 Ñ C satisfies
1. fpyq is bounded by |y1y2|1`ǫ as y1y2 Ñ 0, for some ǫ ą 0,
2. for j1, j2 ď 6, j1 ` j2 ď 6, the derivatives Bj1y1Bj2y2fpyq exist and are continuous,
3. for j1, j2 ď 6, j1 ` j2 ď 5, the functions´
|y1|´θ´ǫ ` |y1|
8
3
`ǫ
¯´
|y2|´θ´ǫ ` |y2|
8
3
`ǫ
¯
y
j1´1
1 y
j2´1
2 Bj1y1Bj2y2py1y2fpyqq
are all zero on the boundaries yi Ñ 0,˘8,
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4. fpyq, f˚1 pyq, f˚2 pyq !
ś2
i“1p1` |yi|q
1
4
´ 1
2
θ´ǫp1` |yi|´1q´θ´ǫ for all y P pR`q2, and some
ǫ ą 0,
where θ is the Ramanujan-Selberg parameter, and
f˚i pyq :“ py1y2q´1pĂ∆iq4´ipy1y2fpyqq,Ă∆1 “´ y21B2y1 ´ y22B2y2 ` y1y2By1By2 ` 4π2py1 ` y2q,(8) Ă∆2 “y21B2y1 ´ y21y2B2y1By2 ` y1y22By1B2y2 ´ y22B2y2 ` 4π2y1y2By2 ´ 4π2y1y2By1 ` 4π2py2 ´ y1q.(9)
Then (3) holds for the test function f .
We note that (even though it’s less complicated) this is necessarily weaker than the
positive-sign case [18, Proposition 2.2] (note that Ă∆1 there is the restriction to spherical
Whittaker functions instead of the restriction to Bessel functions), as the Bessel functions at
the other signs do not have exponential decay at infinity. Using Lemmas 22 to 24 in place of
the asymptotics of the Whittaker function, the proof of this proposition is essentially identi-
cal to [18, Proposition 2.2], and we omit it; the only new feature occurs when the Laplacian
eigenvalue is small compared to }µ}, which is discussed in section 6.9.
3.3. Smooth sums of Kloosterman sums. Kuznetsov’s original application for his for-
mulas was to show good cancellation in moduli sums of Kloosterman sums, answering a
conjecture of Linnik. His result was for a sharp cutoff function, but this follows from the
smoothed version, and we only consider the smoothed version (which is more useful, in
practice). The proof is simply to apply Theorem 2 to a test function of the form
fXpyq :“ f
ˆ
X1
m1n2
y1,
X2
m2n1
y2
˙
(10)
and bound the resulting spectral expansion using the Weyl law of section 6.9. We have
Theorem 4. Let X1, X2 ą 0 withX21X2, X1X22 ą 1. Supposem,n P Z2 such that m1m2n1n2 ‰
0, and f smooth and compactly supported on Y , thenÿ
cPN2
ÿ
εPt˘1u2
Swlpψm, ψεn, cq
c1c2
f
ˆ
ε2X1c2
c21
,
ε1X2c1
c22
˙
!m,n,f,ǫpX1X2qθ`ǫ `X´1´ǫ1 `X´1´ǫ2 ,
where θ is the Ramanujan-Selberg parameter.
The θ` ǫ can actually be improved to max tθ, ǫu, as the ǫ comes from logarithmic factors
induced by the digamma function when the coordinates of the spectral parameters are not
distinct, but this cannot occur on the complementary spectrum. The proof is given in
section 10.
Excluding ǫ powers, Theorem 4 is the limit of current technology. Of course, we expect
that θ “ 0 is the truth, and perhaps the remaining factor pX1X2qǫ should be replaced by
logarithms, but the two terms X´1´ǫ1 `X´1´ǫ2 are a bit more mysterious. These terms are
relevant when one of Xi ă 1; as we have X1 „ c21{c2, X2 „ c22{c1, this occurs only when
c1 and c2 are very far apart, i.e. c1 ă c1{22 or visa versa. In fact, the above bound loses to
the trivial bound pX1X2q 12`ǫ when, say, X1 ă X´1{32 or equivalently, c1 ă c1{52 . One might
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hope to tackle this case with GLp2q methods, but this is an extremely difficult problem, see
section 5.
Theorem 4 immediately implies
Corollary 5. The long-element term of the naive weight two spectral Kuznetsov formula
converges conditionally.
In the weight two spectral Kuznetsov formula, if one takes the kernel function for the
integral transform on the sums of long-element Kloosterman sums to be the GLp3q long-
element Bessel function as given in section 6.14, the sum of Kloosterman sums just fails to
converge absolutely (assuming square-root cancellation is optimal for the Kloosterman sums),
and we call this the naive formula. The failure comes from a pole of the Mellin transform
of Kdwlpy, µdprqq (more importantly, of Mellin transform of the corresponding Whittaker
function) at p´1
2
` r,´1
2
´ rq, and this leads to a sum of the formÿ
cPN2
ÿ
εPt˘1u2
Swlpψm, ψεn, cq
pc1c2q3{2
rF ˆc1
c2
˙
,
where rF is smooth and rF pxq ! px ` x´1qδ for some δ ą 0. By conditional convergence, we
mean that the limit
lim
RÑ8
ÿ
C1,C2ďR
ÿ
cPN2
ω
ˆ
c1
C1
,
c2
C2
˙ ÿ
εPt˘1u2
Swlpψm, ψεn, cq
pc1c2q3{2
rF ˆc1
c2
˙
,
converges where ÿ
C1,C2
ω
ˆ
c1
C1
,
c2
C2
˙
“ 1
is a partition of unity with ω smooth and compactly supported on pR`q2.
Then it is not to hard to see that the naive weight two spectral Kuznetsov formula holds
with the long element term rearranged as above, and hence also that the Weyl law of [20,
Theorem 1] continues to hold at d “ 2. The argument proceeds by analytic continuation as
in the d “ 3 case of [20, section 12], but we do not include it here.
3.4. The Kloosterman zeta function. On SLp2,Zq in the positive sign case, the Kloost-
erman zeta function is an example of a Dirichlet series which has a functional equation (of
sorts) and something resembling an Euler product (but isn’t given by rational functions) for
which the Riemann Hypothesis is known; the negative-sign case has a much more compli-
cated meromorphic continuation. On SLp3,Zq, we encounter difficulties that exceed those
of the negative-sign case on SLp2,Zq and, in fact, we are unable to show the meromorphic
continuation of the Kloosterman zeta function itself, but must introduce some weights to
reduce the contribution of the terms with the moduli very far apart; of course, this interfers
with the equivalent of the Euler product for this multiple Dirichlet series. The problem per-
sists even in the best case of sgnpyq “ p´,´q, where it has rotated into the weight direction:
Even though the expected spectral interpretation converges exponentially at each d, the sum
over d itself does not appear to converge absolutely. (If one hopes to cancel the difficulties
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by taking linear combinations, say like the sign-independent Kloosterman zeta function, this
will also lead to disappointment.)
Our solution in the previous paper was to introduce an exponential decay factor; this is
perhaps a bit excessive (a power
ś2
i“1p1 ` |yi|q´ti for large Reptiq would be sufficient), but
we use the same factor here, for continuity. We apply Proposition 3 to a function of the form
fε,spyq “δ sgnpyq“ε |y1|s1 |y2|s1 exp p´ |y1| ´ |y2|q ,(11)
and analyze the resulting spectral expansion to obtain
Theorem 6. Let m,n P N2 and ε P t˘1u2, then the Kloosterman zeta function
Zε˚m,npsq :“
ÿ
c1,c2PN
Swlpψm, ψn, εcq
c1c2
fε,s
ˆ
m1n2c2
c21
,
m2n1c1
c22
˙
,
initially convergent on Rep2s1 ´ s2q,Rep2s2 ´ s1q ą 12 , has meromorphic continuation to all
of s P C2 with potential poles whenever
s1 “´ µi ´ ℓ, or s2 “µi ´ ℓ,
with µ “ µϕ for some cusp form ϕ of weight at most one, i “ 1, 2, 3 and ℓ P N0 “ N Y t0u,
or
s1 “´ d´12 ´ r ´ ℓ, or s1 “2r ´ ℓ or s2 “´ d´12 ` r ´ ℓ, or s2 “´ 2r ´ ℓ,
with µdprq “ µϕ for some cusp form ϕ of weight at least two and ℓ P N0 “ N Y t0u, as well
as potential poles coming from the Eisenstein series terms.
The proof is essentially identical to that of [18, Theorem 1.4].
3.5. The reflection formula. In the case of sgnpyq “ p´,´q, we wish to precisely identify
the obstructions to optimal bounds for smooth sums and the meromorphic continuation of
the zeta function, and we accomplish this by applying the spectral Kuznetsov formulas to
the d ě 3 terms of the arithmetic Kuznetsov formula. The final formula is given by equation
(13) together with the expansions (133), (134) and (136).
For each d ě 0, if F pµq is Schwartz-class and holomorphic on ad1
2
`δ for some δ ą 0, the
spectral Kuznetsov formula [18, Theorem 4.1], [20, Theorem 4] has the form
CdpF q`EdmaxpF q`δd“0EminpF q “
ÿ
wPtI,w4,w5,wlu
ÿ
vPV
ÿ
c1,c2PN
Swpψm, ψn, cvq
c1c2
Hdw
`
F ;mcvwn´1w´1
˘
,
where
HdwpF ; yq “
1
|y1y2|
ż
ad
0
F pµqKdwpy, µqspecdpµqdµ,
and for d ě 2,
specdpµdprqq “ 1
16π4i
pd´ 1q `d´1
2
´ 3r˘ `d´1
2
` 3r˘ .(12)
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If fpyq “ δ sgnpyq“p´,´qf´´p´yq is Schwartz-class and supported on sgnpyq “ p´,´q, thenrf d as in Theorem 2 meets the hypotheses of the spectral Kuznetsov formula, so for 3 ď D1 ď
D2 ď 8, we have
KLpfq ´
ÿ
dPr0,D1qYpD2,8q
´
Cdp rf dq ` Edmaxp rf dq¯´ Eminp rf 0q
“
ÿ
wPtI,w4,w5,wlu
ÿ
vPV
ÿ
c1,c2PN
Swlpψm, ψn, cvq
c1c2
H˚wl
`
mcvwn´1w´1
˘
,
(13)
H˚wpyq :“
1
8π3 |y1y2|
D2ÿ
d“D1
pd´ 1q
ż
Reprq“0
rf dpµdprqqKdwpy, µdprqq´`d´12 ˘2 ´ 9r2¯ dr2πi
Note: We specifically avoid applying the spectral Kuznetsov formula at d “ 2 for the reasons
described in section 3.3.
We consider such a formula in the cases where either f´´pyq “ fXpyq has the form (10)
for smooth sums or f´´pyq “ fMpyq “
ś2
i“1 y
s
i expp1 ´ y1{Mi q and take the limit as M Ñ 8
for the unweighted Kloosterman zeta function. The analysis will be done in section 11, but
we describe the results here.
For the smooth sums, we will chooseD1 “ pX1X2qθ{2 andD2 “ pX1X2qǫmax
!
X
´1{2
1 , X
´1{2
2
)
and we identify a pair of “bad” terms giving the primary asymptotics of H˚wpyq in this range;
all other terms of (13) are small compared to pX1X2qθ`ǫ, and in particular, if X1, X2 ą 1
these bad terms disappear. Ideally, one would then use a deeper analysis of these expressions
in the case X1 ă 1 or X2 ă 1 to either show they are negligible or give an inversion formula
which corrects for their presence (assuming they are not too close to the original function),
but this beyond the scope of the current paper.
For the zeta function, we will choose D1 “ 3 and D2 “ 8. We give only the first terms in a
sequence of contour shifting and describe how one obtains the more general result; however,
it should be clear that the formula (13) can be used to continue the unweighted Kloosterman
zeta function
Z´´m,npsq :“
ÿ
c1,c2PN
Swlpψm, ψn, p´c1,´c2qq
c1c2
ˆ
c2
c21
˙s1 ˆc1
c22
˙s2
, m, n P N2
from its initial definition on Rep2s1´s2q,Rep2s2´s1q ą 12 to the larger region Reps1q,Reps2q ą
1
2
. The main obstruction comes from the same pair of terms as for the smooth sums, as the
other terms tend to converge in left half-planes in s. On the other hand, if we simply wrote
down the spectral expansion of Theorem 2 for the test function f´´pyq “ ys11 ys22 , we would
see that the d sum only converges for Reps1 ` s2q ă ´1 (so we cannot do this); in some
sense we are demonstrating a type of conditional convergence for that sum on (a subregion
of) Reps1 ` s2q ą ´1.
4. Methods
4.1. The Bessel expansion. In proving the Fourier expansion for functions on r0, 1s, if
one knows, by some other means, that the functions e pnxq form a basis, i.e. for any smooth
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function f : r0, 1s Ñ C, there are some coefficients an so that
fpxq “
ÿ
nPZ
an e pnxq ,
where the series converges rapidly, then to find the an it is sufficient to show the e pnxq are
orthonormal on r0, 1s. It follows on taking the inner product of both sides of the previous
display that ż
r0,1s
fpxqe pnxqdx “ an.
The proof of the Bessel expansion in section 9 follows precisely along these lines. Because
the GLp3q Bessel functions are defined in terms of an integral transform of the Whittaker
function (78), it follows from Wallach’s Whittaker expansion that the Bessel functions give
a basis of the smooth, compactly supported functions f : Y Ñ C. The coefficients produced
by Wallach’s Whittaker expansion, in the form of Theorem 10, are quite unpleasant, and
the work of the proof is to show the Bessel functions exhibit the required orthonormality, so
these complicated coefficients are really just the inner product with the given basis element.
Of course, the proof relies on some delicate interchanges of integrals and some work to
show everything converges, and we avoid the generalized principal series representations by
analytic continuation, but in the end we arrive at Theorem 1.
The proof we give for the Bessel expansion should generalize very well in the group direc-
tion, provided one knows the relevant generalizations of Stade’s formula, and assuming one
can justify a certain troublesome interchange of integrals (see section 9.5). It is interesting
to note that Wallach shows the expansion into Whittaker functions by a sort of Fourier
transform on the left of Harish-Chandra’s expansion into spherical functions, and we now
establish the expansion into Bessel functions by the same sort of Fourier transform – now
on the right – of Wallach’s expansion. (Of course, the theorem here is much less general.)
4.2. The arithmetic Kuznetsov formula. The simplest way to construct a Kuznetsov-
type formula is to equate the spectral expansion and Bruhat decomposition of a Poincare´
series (provided one already understands the convergence issues), and Cogdell and Piatetski-
Shapiro [24] have given a method of constructing arithmetic Kuznetsov formulas which avoids
the use of inversion formulas. Their method is simply to take the Fourier coefficient of a
Poincare´ series whose the kernel function is defined in terms of the Bruhat decomposition
of the long-element Weyl cell. The kernel function may easily be chosen to produce the
desired test function on the sum of (long-element) Kloosterman sums, and since the long-
element Weyl cell has full measure, the series will be well-defined in L2pΓzGq (provided the
test function is sufficiently nice). Then section 6.6 gives a version of the spectral expansion
which is nicely uniform with respect to the Fourier-Whittaker coefficients of Maass forms
(cuspidal or Eisenstein) lying in the same irreducible representation (occuring in the Lang-
lands decomposition of the right regular representation of L2pΓzGq), and applying this to
our newly-constructed Poincare´ series gives a spectral interpretation as a sum of pairs of
Fourier-Whittaker coefficients over all minimal-weight Maass forms (equivalently, over ir-
reducible representations; again, both cuspidal and Eisenstein). (Yangbo Ye [49] gave an
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adelic treatment of the method of Cogdell and Piatetski-Shapiro on GLpnq, but was unable
to provide a spectral interpretation, as we do here for SLp3q.)
The weight functions in such a spectral expansion are very complicated and involve both
an integral transform of the constructed kernel function and a sum over all weights (i.e.
representations of K, or equivalently, vectors in the irreducible representation). Fortunately,
these unpleasant functions are precisely the complicated coefficients we encountered in prov-
ing the Bessel expansion, and we now know that these are just the inner product of our test
function with the appropriate Bessel function, as expected.
One of the highlights of the method of Cogdell and Piatetski-Shapiro was that it replaced
the Iwasawa decomposition and representation theory on K with the Bruhat decomposition
and representation theory on UpRq (i.e. the Kirilov model). We keep the analysis on the
Bruhat decomposition, but do not switch to the representation theory of UpRq. This is
partially because we have a very explicit formulation of the Whittaker functions and the
spectral expansion over the K-types in [16,17], but also because a key step in the argument
relies on Godement’s theorem [30, Theorem 14] on the uniqueness of the spherical functions
and the author is unaware of any similar results for UpRq-invariant functions. (The spherical
functions are defined via representations of K and involve a trace over a finite-dimensional
vector space, while UpRq-invariant functions would involve a trace over an L2-space; the
Bessel functions below are actually an example of such a function and there has been some
work done by Baruch and Mao in this area, see section 8.1.)
As always, the analysis contained here is specific to the place at infinity, and not the par-
ticular discrete group SLp3,Zq. A great deal of work is involved in analyzing the convergence
of integrals to justify interchanges, but this work should see use in future generalizations in
the group direction; the reader will notice that most of the work is being done on SLp2q
integrals and functions, after which the SLp3q analysis follows fairly easily. The exception
here comes in proving the generalizations of Stade’s formula, which are not (visibly) achieved
by reducing to SLp2q.
5. What’s next?
In the development of the spectral and arithmetic Kuznetsov formulas, we have encoun-
tered a single problem in several different facades:
Problem 1. Understand sums of the long-element Kloosterman sums when the moduli are
far apart.
Here, the outermost “sums” refers to either smooth moduli sums (as considered here) or
bilinear forms (as considered in [6]). If the moduli are c1, c2 P N and we set y1 “ c2c2
1
, y2 “ c1c2
2
,
then “far apart” should mean at least y1 ! y1´ǫ2 (or y2 ! y1´ǫ1 ), but the true difficulties
begin to occur in the range y1 ! yǫ2; to the extent of the techniques considered in this
paper, the arithmetic Kuznetsov breaks down in the region y1 ! y´1{3`ǫ2 , see Theorem 4. We
take a moment to explore the different realizations of this problem. We are not attempting
to demonstrate equivalences, just to draw connections; futhermore, these connections are
typically concrete in one direction and for the reverse direction, we rely on the nature of
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the Kuznetsov formulas as an isomorphism between spectral sums and (moduli) sums of
Kloosterman sums. We consider this problem in greater detail in section 11.
It may well be the case that GLp3q methods cannot work in the more extreme cases. In
particular, when one of the moduli is essentially fixed, we see from [6, Theorem 2.2] that
the SLp3q long-element Kloosterman sum looks like a classical Kloosterman sum times an
additive twist, and this should certainly be handled by SLp2q methods.
Problem 2. Identify and remove the contribution of the maximal parabolic Eisenstein series
from the GLp3q spectral Kuznetsov formulas.
In [6], an unexpectedly large contribution arose in bilinear sums of Kloosterman sums when
the moduli were far apart, and this directly impacted the strength of the resulting spectral
large sieve inequalities. Also in that paper, a sequence of coefficients (i.e. the input for the
large sieve inequalites) was constructed such that the maximal parabolic Eisenstein terms
in the spectral large sieve sum precisely attained this unusually large asymptotic. That
implies, at least, that improving the large sieve inequalities would require isolating and
removing this contribution. (One might hope that would extend to improvements in the
corresponding subconvexity estimates [7, 8], but these involve smooth index sums.)
Problem 3. Use GLp3q spectral theory to study the symmetric squares of GLp2q cusp forms.
In the papers [6–8], the test functions were taken specifically to avoid the self-dual Maass
forms as the analysis becomes much more difficult there (and higher moments must be con-
sidered, etc.). This paper and the previous one [18] demonstrate a direct connection between
a class of Maass forms that are nearly self-dual (in the sense that one of the parameters is
small |µi| ! }µ}ǫ) and Problem 1 via either error terms in the bound for smooth sums or the
(non-)convergence of the (unweighted) Kloosterman zeta function.
Problem 4. Use GLp3q spectral theory to study the Kl3 hyper-Kloosterman sums.
If we examine the Plu¨cker coordinates in the Bruhat decomposition of Γ in any Poincare´
series, we see that the long-element Kloosterman sum with moduli c1, c2 P N comes from
γ P Γ with
γ “
¨˝ ˚ ˚ ˚
d e ˚
c1 b ˚
‚˛, c2 “ bd´ c1e,
and the Kl3 hyper-Kloosterman sums with modulus b (which are the w5 Kloosterman sums)
come from those γ with c1 “ 0 and c2 “ bd “ b2 (when the indices are all 1). In this sense,
the hyper-Kloosterman sums are hidden in the limit of the long-element sums as the moduli
become infinitely far apart; this behavior extends to other interesting exponential sums
[47]. In examining the spectral Kuznetsov formulas, one notices that a degree of freedom
is dropped in the integral transforms for the w5 Weyl element terms, which leads one to
conjecture [13] that a test function can be constructed such that the w5 cell dominates the
long-element cell (and for which the spectral expansion still converges), but this has yet to be
achieved, though the current paper is a significant step towards the necessary understanding
of the integral transforms. (As mentioned above, it’s obvious that integrals of the w5 Bessel
function are dense in the Schwartz functions on Rˆ, the key point would be to identify
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precisely to what extent the coefficients in the Bessel expansion are determined by the inner
product with the corresponding Bessel functions.)
We do not anticipate a common solution to these problems; in fact, any progress at all on
any individual problem should be considered a major achievement.
6. Background
6.1. The Wigner D-matrices and the V group. If we describe elements k “ kpα, β, γq P
K in terms of the Z-Y -Z Euler angles
kpα, β, γq :“kpα, 0, 0qw3 kp´β, 0, 0qw3 kpγ, 0, 0q, kpθ, 0, 0q :“
´
cos θ ´ sin θ 0
sin θ cos θ 0
0 0 1
¯
,(14) rk `eiα, eiβ, eiγ˘ :“kpα, β, γq(15)
then the Wigner D-matrix is primarily characterized by
Ddpkpθ, 0, 0qq “ Rd `eiθ˘ , Rd psq :“ diag  sd, . . . , s´d( , s P C.(16)
The entries of the matrix Ddpkp0, β, 0qq “ Ddpw3qDdpkp´β, 0, 0qqDdpw3q are known as the
Wigner d-polynomials, but we will avoid the Wigner d-polynomials by treating Ddpw3q as
a black box; that is, as some generic orthogonal matrix. We use the facts (see [16, section
2.2.2])
Ddpvε,`1q “diag
 
εd, . . . , ε´d
(
, Ddm1,mpvε,´1q “
"p´1qdεm1 if m1 “ ´m,
0 otherwise.
(17)
A complete list of the characters of V , is given by χε1,ε2, ε P t˘1u2 which act on the
generators by
χε1,ε2pv´`q “ε1 χε1,ε2pv`´q “ε2.(18)
These give rise to the projection operators
Σdχ “
1
4
ÿ
vPV
χpvqDdpvq,(19)
which are written out explicitly in [16, section 2.2.2] using the description (17). Using the
abbreviation Σdε1,ε2 “ Σdχε1,ε2 , we define
Σd
1
0 “ Σd
1
``, Σ
d1
1 “ Σd
1
`´, Σ
d1
d “ Σd
1
p´1qd ,`, d ě 2.(20)
6.2. The Bruhat decomposition. Up to a measure-zero subspace, we may identify G with
the long-element Weyl cell UpRqY wlUpRq. The change of variables from g P G to g “ xywlx1
with x, x1 P UpRq and y P Y is
dg “ 1
8π2
dx dy dx1,(21)
which follows from [45, Lemma 4.3.2]: If dk¯ is Haar probability measure on V zK, then
dk¯ “ 1
2π2
p2ρpwlx1qdx1,(22)
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under the association between V zK and the K-part of wlx1 as x1 runs through UpRq; an
identical expression holds with wlx
1 replaced by x1T . The measure on Y here is the natural
measure ż
Y
fpyqdy “
ÿ
vPV
ż
Y `
fpvyqdy,
and the factor of 4 difference between (21) and (22) is exactly the difference between counting
measure and probability measure on V .
6.3. The long-element Kloosterman sum. As in [13], we may write this explicitly as
Swlpψm, ψn; cvε1,ε2 q “Sp´ε1n2,´ε2n1, m1, m2; c1, c2q,
where Spm1, m2, n1, n2;D1, D2q is given by the rather complicated exponential sumÿ
B1,C1 pmodD1q
B2,C2 pmodD2q
e
ˆ
m1B1 ` n1pY1D2 ´ Z1B2q
D1
` m2B2 ` n2pY2D1 ´ Z2B1q
D2
˙
,
where the sum is restricted to
D1C2 `B1B2 `D2C1 ” 0 pmodD1D2q, pB1, C1, D1q “ pB2, C2, D2q “ 1,
and the Yi and Zi are defined by
Y1B1 ` Z1C1 ” 1 pmod D1q, Y2B2 ` Z2C2 ” 1 pmod D2q.
We will not require in-depth knowledge about the sum itself, beyond the square-root cancel-
lation bound (originally due to Stevens [44], but later made global with explicit dependence
on the indices in [14], and strengthened in [6, (2.10)]):
Swlpψm, ψn; cq2 ! pc1c2q1`ǫpc1, c2qpm1m2n1n2, c1, c2qpm1, n2, c1qpm2, n1, c2q.(23)
The ǫ power can be improved to divisor functions.
6.4. Whittaker functions. From the Iwasawa decomposition, we define
Idµpxykq “ pρ`µpyqDdpkq.(24)
The components of this matrix-valued function are essentially the elements of a principal
series representation (which may be reducible).
The majority of work of the paper will be concerned with the GLp3q special functions
consisting of the Whittaker functions, the Bessel functions (section 6.14), and the spherical
functions (section 6.11). The long-element, matrix-valued Jacquet-Whittaker function at
each K-type Dd is defined by the integral
W dpg, µ, ψq :“
ż
UpRq
Idµpwlugqψpuqdu.(25)
It is easy to see that this satisfies
W dpxyk, µ, ψq “ ψpxqW dpy, µ, ψqDdpkq, W dpy, µ, ψmq “pρ`µwl pyqW dpI, µ, ψymq.(26)
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The functions Idµpxykq and W dpg, µ, ψq, being defined in terms of a Wigner D-matrix, are
again matrix-valued, and we index their rows W dm1 , columns W
d
¨,m, and entries W
d
m1,m from
the central entry, i.e. by the same convention as the Wigner D-matrices.
We will frequently use the fact that the rows W d
1
m1pg, µdprq, ψIq with d ď m1 ” d pmod 2q
are all identically zero, as are the rows W d
1
m1pg,´µdprq, ψIq with ´d ă m1 ” d pmod 2q. This
can be seen from the pole of the gamma function in the denominator of (30) in the integral
representation (46), below. One particular consequence of this is that we may freely replace
Σd
1
p´1qd ,` ÞÑ Σd
1
p´1qd ,p´1qd in the product
Tr
ˆ
Σd
1
d W
d1py, µdprq, ψIqW d1py,´µdprq, ψIq
T
˙
,
which is precisely the effect of applying the µ ÞÑ µw2 functional equation (see below), and
this continues to hold at d “ 0, 1 for general µ as Σd1`˘ is w2-invariant in those cases.
6.4.1. The functional equations. The Whittaker functions are entire in µ and satisfy the
functional equations ([16, Proposition 3.3]),
W dpg, µ, ψIq “ T dpw, µqW dpg, µw, ψIq, w PW(27)
generated by the matrices
T dpw2, µq :“πµ1´µ2ΓdWpµ2 ´ µ1,`1q,(28)
T dpw3, µq :“πµ2´µ3Ddpv´´wlqΓdWpµ3 ´ µ2,`1qDdpwlv´´q,(29)
and Γd
W
pu, εq is a diagonal matrix coming from the functional equation of the classical Whit-
taker function [16, (2.20)]: For y ą 0, define Wdpy, uq to be the diagonal matrix-valued
function with entries (see [16, section 2.3.1])
(30)
Wdm,mpy, uq “
ż 8
´8
`
1` x2˘´ 1`u2 ˆ 1` ix?
1` x2
˙´m
e p´yxq dx
“π pπyq
u´1
2
Γ
`
1´εm`u
2
˘W´m
2
,u
2
p4πyq,
(where Wα,βpyq is the classical Whittaker function), then we have the functional equations
Wdpy,´uq “pπyq´uΓd
W
pu, 1qWdpy, uq Γd
W ,m,mpu,`1q “
Γ
`
1´m`u
2
˘
Γ
`
1´m´u
2
˘ .(31)
In particular, we have
T dpwl, µq “π2pµ1´µ3qΓd1Wpµ2 ´ µ1,`1qDd
1pv´´wlqΓd
1
Wpµ3 ´ µ1,`1qDd
1pv´´wlqΓd
1
Wpµ3 ´ µ2,`1q.
(32)
The matrices T dpw, µq satisfy the orthogonality relation
T dpw,´µqTT dpw, µq “I,(33)
and the commutation relation with Σdχ,
ΣdχT
dpw, µq “ T dpw, µqΣdχw ,(34)
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where χwpvq “ χpwvw´1q. This corrects [16, (3.26) and (3.27)], which have the inverse Weyl
element on the wrong side.
6.4.2. The minimal-weight Whittaker functions. For α P t0, 1u3, β, η P Z3, ℓ P Z2 and s P C2
define
(35)
Λ0pµq “π´ 32`µ3´µ1Γ `1`µ1´µ2
2
˘
Γ
`
1`µ1´µ3
2
˘
Γ
`
1`µ2´µ3
2
˘
,
Λ1pµq “
?
2π´
3
2
`µ3´µ1Γ
`
1`µ1´µ2
2
˘
Γ
`
2`µ1´µ3
2
˘
Γ
`
2`µ2´µ3
2
˘
,
Λdpµdprqq “2p´1qdp2πq´ d`12 ´3rΓpdqΓ `d`1
2
` 3r˘ ,
rGpd, β, η, s, µq “ ś3i“1 Γ `βi`s1´µi2 ˘Γ `ηi`s2`µi2 ˘
Γ
´
s1`s2`
ř
ipβi`ηiq´2d
2
¯ ,(36)
(37)
rG0pℓ, s, µq “ rGp0, 0, 0, s, µq,rG1pℓ, s, µq “ rGp1, pℓ1, ℓ1, 1´ ℓ1q, pℓ2, ℓ2, 1´ ℓ2q, s, µq,rGdpℓ, s, µq “ rGpd, pd, 0, ℓ1q, p0, d, ℓ2q, s, µq, d ě 2.
Now for |m1| ď d, write m1 “ εm with ε “ ˘1 and 0 ď m ď d, set
Gdm1ps, µq “
dˆ
2d
d`m
˙ mÿ
ℓ“0
εℓ
ˆ
m
ℓ
˙rGdppd´m, ℓq, s, µq,(38)
and take Gdps, µq to be the vector with coordinates Gdm1ps, µq, m1 “ ´d, . . . , d.
We define the completed minimal-weight Whittaker function at each weight d as
W d˚py, µq “ 1
4π2
ż
Repsq“s
pπy1q1´s1pπy2q1´s2Gd ps, µq dsp2πiq2 ,(39)
for any s P pR`q2.
Theorem 7. The Whittaker functions at the minimal K-types are
Λ0pµqW 0py, µ, ψIq “W 0˚py, µq,
Λ1pµqW 10 py, µ, ψIq “W 1˚py, µq,
ΛdpµdprqqW d´dpy, µdprq, ψIq “W d˚py, µdprqq, d ě 2.
For completeness, on d ě 2, we also define
Λdp´µdprqq “ Λdpµdp´rqqπ
d´1
Γpdq ,
so that
Λdp´µdprqqW d´dpy,´µdprq, ψIq “ W d˚py, µdp´rqq,
and this derives from ´µdprqw2 “ µdp´rq.
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6.4.3. The Mellin transform in the general case. In [16, section 3.3], we computed the Mellin
transform ofW dpy, µ, ψIq in terms of a type of beta function, defined for Repaq,Repbq ą 0,ε P
t˘1u by
Bε,mpa, bq “
ż 8
0
xa´1p1` x2q´ b`a2
˜ˆ
1` ix?
1` x2
˙´m
` ε
ˆ
1´ ix?
1` x2
˙´m¸
dx.(40)
This function satisfies
Bε,´mpa, bq “εBε,mpa, bq,(41)
and, for m ě 0, may be computed as
Bp´1qδ ,mpa, bq “iδ
pm´δq{2ÿ
j“0
ˆ
m
2j ` δ
˙
p´1qjB
ˆ
δ ` a
2
` j, m´ δ ` b
2
´ j
˙
.(42)
If we collect these into a diagonal matrix Bdε “ diagpBε,´d, . . . ,Bε,dq, then the Mellin trans-
form of W dpy, µ, ψIq in the form
W dpy, µ, ψIq “
ż
Repsq“p 2
10
, 2
10
q
pπy1q1´s1pπy2q1´s2xW dps, µq dsp2πiq2 ,(43)
is
xW dps, µq “2´s1´s2p2πqµ1´µ3 ÿ
δPt0,1u3
iδ1´δ2`δ3´1 sin
π
2
pδ2 ` s2 ` µ3qΓ ps2 ` µ3q(44) ż
Reptq“ 1
10
sin
π
2
pδ1 ` t´ µ1qΓ pt´ µ1q sin π
2
pδ3 ` s1 ´ tqΓ ps1 ´ tq
Bdp´1q1´δ1 p1` µ1 ´ t, t ´ µ2qDdpw4qBdp´1q1´δ3 p1´ s1 ` t, s1 ´ µ3q
Ddpw3qBdp´1qδ2`δ3 p1´ s2 ´ s1 ´ µ3 ` t, s2 ´ µ3 ´ tq
dt
2πi
,
for, say, |Repµiq| ă 110 . (This corrects the parity of δ3 and the power of i in [16, (3.19)].)
This was obtained by applying [16, (3.17)]
e pxq “
ÿ
δPt0,1u
pi sgnpxqq1´δ lim
θÑπ
2
´
1
2πi
ż
Reptq“c
|2πx|´t Γ ptq sinpπ
2
δ ` θtq dt, x ‰ 0, c ą 0(45)
to the exponential terms in definition of the Whittaker function, after some useful substiti-
tions (see [16, (3.12)]).
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If instead we start with [16, (3.22)], which we write in the form
W d
1py, µ, ψIq “y1`
µ3
2
1 y
1`µ3
2
ż
R2
p1` u23q
´1` 3
2
µ3
2 p1` u22q
´1` 3
2
µ3
2
˜
y1
a
1` u23a
1` u22
¸´µ1´µ2
2
(46)
ˆWd1
˜
y1
a
1` u23a
1` u22
, µ1 ´ µ2
¸
Dd
1pw4qRd1
˜
1´ iu3a
1` u23
¸
ˆDd1pw3qRd1
˜
1´ iu2a
1` u22
¸
e
˜
´y1 u2u3a
1` u22
´ y2u2
¸
du2 du3
(we used Rd p´1qDdpw3qRd p´iq “ Ddpv´`w3v´´w2q “ Ddpw4q), the Mellin transform can
be written asxW d1ps, µq “22´s1´s2p2πq´2´ 32µ3 ÿ
δ2,δ3Pt0,1u
iδ3´δ2 sin
π
2
pδ2 ` s2 ` µ3qΓ ps2 ` µ3q(47)
ˆ
ż
Reptq“ 1
10
sin
π
2
pδ3 ` s1 ` µ32 ´ tqΓ
`
s1 ` µ32 ´ t
˘
ˆ p2πqtxWd1 pt, µ1 ´ µ2qDd1pw4qBd1p´1q1´δ3 `1´ s1 ´ µ32 ` t, s1 ´ µ3˘
ˆDdpw3qBd1p´1qδ2`δ3
`
1´ s1 ´ s2 ´ 32µ3 ` t, s2 ´ µ32 ´ t
˘ dt
2πi
.
where xWdps, uq :“ ż 8
0
y´
µ1´µ2
2 Wdpy, uqys´1dy.
6.5. Stade’s formula. Consider the Mellin transform of a product of two Whittaker func-
tion of the same minimal weight, at the minimal weight: For µ, µ1 P ad0 and Reptq ą 0,
define
Ψdpµ, µ1, tq “
ż
Y `
W d˚py, µqW d˚py, µ1qT py21y2qt dy.
This was evaluated in [43, Theorem 1.1] (see [18, (4.13)]), [16, Theorem 2] and [17, Theorem
2]:
Ψ0 “ 1
4π3tΓ
`
3t
2
˘ ź
i,j
Γ
´
t`µi`µ1j
2
¯
,
Ψ1 “ 1
2π3tΓ
`
3t
2
˘ ź
i,j
Γ
´
ci,j`t`µi`µ1j
2
¯
,
Ψd “24´d´4t´r´r1π2´3tΓ pt ` r ` r1qΓ `d´1
2
` t` r ´ 2r1˘Γ `d´1
2
` t` r1 ´ 2r˘
ˆ Γpd´ 1` t` r ` r1qΓ ` t
2
´ r ´ r1˘ {Γ `3t
2
˘
,
where
ci,j “
"
1 if i “ 3 ‰ j or j “ 3 ‰ i,
0 otherwise,
and µ “ µdprq, µ1 “ µdpr1q for d ě 2.
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In terms of the incomplete Whittaker function, this is
rΨdpµ, µ1, tq :“ ż
Y `
Tr
ˆ
ΣddW
dpy, µ, ψIqW dpy,´µ1, ψIq
T
˙
py21y2qt dy(48)
“ 1
ΛdpµqΛdp´µ1q ˆ
"
Ψdpµ,´µ1, tq if d “ 0, 1,
1
2
Ψdpµ,´µ1w2, tq if d ě 2.
The 1
2
here and the 2 in (68) is precisely due to the fact that
Tr
ˆ
ΣddW
dpy, µ, ψIqW dpy,´µ1, ψIq
T
˙
“ 1
2
W d´dpy, µ, ψIqW d´dpy,´µ1, ψIq
T
,(49)
for d ě 2 and µ “ µdprq, µ1 “ µdpr1q.
6.6. The uniform spectral expansion. The papers [16] and [17] made explicit the con-
tinuous, residual parts and cuspidal parts of the Langlands spectral expansion for L2pΓzGq,
and we now recall that construction.
A vector- or matrix-valued Hecke-Maass form Φd
1
of weight d1 for SLp3,Zq is an eigen-
function of the Casimir operators for G and the Hecke operators for Γ which transforms as
Φd
1pgkq “ Φd1pgqDd1pkq for k P K. (One must also include a moderate-growth condition as
in [17, (14)], but this is not relevant to the current discussion.)
To each µ and d1 ě 0, the paper [16] associates a matrix-valued Eisenstein series
Ed
1pg, µq “
ÿ
γPUpZqzΓ
Id
1
µ pγgq,
with Idµpgq as in (24); these are the lifts of the minimal-parabolic spherical SLp3,Zq Eisenstein
series.
For each integer d ě 0, we take a basis of GLp2q Maass forms: Let S0˚2 be an orthonor-
mal basis of even, spherical Hecke-Maass cusp forms for SLp2,Zq, to which we append the
constant function
b
6
π
. Let S1˚2 be an orthonormal basis of odd, spherical Hecke-Maass cusp
forms for SLp2,Zq. Let Sd˚2 for d ě 2 be an orthonormal basis of holomorphic Hecke mod-
ular forms of weight d; in particular, Sd˚2 is empty for odd d ą 2. To each d, d1 ě 0, r P C
and Φ P Sd˚2 , the paper [16] associates a matrix-valued maximal-parabolic Eisenstein series
Ed
1p¨,Φ, rq. We also associate to such data an Eisenstein series Ed1p¨, rΦ, rq, where if Φ has
SLp2q Langlands spectral parameters pµ1,´µ1q, then rΦ has spectral parameters p´µ1, µ1q;
we discuss this further in section 6.6.1. The residual spectrum is spanned by the Eisen-
stein series with Φ the constant function. The construction of these functions is sufficiently
complicated that we exclude it, see [16, section 5].
For each d ě 0, let Sd˚3 be an orthonormal basis of Hecke-Maass cusp forms for SLp3,Zq
of minimal weight d. To each d, d1 ě 0 and Φ P Sd˚3 , the paper [17] associates a pair of
matrix-valued cusp forms Φd
1
and rΦd1 :
Φd
1pgq “
ÿ
γPpUpZqV qzSLp2,Zq
ÿ
vPV
ÿ
mPN2
ρΦpmq
pρpmqΣ
d1
d W
d1pmvγg, µ, ψIq,(50)
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where γ is embedded in the upper left copy of SLp2,Zq in Γ, and ρΦpmq are the Fourier-
Whittaker coefficients of Φ (it can be shown that the Fourier-Whittaker coefficients of Φ
and the Fourier-Whittaker coefficients of Φd
1
below agree, so there is no ambiguity in the
terminology/notation). The form rΦd1 is defined identically, but with µ replaced with ´µ.
This corrects a mistake in [17, (27)] which uses W d
1pγvg, µ, ψmq; if one used that definition
then for, say, d ě 2, the µ ÞÑ µw2 functional equation relating rΦd1 and Φd1 would actually
introduce a twist by pµw2wl´µwl pmq.
From this basis we have [16, Theorem 1.1] and [17, Theorem 6], the uniform spectral
expansion
Theorem 8. For f : ΓzGÑ C smooth and compactly supported, we have f “ fc`f0`f1`f2
where
fcpgq “
8ÿ
d“0
ÿ
ΦPSd˚
3
8ÿ
d1“0
p2d1 ` 1qTr
ˆ
Φd
1pgq
ż
ΓzG
fpg1qrΦd1pg1qTdg1˙ .
f0pgq “ 1
24
8ÿ
d1“0
p2d1 ` 1q
p2πiq2
ż
Repµq“0
Tr
´
Ed
1pg, µq
ż
ΓzG
fpg1qEd1pg1, µqTdg1
¯
dµ,
f1pgq “
8ÿ
d“0
ÿ
ΦPSd˚
2
8ÿ
d1“0
p2d1 ` 1q
2πi
ż
Reprq“0
Tr
ˆ
Ed
1pg,Φ, rq
ż
ΓzG
f pg1qEd1pg1, rΦ, rqT dg1˙dr,
f2 “ 1
4{ζp3q
ż
ΓzG
fpgqdg.
We will abbreviate the uniform spectral expansion by
fpgq “
8ÿ
d“0
ż
Bd˚
8ÿ
d1“0
p2d1 ` 1qTr
ˆ
Ξd
1pgq
ż
ΓzG
fpg1qrΞd1pg1qT˙ dΞ.(51)
We are using
ş
Bd˚
. . . dΞ purely in a notational sense, but one can instead construct a measure
on the sets B0˚ where
Bd˚ ˆ td1 ě 0u “
!
Φd
1
ˇˇˇ
Φ P Sd˚3
)
Y
!
Ed
1p¨,Φ, rq
ˇˇˇ
Φ P Sd˚2 ,Reprq “ 0
)
Y
!
Ed
1p¨, µq
ˇˇˇ
Repµq “ 0
)
,
unless d “ 0 in which case we append the constant function
Φd
1
0 :“
"
1
4{ζp3q if d
1 “ 0,
0 otherwise.
The map Ξ ÞÑ rΞ is not duality, instead it replaces µ with ´µ in the Fourier expansion; we
explain further presently.
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The cusp forms are distinguished from the Eisenstein series by the fact that their degen-
erate Fourier coefficients are all zero:ż
UpZqzUpRq
Ξd
1pugqψnpuqdu “ 0 whenever Ξ P Sd˚, n1n2 “ 0, n P Z2.(52)
We will not need to consider the degenerate Fourier coefficients of the Eisenstein series in
this paper.
We define the non-degenerate Fourier-Whittaker coefficients of a matrix-valued Maass
form Ξd
1
, Ξ P Bd˚ of weight d1 and minimal weight d with Langlands parameters µΞ (see
[17, Theorem 3]) byż
UpZqzUpRq
Ξd
1pxykqψmpxqdx “ ρΞpmq
pρpmqΣ
d1
d W
d1pmyk, µΞ, ψIq,(53)
where 0 ‰ m1, m2 P Z. The construction of the basis of Eisenstein series and cusp forms is
such that the coefficient ρΞpmq is a scalar and independent of d1, and the Fourier-Whittaker
coefficients of rΞ are also ρΞpmq, provided we define µrΞ “ ´µΞ.
6.6.1. Normalizations. The difference between the forms Ξ and rΞ is fairly minimal. For
d “ 0, 1 the cusp forms have spectral parameters with either RepµΞq “ 0 or µΞ “ px `
it,´x` it,´2itq with 0 ă x ă 1
2
,t P R, and it is known (for the particular case SLp3,Zq [40])
that the minimal and maximal parabolic Eisenstein series have RepµΞq “ 0. For d ě 2, the
cusp forms and Eisenstein series have spectral parameters of the form µΞ “ µdpitq for some
t P R. In the case RepµΞq “ 0, this leaves µrΞ “ µΞ unaffected, but for the other two types we
have µrΞ “ µw2Ξ . As the construction of the basis elements is done via their Fourier-Whittaker
expansion, this implies that Ξd
1
and rΞd1 differ at most by the diagonal matrix (28). In fact,
it is possible to complete the Whittaker function with respect to the µ ÞÑ µw2 functional
equation (on the rows for which W d
1p¨,´µdprq, ψIq is non-zero), but we have not done so for
aesthetic reasons.
For the cusp forms Φ P Sd˚3 , we follow the normalization of [17, (166)]: At the minimal
weight, i.e. d1 “ d, the rowspace of rΦd is spanned by a single row, which we denote by
rφ :“ " rΦd0 if d “ 0, 1,rΦd´d if d ě 2,
and we take φ to be the corresponding row of Φd. Then Φd should be normalized according
to ż
ΓzG
φpgqrφpgqdg “ "1 if d “ 0, 1,1
2
if d ě 2.
(The factor 1
2
is because for d ě 2, the row rφ “ rΦd´d “ p´1qdrΦdd appears twice in the trace.
Note that this matches the squared-norm of the vector p˘1
2
, 0, . . . , 0, 1
2
q in the rowspace of
Σdd; compare [17, Theorem 3 and (27)], (49) and (71), below.)
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For the maximal parabolic Eisenstein series on d ě 2, we are assuming the SLp2,ZqMaass
form (coming from a holomorphic modular form) is normalized in a similar manner, i.e.ż
SLp2,ZqzSLp2,Rq
ΦpgqrΦpgqdg “ 1,
where Φ has spectral parameters pd´1
2
,´d´1
2
q and rΦ has the same Fourier expansion, but
using the (incomplete) Whittaker function at spectral parameters p´d´1
2
, d´1
2
q. This is a
slight renormalization compared to [16]; the Eisenstein series used in the continuous part of
the spectral expansion in that paper are completed with respect to the µ ÞÑ µw2 functional
equation. The difference is limited to the gamma factors of ΓdΦ and
pΓdΦ in [16, section 5.3], and
in particular, the Fourier-Whittaker coefficients of the Hecke-normalized ΦH [16, (5.15-19)]
are unaffected.
To avoid the different normalizations, it is generally preferable to work with the Hecke
eigenvalues rather than the Fourier coefficients, and this conversion is given in the next
section.
6.7. Fourier coefficients vs. Hecke eigenvalues. The Hecke operators (see [31, section
6.4]) are certain arithmetic operators that commute with the action of the Lie algebra (see
section 6.8) and the sums defining the Eisenstein series, so we may assume the elements of
our spectral basis are eigenfunctions of every Hecke operator. Then we use the conversion to
Hecke eigenvalues from [18, section 4.1], [19, section 9.2] and [20, section 11]: For Φ P Sd˚3 ,
ρΦpnqρΦpmq “4
3
λΦpnqλΦpmq
LpAd2Φ, 1q .(54)
When Ξ “ Edp¨,Φ, rq for Φ P Sd˚2 , Reprq “ 0,
ρΞpnqρΞpmq “2 λΦpn, rqλΦpm, rq
LpAd2Φ, 1qLpΦ, 1` 3rqLpΦ, 1´ 3rq .(55)
When Ξ “ Edp¨, µq, Repµq “ 0,
ρΞpnqρΞpmq “16 λEpn, µqλEpm,µqś
i‰j ζp1` µi ´ µjq
(56)
(Keeping in mind the Fourier-Whittaker coefficients of the cited papers/sections are with
respect to the completed d “ 0, 1 Whittaker functions, the normalizations in section 6.6.1,
and the d “ 1 completions compare as Λ1pµq “ ?2Λp0,1,1qpµq; (54) may be computed directly
from
2π´3{2Γp3
2
qΨdpµϕ, µϕ, 1qLp1,Ad2ϕq “ 2
3
ΛdpµΦqΛdp´µΦq
ρΦp1qρΦp1q
ˆ
"
1 if d “ 0, 1,
2 if d ě 2,
see [19, section 9].)
The Hecke eigenvalues for the Eisenstein series may be collected from [16, (4.3) and (5.13)]:
λEpppα, pβq, µq “p´µ3p2α`βqSα,βppµ3´µ1 , pµ3´µ2q,(57)
λΦpppα, pβq,Φ, rq “p2rp2α`βqSα,βppaΦppq´3r, pbΦppq´3rq,(58)
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using the Satake parameters λΦppq “ paΦppq`pbΦppq, aΦppq`bΦppq “ 0 for the SLp2,ZqMaass
form Φ and the Schur polynomials
Sα,βpa, bq :“
det
¨˝
1 bα`β`2 aα`β`2
1 bα`1 aα`1
1 1 1
‚˛
det
¨˝
1 b2 a2
1 b a
1 1 1
‚˛ .
(The λE and λΦ in [16, (4.3) and (5.13)] are not truly the Hecke eigenvalues, even though
they satisfy the Hecke relations, as they include factors pµwl pnq and n´r1 nr2, respectively;
we have dropped these factors in (57)-(58). Further, this corrects the factor p3µ1pα´βq in
[16, (5.13)] to p3µ1pα`βq.)
6.8. The Lie algebra. The main work of the paper [17] was to determine precisely the
action of the Lie algebra of G on smooth functions. Let Ad for each d ě 0 be the space of
smooth, row-vector valued functions which transform as fpgkq “ fpgqDdpkq for k P K. (One
should also include the moderate growth criterion described in section 6.11.) Then [17, (82)
or (83)] defines an operator Y a : Ad Ñ Ad`a for each d ě 0 (to be understood from context)
and |a| ď 2. We will readily apply the Y a operators to matrix-valued functions by operating
on the rows of the matrix.
We will not require very detailed knowledge about these operators, except: First, they
are invariant under left translation by G (by [17, (83)]). Second, they completely describe
the action of the Lie algebra of G on smooth functions by [17, Proposition 9]; that is, the
action of any element of the Lie algebra can be written in terms of the components of the
Y a operators and elements of the Lie algebra of K. Lastly, they preserve V -characters; that
is, the rows of Y aΣdχI
d
µ, with I
d
µ as in (24), lie in the rowspace of Σ
d`a
χ I
d`a
µ .
There are three more relevant operators on the smooth functions of G: ∆K the Laplacian
on K, and ∆1 and ∆2 the Casimir operators on G. By considering vector-valued functions,
we have essentially abstracted over the action of the Lie algebra of K, as its elements act
on the entries of the vector-valued functions in very predictable ways, see [17, sections 5.1-3,
esp. (33),(35),(49)]. For a function f P Ad, we have
∆Kf “ dpd` 1qf.(59)
The Langlands parameters µ parameterize the eigenvalues of the Casimir operators by
∆1pρ`µ “
´
1´ µ21`µ22`µ23
2
¯
pρ`µ ∆2pρ`µ “ µ1µ2µ3pρ`µ,(60)
say ∆ipρ`µ “ λipµqpρ`µ, and this extends to the Idµ function as ∆iIdµ “ λipµqIdµ.
The K-Laplacian is bi-K invariant and the Casimir operators are bi-G invariant which
implies, among other things, that the matrix-valued Whittaker function W dp¨, µ, ψIq is an
eigenfunction of all three with eigenvalues as in (59) and (60).
As degree-two elements of the universal enveloping algebra (with real coefficients), the
Laplacians ∆1 and ∆K are symmetric with respect to dg and ∆2 is anti-symmetric. On
spherical Maass cusp forms, it is known that ∆1 is a positive operator [23], but this does
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not necessarily hold for d ě 1, and in fact for d ą 3, λ1pµdpitqq is positive or negative as 3t2
is larger or smaller than
`
d´1
2
˘2 ´ 1. The symmetric squares of holomorphic modular forms
have spectral parameters µdp0q (for even d), so their Laplacian eigenvalues are negative for
d ě 4, and the Weyl law [20, Theorem 1] implies that forms with positive eigenvalues exist
for all d. (On GLp2q, the Laplace eigenvalue corresponding to a holomorphic modular form
is also negative, while a spherical Maass form necessarily has a positive eigenvalue.)
So there may exist Maass forms with Laplacian eigenvalue equal to zero in weight d ě 3.
On the other hand, we can see that when λ1pµq and λ2pµq are both bounded, }µ} is also
bounded, so the Whittaker transform of a nice function has rapid decay in both }µ} (so also
in d when µ “ µdprq) and d1:
Lemma 9. Let f : GÑ C satisfying fpxykq “ ψIpxqfpykq be such that fpykq is smooth and
compactly supported on Y `K. Then for n1, n2, n3 ě 0,ż
UpRqzG
fpgqW d1pg, µ, ψIqTdg
“
ż
UpRqzG
ˆˆ
∆1
λ1pµq
˙n1 ˆ ´∆2
λ2pµq
˙n2 ˆ 1`∆K
1` d1pd1 ` 1q
˙n3
fpgq
˙
W d
1pg, µ, ψIqTdg,
provided ni “ 0 when λipµq “ 0 for i “ 1, 2.
The proof is trivial, but we have collected the statement into a lemma as we will use it
frequently.
From the Casimir operators, one may construct the operator
ΛX “ 27Λ22 ` 4p∆1 `X2 ´ 1qp∆1 ` 4X2 ´ 1q2(61)
for X P C. When Repµq “ 0, we have µ “ pit1, it2, it3q, t3 “ ´t1 ´ t2 for some t1, t2 P R and
ΛXpρ`µ “
˜ź
iăj
`pti ´ tjq2 ` 4X2˘
¸
pρ`µ,(62)
and when µ “ px` it,´x` it,´2itq,
ΛXpρ`µ “ 4pX ´ xqpX ` xq
`
4t2 ` p2X ´ xq2˘ `9t2 ` p2X ` xq2˘ pρ`µ,(63)
see [17, section 11.1]. The nullspace of the operator Λ d´1
2
, when applied to the Maass forms
of K-type Dd is precisely those forms whose minimal K-type is Dd, and we will apply this
operator in a similar manner to show orthogonality of the Bessel functions coming from
different K-types in section 9.
6.9. The Weyl Law. The Weyl laws are given in [5, Theorem 1], [19, Theorem 1] and
[20, Theorem 1], and we use some simple cases here. For some fpd, µq, we consider the
convergence of a spectral sum of the form
8ÿ
d“0
ż
Bd˚
ρΞpnqρΞpmqfpd, µΞqdΞ.(64)
We will need to know when such a sum converges (absolutely) in general, but we would
like to discuss two regions of the spectrum in particular. The first is the complementary
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spectrum ad,cθ , d “ 0, 1. The second are the nearly self-dual forms: We say a Maass form is
nearly self-dual if one of its spectral parameters is small in the sense mini |µi| ď }µ}1´ǫ for
some ǫ ą 0.
Lastly, we will sometimes wish to express the convergence in terms of the eigenvalues
λipµq of the Casimir operators: For µ in
Ť
d a
d
0 or the complementary spectrum, we have
λ1pµq — 1 ` }µ}2 unless µ “ µdpitq with t “ d2?3 ` opdq, and in that case µ, we have
λ2pµq — 1` }µ}3.
Then the Weyl laws give us the following:
1. If fp¨, µq is the characteristic function of }µ} ď T , then (64) is !m,n T 5.
2. If fp¨, µq is the characteristic function of }µ} ď T in the complementary spectrum,
then (64) is !m,n T 3`ǫ.
3. If fp¨, µq is the characteristic function of mini |µi| ď M ă T inside }µ} ď T , then
(64) is !m,n T 4`ǫM .
4. If fpd, µq is the characteristic function of d “ d1, |r| ď T inside µ “ µd1prq P ad10 for
some d1 ě 3, then (64) is !m,n d1p1` T qpd1 ` T q2`ǫ.
5. If fpd, µq is the characteristic function of d “ 2, |r| ď T inside µ “ µd1prq P ad10 , then
only have the upper bound !m,n p1` T q4 for (64) by [20, Proposition 12].
6. If fp¨, µq ! }µ} 12´ǫmin  |λ1pµq|´3 , |λ2pµq|´2( for some ǫ ą 0, then (64) converges.
6.10. Wallach’s Whittaker expansion. We need to collect several spectral measures
(weights) that appear rather often:
sin0pµq :“ 1
192π5
ź
iăj
pµi ´ µjq sin π
2
pµi ´ µjq,(65)
sin1pµq :“ 1
16π5
pµ1 ´ µ2q sin π
2
pµ1 ´ µ2q cos π
2
pµ1 ´ µ3q cos π
2
pµ2 ´ µ3q,(66)
sindpµdprqq :“ 1
25´dπ3iΓpd´ 1qΓ `d´1
2
´ 3r˘Γ `d´1
2
` 3r˘ , d ě 2,(67)
and lastly, we set
sind˚pµq :“ ΛdpµqΛdp´µqsindpµq ˆ
"
1 if d “ 0, 1,
2 otherwise.
,(68)
for µ P ad. Note that
sind˚pµq “ 2
π
specdpµq ˆ
"
1 if d “ 0, 1,
4π2 otherwise,
(69)
using the spectral measures (weights) specdpµq given in [18, (4.1),(4.2)] and [20, section 3].
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Let C8c pUpRqzG,ψIq be the space of smooth functions f : G Ñ C that satisfy fpxgq “
ψIpxq for x P UpRq such that fpykq is compactly supported on Y `K – UpRqzG. Then
[46, Theorem 15.9.3] implies
Theorem 10. For f P C8c pUpRqzG,ψIq, we have
fpg1q “
ÿ
dě0
ÿ
d1ě0
p2d1 ` 1q
ż
ad
0
Tr
ˆ
Σd
1
d W
d1pg1, µ, ψIq
ż
UpRqzG
fpgqW d1pg,´µ, ψIqTdg
˙
sind˚pµqdµ.
The translation from Wallach’s notation is not so easy: Essentially, there are two iso-
morphism classes of parabolics; for the minimal parabolic d “ 0 corresponds to the trivial
representation of the 1, 1, 1 Levy, while d “ 1 corresponds to a non-trivial character (of which
there is only one, up to permutation), for the maximal parabolic, d ě 2 corresponds to a
character (of that weight) of SOp2,Rq in the 2, 1 Levy. The d1 sum and the matrix elements
involved in the trace are summing over a basis of the corresponding induced representation
(from the Levy up to G).
On the other hand, if one believes the Whittaker functions give a spanning set, then the
spectral measure can be derived from contour shifting with Stade’s formula (48) (see [19,
section 6], [20, section 6] and [18, section 4.1]; the method is due to [32]) and [17, Proposition
20] with a proof similar to section 9, below: For d ě 2, let Σd1˚d be the matrix obtained from
Σd
1
d by setting the rows Σ
d1˚
d,m with |m| ă d to zero, and for d “ 0, 1, let Σd1˚d “ Σd1d . Then if
F pµq is holomorphic and of rapid decay on µ P adδ for some δ ą 0, and additionally satisfies"
F pµwq “ F pµq, @w PW when d “ 0,
F pµw2q “ F pµq when d “ 1(70)
(d ě 2 does not require any symmetries), we haveż
UpRqzG
ż
ad
0
F pµq vW d1pg, µ, ψIqsind˚pµqdµ v1W d1pg,´µ1, ψIq
T
dg(71)
“ F pµ1q
´
vΣd
1˚
d v
1T
¯
for µ1 P ad0 and v, v1 in the rowspace of Σd1d . This implies in particular thatż
UpRqzG
Tr
˜ż
ad
0
F pµqΣd1d W d
1pg, µ, ψIqsind˚pµqdµW d1pg,´µ1, ψIq
T
¸
dg “ F pµ1q,(72)
since Tr
`
Σd˚d
˘ “ 1.
We note that the expansion of Theorem 10 converges by Lemma 9 and the bound of
Corollary 21; in particular, Wallach’s theorem on L2 actually holds pointwise. Also, the
assumption (70) may be dropped if we replace F pµ1q by the appropriate average over the
Weyl elements.
6.11. Godement’s spherical functions. We need a theorem of Godement [30, Theorem
14], which will require some translation:
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Theorem 11. A quasi-bounded function on G which is invariant under K is proportional
to a spherical function of height one if and only if it is an eigenfunction of every differential
operator in the left-K invariant subspace of the universal enveloping algebra of G.
First, a spherical function of height one is a function of the form
hdµpgq “
ż
K
Tr
´
DdpkqTΣd˚d Idµpkgq
¯
dk,(73)
with Idµ as in (24), where Σ
d˚
d is the matrix Σ
d
d with every row but the first and last set to
zero for d ě 2 and Σd˚d “ Σdd for d “ 0, 1. The term “height one” refers to the fact that
the entries of Σd˚d I
d
µ are elements of a multiplicity-one K-isotypic component of a completely
irreducible representation of G; note that the row space of Σd˚d is one dimensional, and so in
particular,
hdµpIq “ Tr
`
Σd˚d
˘ “ 1.(74)
The phrase “invariant under K” refers to the fact that hdµpk´1gkq “ hdµpgq for k P K.
Second, the term “quasi-bounded” can be reinterpretted as moderate growth: For g P G,
define }g} to be the Euclidean norm resulting from the standard inclusion G Ă R9, then we
say fpgq has moderate growth if there exists r ě 0 such that
sup
gPG
|fpgq| { }g}r ă 8.
Lastly, Godement considers the universal enveloping algebra in terms of the right-translation
invariant differential operators; this can be switched to the left-translation invariant oper-
ators by inverting the function argument. Then on vector- or matrix-valued functions, the
left-G- and right-K-invariant operators are just the operators
Y a1 ˝ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˝ Y al , with a1 ` . . .` al “ 0.(75)
(The only K-invariant differential operator coming from the Lie algebra of K is ∆K , and a
vector-valued form is necessarily an eigenfunction of this.) We can consider such an operator
acting on hdµ by its action on the rows of Σ
d˚
d I
d
µ; by [17, Proposition 19], when µ P ad0, hdµ
is an eigenfunction of every such operator. (Since the rowspace of Σd˚d is exactly V
d at the
minimal d, and this is one-dimensional.)
And so we arrive at our translation:
Theorem 12. Consider a matrix-valued function F pgq which transforms as
F pkgk1q “ DdpkqF pgqDdpk1q
for k, k1 P K and is an eigenfunction of every operator of the form (75) with eigenvalues
matching hdµ for some µ P ad0. Set fpgq “ TrpF pgqq, and suppose fpgq has moderate growth,
then
fpgq “ fpIqhdµpgq
for all g P G.
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A note about the convergence of the integral defining hdµpgq: We may reduce to consid-
ering h0
Repµqpyq since the entries of the Wigner D-matrix are bounded by 1. In section 9.6,
we give an integral representation (127) (which is just a change of variables) as an inte-
gral over UpRq, and from this we may reduce to considering h0
RepµqpIq since for fixed y, we
have pρ`RepµqpuTyq — pρ`RepµqpuT q (see section 6.15). On the other hand, h0µpIq “ 1 clearly
converges absolutely.
We do not require the functional equations of the spherical functions, but if we define hdµ,χ
by replacing Σd˚d in (73) with an appropriately defined Σ
d˚
χ (this is easiest to define in terms of
the intertwining operators T dpw, µwq), then hdµ,χ “ hdµw,χw for w PW and χwpvq “ χpwvw´1q,
and this can be deduced from the functional equations of the Whittaker function (27) and
(34). (This is because the action of the Y a operators on T dpw, µwqIdµ is identical to that on
T dpw, µwqΣdχwW dp¨, µw, ψIq “ ΣdχW dp¨, µ, ψIq;
there is a slight caveat that the dimension of the rowspace of the latter is slightly smaller,
but by [17, Proposition 16 parts (3),(1) and (2)] the vectors that are killed by W dp¨, µ, ψIq
do not lie in the rowspace of any Σdχ.)
Similarly, one can define the spherical functions away from the minimal weights d1 “ d,
but we will only require the minimal-weight spherical functions, and in fact, only at d “ 0, 1.
6.12. Integrals of gamma functions. We will make use of Barnes’ first and second lem-
mas:
Theorem 13 (Barnes’ first lemma, [2, sect. 1.7]). For a, b, c, d P C,ż `i8
´i8
Γpa` sqΓpb` sqΓpc´ sqΓpd´ sq ds
2πi
“ Γpa` cqΓpb` cqΓpa ` dqΓpb` dq
Γpa` b` c` dq .
Theorem 14 (Barnes’ second lemma, [2, sect. 6.2]). For a, b, c, d, e, f P C with a ` b` c`
d` e´ f “ 0, ż `i8
´i8
Γpa ` sqΓpb` sqΓpc` sqΓpd´ sqΓpe ´ sq
Γpf ` sq
ds
2πi
“ Γpa` dqΓpb` dqΓpc` dqΓpa` eqΓpb` eqΓpc` eq
Γpf ´ aqΓpf ´ bqΓpf ´ cq .
6.13. The GLp2q Bessel functions. From the classical Bessel functions Jνpxq and Kνpxq,
we define
J`ν pxq :“
π
2
Jνp2xq ` J´νp2xq
cos π
2
ν
, J´ν pxq :“
π
2
J´νp2xq ´ Jνp2xq
sin π
2
ν
, rKνpxq :“2 cospπ2νqKνp2xq.
For ν P Z, we will not encounter Jενpxq unless ε “ p´1qν , so we define the opposite case to be
zero to avoid the Y -Bessel function.
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We have the following bounds (with implied constants absolute)
(76)
J˘ν pxq !
ˆ
1` x
1` |ν|
˙´1{2
, for Repνq “ 0, or ν P Z,
rKνpxq !ˆ1` x
1` |ν|
˙´1{2
, for Repνq “ 0.
(These bounds are both very weak, but simplicity is key, here.) A stronger form of the
J-Bessel bounds can be found in [10, (2.9) and (2.10)], while the K-Bessel bound follows
easily from the uniform asymptotic expansion [29, 7.13.2 (18)-(21)].
The Bessel functions satisfy recurrence relations [25, 10.6.1-2 and 10.29.1-2]
J˘1`νpxq “ν
x
Jνpxq ¯ d
dx
Jνpxq,
K˘1`νpxq “ ˘ ν
x
Kνpxq ´ d
dx
Kνpxq,
and we can see from [7, (4.13)] (for x, |ν| ě 1), the power series [25, 10.2.2 and 10.27.4] (for
x ă 1), and [25, 10.9.6 and 10.32.8] (for |ν| ă 1) that
d
dx
e
π
2
|ν|Jνpxq, d
dx
e´
π
2
|ν|Kνpxq !1` 1` |ν|
x
, for Repνq “ 0.
These give us a bound on Repνq “ ˘1, to which we apply Phragme´n-Lindelo¨f, and we have
J˘ν pxq, rKνpxq !ˆ1` 1` |ν|x
˙|Repνq|ˆ
1` x
1` |ν|
˙´ 1´|Repνq|
2
, for |Repνq| ă 1.(77)
6.14. The GLp3q Bessel functions. This paper is primarily the story of the GLp3q long-
element Bessel functions, and so we require a great deal of information about them. The term
“Bessel function” in the higher rank groups can have different meanings for different authors,
but here we are referring to the functions originally defined in [15] and later generalized in
[19] and [20]. We note that some notational changes were made in the papers [16] and [17]
(which came after [15]) and these changes are discussed in [19, section 4.5]. There are also a
large number of corrections to the constants of [15] given in [18, section 4.1]. The formulas
below are all pulled from either [18] (for d “ 0, 1), [19] (for d “ 1), or [20] (for d ě 2).
The GLp3q Bessel functions are instrinsically defined by an integral transform of the
Whittaker function: For any sufficiently nice test function F pµq and each d ě 0 and w PW,
we define Kdwpg, µq by ż
UwpRq
ż
ad
0
F pµqW d˚pgwxg1, µq dµψIpxqdx
“
ż
ad
0
F pµqKdwpg, µqW d˚pg1, µq dµ,
where Uw “ pw´1UTwqXU and the µ integral is simply to bypass some technical difficulties
with convergence of the x-integral. (We could, instead, drop the µ integral and take a sort
of Riemann integral for the x integral, but this is only a cosmetic improvement.) Since the
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Y a operators are left-translation invariant, we may replace W d˚ with any Y a1 ¨ ¨ ¨Y aℓW d˚ on
both sides, and hence we may instead define Kdwpy, µq using the matrix-valued Whittaker
function at any d1 ě dż
UwpRq
ż
ad
0
F pµqΣd1˚d W d
1pgwxg1, µ, ψIq dµψIpxqdx(78)
“
ż
ad
0
F pµqKdwpg, µqΣd
1˚
d W
d1pg1, µ, ψIq dµ,
and clearly this holds for d1 ă d as both sides are zero.
Since the Bessel functions for w ‰ wl will not make an appearance here, we now restrict to
the case w “ wl. Most of the following has an analog in the general case, but the long-element
case is actually simpler to describe.
6.14.1. Differential equations and asymptotics. The Bessel functions are uniquely character-
ized as functions of G satisfying the properties:
1. Kdwlpxg, µq “ Kdwlpgpwlxwlq, µq “ ψIpxqKdwlpg, µq.
2. ∆iK
d
wl
pg, µq “ λipµqKdwlpg, µq, where ∆1,∆2 are the GLp3q Casimir operators and
λipµq is defined by ∆ipρ`µ “ λipµqpρ`µ.
3. As y Ñ 0, Kdwlpy, µq has the first-term asymptotics implied by (79), (81) and (82)-(84)
below.
If we let Jwlpg, µq be the power series (Frobenius series) solution to 1 and 2 whose first-term
asymptotic as y Ñ 0 is
Jwlpy, µq „ pρ`µpyq
p4π2q2`µ1´µ3
Γ p1` µ1 ´ µ3qΓ p1` µ1 ´ µ2qΓ p1` µ2 ´ µ3q ,(79)
then
Jwlpy, µq “
ˇˇ
4π2y1
ˇˇ1´µ3 ˇˇ
4π2y2
ˇˇ1`µ1 ÿ
n1,n2ě0
Γ pn1 ` n2 ` µ1 ´ µ3 ` 1q p4π2y1qn1p4π2y2qn2ś3
i“1 Γ pn1 ` µi ´ µ3 ` 1qΓ pn2 ` µ1 ´ µi ` 1q
.
(80)
Set
Jε1,ε2wl py, µq “ε2Jwlpy, µq ` ε1Jwlpy, µw4q ` ε1ε2Jwlpy, µw5q,(81)
then if ε “ sgnpyq (note the arguments of the Jwpy, µq functions are still the signed y), we
have
K0wlpy, µq “ ´
1
16π
J``wl py, µq ´ J``wl py, µw2qś
iăj sin
π
2
pµi ´ µjq ,(82)
K1wlpy, µq “ ´
1
16π
Jε1,ε2wl py, µq ´ Jε1,ε2wl py, µw2q
cos π
2
pµ1 ´ µ3q cos π2 pµ2 ´ µ3q sin π2 pµ1 ´ µ2q
,(83)
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and for d ě 2,
´4π cos π `d
2
` 3r˘Kdwlpy, µdprqq “δε1“´1pε2qdJwlpy, µprqw4q ` δε2“´1p´ε1qdJwlpy, µprqq(84)
´ δε1ε2“´1p´ε1qdJwlpy, µprqw3q.
In particular, when sgnpyq “ p`,`q and d ě 2, we have Kdwlpy, µdprqq “ 0.
6.14.2. Some relations among the Bessel functions. We note that independent of sign, we
have
Kdwlpy, µq “ Kdwlpyι,´µw2q,(85)
and in particular
Kdwlpy, µdprqq “ Kdwlpyι, µdp´rqq d ě 2,
which follows from Jwlpy, µq “ Jwlpyι,´µwlq and µdp´rq “ ´µdprqw2 via (81) and (84).
Also, for d ě 2, Kdwlpy, µdprqq can be obtained by analytic continuation from the d “ 0, 1
functions: That is, for d ě 2,
Kdwlpy, µdprqq “Kδpy, pµdprqqw3q, t0, 1u Q δ ” d pmod 2q.(86)
This follows from the discussion on degeneracy of the Jwl function at d ě 2 in [20, section 8.1].
Then one must also compare the matrices Σd
1
d which invariably accompany the Whittaker
functions (and hence also the Bessel functions, being defined in terms of the Whittaker
functions), and for d ě 2, we have
W d
1pg,´pµdprqqw3, ψIq
T
Σd
1
δ W
d1pg, pµdprqqw3, ψIq “W d1pg,´µdprq, ψIq
T
Σd
1
d W
d1pg, µdprq, ψIq,
(87)
with δ as before, by (27), (33) and (34). Here we have used the fact that the product
of Whittaker functions on the right is invariant under Σd
1
´´ ÞÑ Σd1´` since only the rows
W dm1pg, µdprq, ψIq with m1 ď ´d contribute. (See the beginning of section 6.4.)
6.14.3. Mellin-Barnes integrals. In the development of Kuznetsov-type formulas, having
Mellin-Barnes integrals for the kernel functions serves as an intermediate step between the
purely algebraic function of the power series and the development of more functional integral
representations, e.g. the double-Bessel integrals below. On the other hand, Mellin-Barnes in-
tegrals are often sufficient for milder applications. We will use these integral representations
for both reasons.
Define the (normalized) Mellin transform of the Bessel functions by
(88)
Kdwlpy, µq “:
ż `i8
´i8
ż `i8
´i8
ˇˇ
4π2y1
ˇˇ1´s1 ˇˇ
4π2y2
ˇˇ1´s2 pKdwlps, sgnpyq, µqds12πi ds22πi,pKdwlps, v, µq “ 1p2πq8
ż
Y `
Kdwlpvy, µqp4π2y1qs1`1p4π2y2qs2`1dy.
The unbounded portion of the contours in each
şi8
´i8 . . . dsi must pass to the left of Repsiq “ 0
(and the finite part must pass to the right of the poles of the integrands) to maintain absolute
convergence for sgnpyq ‰ p`,`q.
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Write ε “ sgnpvq “ sgnpyq, then for d “ 0, we have˜ź
iăj
sin π
2
pµi ´ µjq
¸ pK0wlps, v, µq “ 116π4G00p2s, 2µq ÿ
wPW3
Sε1,ε2ps, µq,(89)
where G00ps, µq “ rGp0, 0, 0, s, µq as in section 6.4.2 and
S``ps, µq :“1
3
ź
iăj
sin πpµi ´ µjq,
S`´ps, µq :“ sin πpµ2 ´ µ3q sin πps1 ´ µ1q sin πps2 ` µ2q sin πps2 ` µ3q{ sin πps1 ` s2q,
S´`ps, µq :“ sin πpµ1 ´ µ2q sin πps1 ´ µ2q sin πps1 ´ µ2q sin πps2 ` µ3q{ sin πps1 ` s2q,
S´´ps, µq :“ sin πpµ1 ´ µ3q sin πps1 ´ µ2q sin πps2 ` µ2q.
For d “ 1, we have
pK1wlps, v, µq “ 116π4G00p2s, 2µqε2Sε1,ε2ps, µq ` ε1Sε1,ε2ps, µw4q ` ε1ε2Sε1,ε2ps, µw5qsin π
2
pµ1 ´ µ2q cos π2 pµ1 ´ µ3q cos π2 pµ2 ´ µ3q
.(90)
For d ě 2, it is somewhat more useful to write these as
pKdwlps, v, µdprqq “ 14π2 p´ε1ε2qdBε1,ε2wl `s, 23r˘Qpd, s1 ´ rqQpd, s2 ` rq,(91)
where
Qpd, sq :“Γ
`
d´1
2
` s˘
Γ
`
d`1
2
´ s˘ , Bε1,ε2wl ps, rq :“
$’’&’’%
0 if ε “ p`,`q,
B ps1 ` 3r, 1´ s1 ´ s2q if ε “ p`,´q,
B ps2 ´ 3r, 1´ s1 ´ s2q if ε “ p´,`q,
B ps1 ` 3r, s2 ´ 3rq if ε “ p´,´q,
(92)
and Bpa, bq is the usual beta function. (Note: We’ve redefined Bε1,ε2wl ps, rq over [20, (8)] in
case ε “ p´,´q to separate the d-dependent factor p´1qd.)
6.14.4. Stirling’s formula on the Mellin transform. A noticable proportion of the argument
will center on the distinction between the behavior of pKdwlps, v, µq as Impsq becomes large for
fixed µ and the behavior as }µ} becomes large (along the spectrum Ťd ad0 Y a0,cθ Y a1,cθ ) for s
essentially fixed.
A good discussion of the poles and residues of pKdwlps, v, µq for sgnpvq “ p`,`q can be
found in [18, section 7], and we collect a few features here. For d “ 0, 1, the Bessel functions
are just different linear combinations of the same power series, so the Mellin transforms
have poles in the same places; that is, pKdwlps, v, µq has poles at s “ pµw3 ´ ℓ1,´µw1 ´ ℓ2q for
0 ď ℓ1, ℓ2 P Z and w PW. For d ě 2, pKdwlps, v, µq has possible poles at
s “ p´d´1
2
` r ´ ℓ1, 2r ´ ℓ2q, p´2r ´ ℓ1,´d´12 ´ r ´ ℓ2q, p´d´12 ` r ´ ℓ1,´d´12 ´ r ´ ℓ2q.
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At positive distance from the poles and zeros, and assuming Repsq,Repµq in some fixed,
compact set, for d “ 0, 1, Stirling’s formula gives
pKdwlps, v, µq ! |s1 ` s2| 12´Reps1`s2q
˜
3ź
j“1
|s1 ´ µj|Reps1´µjq´
1
2 |s2 ` µj|Reps2`µjq´
1
2
¸
(93)
ˆ
ÿ
wPW
expp´π
2
hε1,ε2pImpsq, Impµwqqq,
where hǫ1,ǫ2pu, tq is given by
hε1,ε2pu, tq “ ´ ε2 |t1 ´ t2| ´ ε1ε2 |t1 ´ t3| ´ ε1 |t2 ´ t3| ´ ε1ε2 |u1 ` u2| ` ε1ε2 |u1 ´ t1|
` ε1 |u1 ´ t2| ` |u1 ´ t3| ` |u2 ` t1| ` ε2 |u2 ` t2| ` ε1ε2 |u2 ` t3| ,
provided Repsq is bounded away from any Repµi,´µjq. At positive distance from the poles
and zeros, and assuming Repsq,Reprq in some fixed, compact set, for d ě 2 (and sgnpvq ‰
p`,`q), Stirling’s formula gives
pKdwlps, v, µq ! |d` iImps1 ´ rq|´1`2Reps1´rq |d` iImps2 ` rq|´1`2Reps2`rq(94)
ˆ |s1 ` 2r|´
1
2
`Reps1`2rq |s2 ´ 2r|´
1
2
`Reps2´2rq |s1 ` s2|
1
2
´Reps1`s2q
ˆ expp´π
2
p´ε2 |Imps1 ` 2rq| ´ ε1 |Imps2 ´ 2rq| ` ε1ε2 |Imps1 ` s2q|qq,
provided Repsq is bounded away from the poles of the gamma functions.
The exponential parts coming from Stirling’s formula at worst cancel and at best give
exponential decay, i.e. hε1,ε2pu, tq ě 0, with a similar statement for d ě 2. The Mellin
transforms at signs sgnpvq “ p`,`q and sgnpvq “ p´,´q have opposing behavior in that
the p`,`q case has exponential decay in Impsq for Impsq large compared to }µ}, and the
p´,´q case has exponential decay in Impµq for Impµq large compared to Impsq. Other than
the p`,`q case, all of the signs have an unbounded region in Impsq where the exponential
parts cancel, and in every case, there is an unbounded region of the spectrum where the
exponential parts cancel for fixed s; these are the nearly self-dual forms of section 6.9. In
addition, while the p´,´q case only lacks exponential decay near t “ 0 for µ “ µdpitq P ad0,
d ě 2, and the p`,`q case is simply zero there, the mixed-sign cases lack exponential decay
for all µ P ad0, d ě 2.
6.14.5. Double-Bessel integrals. To argue the absolute convergence of several integrals during
the construction of the Kuznetsov formula, we will need a little bit better decay rates for the
GLp3q Bessel functions than are obvious using the Mellin-Barnes integrals, and the easiest
way to see this is through the double-Bessel integrals. These are given in [7, Lemma 5] for
d “ 0 and [8, (3.6)] for d ě 2 (beware the different normalizations in those papers), and give
the d “ 1 case here for the first time; the proof in the case d “ 1 is identical to that of d “ 0.
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The double-Bessel integrals for GLp3q are
J ˘1 py, µq :“
ˇˇˇˇ
y1
y2
ˇˇˇˇµ2
2
ż 8
0
J˘µ3´µ1
´
2π |y1|1{2
?
1` u2
¯
J˘µ3´µ1
´
2π |y2|1{2
?
1` u´2
¯
u3µ2
du
u
,
J ˘2 py, µq :“
ˇˇˇˇ
y1
y2
ˇˇˇˇµ2
2
ż 8
1
J˘µ3´µ1
´
2π |y1|1{2
?
u2 ´ 1
¯
J˘µ3´µ1
´
2π |y2|1{2
?
1´ u´2
¯
u3µ2
du
u
,
J3py, µq :“
ˇˇˇˇ
y1
y2
ˇˇˇˇµ2
2
ż 8
0
rKµ3´µ1 ´2π |y1|1{2?1` u2¯ J´µ3´µ1 ´2π |y2|1{2?1` u´2¯u3µ2 duu ,
J4py, µq :“
ˇˇˇˇ
y1
y2
ˇˇˇˇµ2
2
ż 1
0
rKµ3´µ1 ´2π |y1|1{2?1´ u2¯ rKµ3´µ1 ´2π |y2|1{2?u´2 ´ 1¯u3µ2 duu ,
J5py, µq :“
ˇˇˇˇ
y1
y2
ˇˇˇˇµ2
2
ż 8
0
rKµ3´µ1 ´2π |y1|1{2?1` u2¯ rKµ3´µ1 ´2π |y2|1{2?1` u´2¯u3µ2 duu .
The bound (76) is sufficient to see these integrals converge for µ3 ´ µ1 P iR and J ˘1 , J ˘2
converge for µ3 ´ µ1 P Z.
These then relate back to the GLp3q Bessel functions by: For sgnpyq “ p`,`q, and
d “ 0, 1,
Kdwlpy, µq
|y1y2| “16
cos π
2
pµ1 ´ µ2q cos π2 pµ2 ´ µ3q
cos π
2
pµ1 ´ µ3q J5py, µq.(95)
For sgnpyq “ p´,´q,
Kdwlpy, µq
8 |y1y2| “
$’’’’&’’’’’%
1
3
ÿ
wPW3
`
2J ´1 py, µwq ` J `1 py, µwq
˘
d “ 0,
´J `1 py, µq ´ J `1 py, µw4q ` J `1 py, µw5q d “ 1,
εJ ε1 py, µdprqw3q d ě 2, ε “ p´1qd´1.
(96)
For sgnpyq “ p`,´q,
Kdwlpy, µq
8 |y1y2| “
$’’’’&’’’’%
1
3
ÿ
wPW3
`
J ´2 py, µwq ` J3py, µwq ` J4py, µwq
˘
d “ 0,
J ´2 py, µw5q ´ J3py, µw5q ` J4py, µw5q d “ 1,
J ε2 py, µdprqw3q d ě 2, ε “ p´1qd´1.
(97)
The case sgnpyq “ p´,`q follows from (85).
Note: Equations (96) and (97) correct the formulas [8, (3.6)], which are all missing a factor
1
xp1´xq .
6.15. A key Iwasawa decomposition and substitution. The Iwasawa decomposition of
wlx and wlxy for x P UpRq and y P Y ` will be used throughout the paper, so we take a
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moment to write it down explicitly now: If x˚y˚k˚ “ wlxy with k˚ “ rk pα1, α2, α3q (as in
(15)), then
(98)
x˚1 “
x2y
2
1 ` x1x3
ξ1
, x˚2 “
x1y
2
2 ` x2px1x2 ´ x3q
ξ2
, x˚3 “
x3
ξ1
,
y˚1 “y1
?
ξ2
ξ1
, y˚2 “y2
?
ξ1
ξ2
,
α1 “´y2
?
ξ1 ´ ipx1y22 ` x2px1x2 ´ x3qqa
y22 ` x22
?
ξ2
, α2 “´x3 ` iy1
a
y22 ` x22?
ξ1
, α3 “ y2 ´ ix2a
y22 ` x22
,
where
ξ1 “y21y22 ` y21x22 ` x23 ξ2 “y21y22 ` y22x21 ` px1x2 ´ x3q2.
In particular,
pρ`µpy˚q “ pρ`µpyqξ´
1`µ2´µ3
2
1 ξ
´ 1`µ1´µ2
2
2 ,
and we note that (14) and (16) imply that Ddpk˚q is a linear combination of terms αk11 αk22 αk33
with ki P Z, |ki| ď d.
In most cases, the conjugation xy ÞÑ yx has easily understood consequences (i.e. in
expressions such as pρ`µpwlxyq ÞÑ pρ`µpwlxqpρ`µpywlq, ψIpxq ÞÑ ψypxq, ψIpx˚q ÞÑ ψywl px˚q,
k˚ ÞÑ k˚, etc.), and this effectively replaces y ÞÑ I in the above expressions. Note also that
the Iwasawa decomposition of xT is identical to that of wlxwl with x1 and x2 interchanged.
If we take y “ I and perform the sequence of subsitutions (see [14, section 5]; the substi-
tution can also be explained by factoring the long element in the Weyl group)
x1 ÞÑ x1
a
1` x22 ` x23 ` x2x3
1` x22
followed by x3 ÞÑ x3
b
1` x22,(99)
which has Jacobian
dx ÞÑ
b
1` x23 dx,
the equations (98) become
(100)
x˚1 “
x2
a
1` x23 ` x1x3
p1` x22q
a
1` x23
, x˚2 “
x1
a
1` x22
p1` x21q
a
1` x23
, x˚3 “
x3a
1` x22p1` x23q
,
y˚1 “
a
1` x21
p1` x22q
a
1` x23
, y˚2 “
a
1` x22
p1` x21q
a
1` x23
,
α1 “´1´ ix1a
1` x21
, α2 “ ´x3 ` ia
1` x23
, α3 “ 1´ ix2a
1` x22
.
7. Some analytic preliminaries
7.1. The trivial bound on the Whittaker functions. First, a lemma on the absolute
convergence of the Jacquet integral for the Whittaker function:
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Lemma 15. Suppose t P R3, t1 ` t2 ` t3 “ 0 with t1 ´ t2, t2 ´ t3 ě 1T ą 0, thenż
UpRq
pρ`tpwlxqdx ! 1` T 3.
Proof. By the computations of section 6.15 and [33, 3.251.2], the integral isż
R3
p1` x21q
´1`t2´t1
2 p1` x22q
´1`t3´t2
2 p1` x23q
´1`t3´t1
2 dx “π3{2 Γ
`
t1´t2
2
˘
Γ
`
t2´t3
2
˘
Γ
`
t1´t3
2
˘
Γ
`
1`t1´t2
2
˘
Γ
`
1`t2´t3
2
˘
Γ
`
1`t1´t3
2
˘ ,
and the gamma functions in the numerator each have a simple pole at t “ 0. 
For the most complex computations, we will restrict to the principal series cases d “ 0, 1
where we may assume Repµq “ 0, and obtain the results for generalized principal series where
µ “ µdprq, Reprq “ 0 by analytic continuation. This requires a bound which is polynomial
in d1, but unfortunately, it is not possible to make such a bound also polynomial in µ:
Lemma 16. Let d1 ě 0, y P Y `, k P K and suppose Repµ1´µ2q,Repµ2´µ3q ě 1T ą 0, then
W d
1
m1,mpyk, µ, ψIq ! p1` T 3qy1´Repµ1q1 y1`Repµ3q2 .(101)
If also d ě 0, y1 P Y ` and Repµ1 ´ µ2q,Repµ2 ´ µ3q ď A, then
(102)
Tr
´
Σd
1
d W
d1py1, µ, ψIqW d1pyk,´µ, ψIqT
¯
! p1` T 3q2p1` d1q4p1` d1 ` }µ}q4Apy1y11q1´Repµ1qpy2y12q1`Repµ3q,
Here, the factor y
1´Repµ1q
1 y
1`Repµ3q
2 cannot be improved except when one or more µi ´ µj P
Z, where some of the terms in the power-series expansion/poles of the Mellin transform
disappear; this cancellation is what gives us !µ y1y2 for the minimal-weight Whittaker
functions, even though they are far from the line of symmetry (i.e. Repµq “ 0).
Proof. The first bound follows from (26) on taking t “ Repµq in Lemma 15 withˇˇ
Idµ,m1,mpwlukq
ˇˇ ď pρ`tpwluq,
since
ˇˇ
Dd
1
m1,mp¨q
ˇˇ ď 1. For the second bound, we note that Γd1
W
is diagonal and Σd
1
d is supported
on the diagonal and anti-diagonal, hence the left-hand side may be written
π2pµ3´µ1q
ÿ
˘
ÿ
|m|,|j1|,|j2|,|j3|ďd1
Σd
1
d,m,˘mW
d1
˘m,j1py1, µ, ψIqW d
1
j2,j1
pyk,´µwl, ψIq
ˆ Γd1
W ,j2,j2
pµ2 ´ µ3,`1qDd1j3,j2pv´´wlqΓd
1
W ,j3,j3
pµ1 ´ µ3,`1qDd1m,j3pv´´wlq
ˆ Γd1
W ,m,mpµ1 ´ µ2,`1q,
where the matrices at the end derive from applying the ´µ ÞÑ ´µwl functional equation
(27) (see (32)) of the second Whittaker function. Then the entries of Γd
1
W
pu,`1q are !
p1 ` d1 ` |u|qRepuq by Stirling’s formula applied to (31) away from the singularities. The
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singularities of Γd
1
W ,m,mpu,`1q on Repuq ą 0 are removable and occur when uÑ n P NY t0u
with 0 ě 1´m` n ” 0 pmod 2q; at such points we have
Γd
1
W ,m,mpn,`1q “ p´1qm
Γ
`
1`m`n
2
˘
Γ
`
1`m´n
2
˘ ,
and the same bound applies. 
By Phragme´n-Lindelo¨f and the µ ÞÑ µwl functional equation (27), the bound (101) also
applies at Repµq “ 0 with
T “ logp2` d1q logpy1 ` y´11 q logpy2 ` y´12 q logp2` }µ}q.(103)
Lastly, we want a bound that directly shows the absolute convergence of Wallach’s Whit-
taker expansion; in fact, we need to see the rapid convergence of a rather complicated part
(115) of that expansion piece-by-piece. We need a bound for the left-hand side of (102) for
µ P ad1
2
which is polynomial in d, d1, µ and y. (In particular, we will avoid the use of the
functional equations as in the above, since the entries in the matrix T dpw, µq can potentially
become large far away from Repµq “ 0.) Furthermore, we will want to see some extra decay
near yi “ 0 in an inverse Whittaker transform at the same level of generality. Our solution
is to bound the Mellin transform of the Whittaker function, with a slight modification for
d ě 2: For d ě 2 and µ “ µdprq, the trace of (102) can be written
1
2
d1´d
2ÿ
N“0
W d
1
´d´2Npy1, µdprq, ψIqW d1´d´2N pyk,´µdprq, ψIq
T
,
as the other terms are zero. The two Whittaker functions differ by the w2 functional equation,
which is a diagonal matrix:
W d
1
´d´2N pyk,´µdprq, ψIq “T d´d´2N,´d´2N pw2,´µdprqqW d
1
´d´2N pyk, µdp´rq, ψIq,
T d´d´2N,´d´2N pw2, µdprqw2q “π1´d
Γ pd`Nq
Γ pN ` 1q ,
so for d ě 2, we renormalize by the square-root of this quantity, and bound the Mellin
transform of
ĂW d1´d´2N py, µdprq, ψIq :“π´ d´12
d
Γ pd`Nq
Γ pN ` 1qW
d1
´d´2N py, µdprq, ψIq.(104)
For convenience, we set
ĂWd,Npyq :“π´ d´12
d
Γ pd`Nq
Γ pN ` 1q
`
y
4π
˘´ d´1
2 W´d´2N p y4π , d´ 1q,
then
xĂW d1´d´2Nps, rq, the Mellin transform of ĂW d1´d´2N py, µdprq, ψIq, is given by the ´d ´ 2N
row of (47), with p2πqtxWd1´d´2N pt, µ1 ´ µ2q replaced by 2´txWd,Nptq wherexWd,Npsq :“ ż 8
0
ĂWd,Npyqys´1dy.
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We now collect some results on the GLp2q Whittaker functions whose proof is somewhat
technical and we postpone to the end. The overarching goal of these lemmas is to show a
generic, polynomial upper bound and an exponential decay bound for the Mellin transform
of the GLp2q Whittaker function in various regions of its parameters. As a general rule, we
have chosen simplicity over quality for these bounds.
Even though we can give an explicit expression for xWd,N psq as a terminating hypergeomet-
ric series, it is quite difficult to directly obtain good bounds for this function, so our generic
bound for the Mellin transform will follow from
Lemma 17. The function ĂWd,Npyq is bounded (up to an absolute constant) by
1. pp1`N{dq logp3` ppd`Nq{yqqq1{4 always,
2. y1{2pN ` 1q3{2d´3{4 for y ă d´1
epN`1q , and
3.
pN ` 1qe´y{4a
N !pd´ 1`Nq! for y ą pd` 3` 2Nqmax
 
N, 2 log2pd` 3` 2Nq(.
The first part is the most difficult, and we rely on the asymptotics of Olver and Dunster,
as they appear in [25]. The second and final parts are proven directly; one can certainly
improve these by applying the asymptotics, but this would require a deeper analysis in
certain transition regions. (Again, the bounds are not optimal; in particular, the correct
upper bound in part one is likely just 1.)
We apply this to the Mellin transform xWd,Npsq in the region of absolute convergence.
Lemma 18. For Repsq P r´1
2
` δ, 1
2
s, δ ą 0, the function xWd,N psq is bounded (up to a
constant depending on δ) by
1. d1{2pN ` 1q3{2 log d always, and
2. exp
`´π
8
|Impsq|˘ for |Impsq| ą 4
π
p5` d` 2Nq log2p5` d` 2Nq.
The first part follows trivially from the previous lemma, so we leave its proof to the reader.
The second part will follow from Stirling’s formula applied to the representation of xWd,Npsq
as a terminating hypergeometric series.
The previous two lemmas concerned the GLp2q Whittaker function at certain integer
indices; the opposite case is where one of the indices is purely imaginary. (If we apply
(45) to the definition (30), we can see that the Mellin transform of the GLp2q Whittaker
function is a linear combination of Bε,mpa, bq functions – this is essentially what we have done
to develop (44) and (47), so it is not entirely incorrect to say that Bε,mpa, bq is the Mellin
transform of the GLp2q Whittaker function.)
Lemma 19.
1. For Repaq ą 0 and Repbq ą ´1 the function Bp´1qδ ,mpa, bq is holomorphic in a and
b except for a simple pole at b “ 0 with residue im when m ” δ pmod 2q. We may
write this as
res
b“0
Bdε pa, bq “ 12
`
Rd p´iq ` εRd piq˘ .
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2. If Repaq ą 0 and Repb` 1q, |Repbq| ě δ ą 0, we have
Bε,mpa, bq !δ
ˆ
1` |a| ` |m||b|
˙2
B
´
Repaq
2
,
Repbq
2
¯
.
3. If 6 ą Repaq,Repb` 1q, |Repbq| ě δ ą 0, and
|Impa ´ bq| ą max  8
π
p|m| ` 20q log2 ` 8
π
p|m| ` 20q˘ , 4 |Impa` bq|( ,
we have
Bε,mpa, bq !δ exp´ π16 |Impa´ bq| .
The first part follows trivially from (42), so we leave that to the reader. The second part
will follow from a recursion formula in the argument b, and the third is essentially a more
careful treatment of [16, (2.30)-(2.33)].
If we examine (44) on µ P a0A for some fixed A, and ignore the logarithms and constant
factors, the first Bdε function gives exponential decay in t when |Imptq| is larger than T :“
max td1, |Impµ1 ´ µ2q| , |Impµ3q|u. Then the second Bdε function gives exponential decay in s1
when |Imps1q| is larger than T , and the third gives exponential decay in s2 when |Imps2q|
is larger than T . In the case µ “ µdprq with |Reprq| ď A, the same applies to (47) with
T “ max td1, |Imprq|u.
Lemma 20.
1. For d1 ě d “ 0, 1, on the region µ P ad1
2
, |Reps1q| , |Reps2q| ă 12 , xW d1ps, µq is holomor-
phic in s and µ except for possible poles at ps1, s2q “ pµw3 ,´µw1 q, w P W. The poles
are simple when the coordinates of µ are distinct, and up to order three (when µ “ 0)
otherwise. If δ ą 0 is the minimum distance to any pole, we have the bound
xW d1ps, µq !δ "exp´ 1100 max t|Imps1q| , |Imps2q|u if max t|Imps1q| , |Imps2q|u ą 100T log7 T,
d14T 5 otherwise,
with T “ max td1, |Impµ1 ´ µ2q| , |Impµ3q|u.
2. For d1 ě d ě 2, on the region µ P ad1
2
, |Reps1q| , |Reps2q| ă 12 ,
xĂW d1´d´2N ps, rq is
holomorphic in s and r except for possible simple poles at s1 “ ´2r and s2 “ 2r. If
δ ą 0 is the minimum distance to any pole, we have the boundxĂW d1´d´2N ps, rq !δ "exp´ 1100 max t|Imps1q| , |Imps2q|u if max t|Imps1q| , |Imps2q|u ą 100T log7 T,d17T 5 otherwise,
with T “ max td1, |Imprq|u.
The residues in s1 or s2 at the simple poles continue to have exponential decay in the other
variable and satisfy the same bound; the double (or triple) poles in the rest of the paper
may be avoided by analytic continuation (in µ). Clearly, the numerical values are not best
possible, but these follow easily on inspection.
The proof is straight-forward, but the equations would be lengthy, so we omit certain
details. It is always possible to choose a vertical-line t contour for meromorphy in a certain
range of Repsq and Repµq as follows: There are a finite number, say n, of vertical lines, at
the linear combinations of Repsq and Repµq in (44) or (47), to be avoided, but if we divide
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up the allowed ranges of Repsiq,Repµiq P p´12 , 12q into 4n ´ 1 overlapping, equal intervals of
width 1{p2nq, then on any combination of intervals, there is some place to put the t contour
and on the overlap of two intervals, we may shift the contour between these places. There
are two difficulties; first that we may be shifting past poles in t, thereby picking up extra
terms from the residues, but again, the residues in t have the same exponential decay and
bound in s and µ, and second that one must check that there exists a choice of t contour
within the ranges of Lemmas 18 and 19 (though it is possible to extend these, with some
effort), and these are the details we have omitted.
Corollary 21. With T defined as in the lemma, and d1 ě d ě 0, µ P ad1
2
,
W d
1py, µ, ψIq ! y1´maxtRepµiqu1 y1`mintRepµiqu2 d14T 7,
for d “ 0, 1, and ĂW d1´d´2N py, µdprq, ψIq ! y1`2Reprq1 y1´2Reprq2 d17T 7,
for d ě 2.
7.2. Decay of the double-Bessel integrals. As mentioned in section 6.14.5, we need to
see some decay in the Bessel functions near yi “ 8.
Lemma 22. For d ě 0 and µ P ad0, we have
Kdwlpy, µq
|y1y2| ! plogp3` }µ}q ` |log |y1|| ` |log |y2||q
2ź
i“1
˜
1` |yi|
1{2
1` }µ}
¸´1{2
.
Proof. We apply the double-Bessel integral representations. First, note that when sgnpyq “
p`,`q, Kdpy, µq is symmetric in µ, so we may assume that maxi,j |µi ´ µj| “ |µ1 ´ µ3| and
the trigonometric functions in (95) are harmless. (One can achieve better bounds for the
Whittaker function through other means, but we include it for uniformity.) Now the analysis
of J ˘1 , J3 and J5 are identical, and consists of simply applying the bound (76), bearing in
mind that when d ě 2 and µ “ µdprq we have pµw3q2 “ ´2r, so the factor u3µ2 is always of
modulus 1. One might worry about the case when, say, |y1| is large and |y2| is very small
since u˘1 needs to be large to overcome the 1 in (76) for convergence of the head/tail of the
integral, but the factor 1
u
means the integral over the interval
ż max" |yi|1{2
1`}µ}
*
min
" |yi|1{2
1`}µ}
* du
u
will only contribute to the logarithmic factor in the lemma.
For J ˘2 and J4 there is some extra work, and these two are essentially identical, after
sending u ÞÑ u´1 in J ˘2 . The difficulty arises when u is close to 1, but this is simply
dealt with: If 1 ´ u ă min
!
1`}µ}2
|y1| ,
1`}µ}2
|y2| ,
1
2
)
, then the integrand is bounded by 1 and
the desired bound holds due to the decreasing measure of this set. On the other hand, if
say min
 p1` }µ}2q{ |y1| , 12( ą 1 ´ u ą p1 ` }µ}2q{ |y2|, then the integrand is bounded by
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1`}µ}1{2
p|y2|p1´uqq1{4 , and we seeż mintp1`}µ}2q{|y1|, 12u
0
u´1{4du !
˜
1` |y1|
1{2
1` }µ}
¸´3{2
.

For the complementary spectrum, the bound becomes a bit worse:
Lemma 23. For d “ 0, 1 and µ “ pX ` it,´X ` it,´2itq, 0 ă X ď 1
2
´ δ, δ ą 0,t P R, we
have
Kdwlpy, µq
|y1y2| !δ p1` |t|q
2ź
i“1
p1` |yi|1{2qX´ 12 p1` |yi|´1{2q2X .
Proof. In the double-Bessel integrals J ˘i , we may now have µ3 ´ µ1 “ 2X,˘pX ` 3itq,
depending on the permutation w P W3, so we must apply (77). Sacrificing strength for
simplicity, we may collect our cases into the bound
max
νPt2X,X`3itu
!ˇˇ
J˘ν pxq
ˇˇ
,
ˇˇˇ rKνpxqˇˇˇ) !p1` |t|q 12 p1` xqX´ 12 p1` x´1q2X .
For J ˘1 , J3 and J5, the proof is essentially identical, but for J
˘
2 and J4, we need to revisit
the region in u near 1. Suppose |y1| ď |y2|, then on the region 1 ´ u ă min
!
1
|y2| ,
1
2
)
, the
integral is bounded by
p1` |t|q
ż min" 1|y2| , 12*
0
ˆ
1
u2 |y1y2|
˙X
du ! p1` |t|q |y1y2|´X p1` |y2|q2X´1,
and on the region min
 
1{ |y1| , 12
( ą 1´ u ą 1{ |y2|, the integral is bounded by
p1` |t|q
ż min" 1|y1| , 12*
0
ˆ
1
u |y1|
˙X
pu |y2|q 12X´ 14du ! p1` |t|q |y1|´X |y2|
1
2
X´ 1
4 p1` |y1|q 12X´ 34 .
The result follows. 
7.3. Inequalities for the derivatives of Bessel functions.
Lemma 24. For d ě 0 and µ P adX , X ě 0 and any ǫ ą 0, we have
py1y2q´1 py1By1qj1 py2By2qj2 Kdwlpy, µq !µ,j1,j2
´
|y1|´X´ǫ ` |y1|α1`ǫ
¯´
|y2|´X´ǫ ` |y2|α2`ǫ
¯
,
where
α1 “ 23j1 ` 13j2 ` 16 max t0, 3X ´ j1 ´ j2u , α2 “ 13j1 ` 23j2 ` 16 max t0, 3X ´ j1 ´ j2u .
Proof. We apply the Mellin-Barnes integrals of section 6.14.3 as in (89)-(91), and shift the
s contours back to Repsq “ p´α1 ´ ǫ,´α2 ´ ǫq; we may assume that there are no poles on
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these lines, by reducing ǫ ą 0 as necessary. For the shifted integral, after applying Stirling’s
formula (treating µ as constant), we are bounding
|y1|α1`ǫ |y2|α2`ǫ
ż
Repsq“p´α1,´α2q
|s1|j1´3α1´
3
2
´3ǫ |s2|j2´3α2´
3
2
´3ǫ |s1 ` s2|α1`α2`
1
2
`2ǫ |ds| ,
and the integral converges by applying |s1 ` s2| ! |s1| |s2|.
For the residue at s “ pµw3 ,´µw1 q, w PW, we have the bound |y1y2|´X , unless we encoun-
tered a double or triple pole (if µi “ µj or µ “ 0, respectively), introducing some logarithmic
terms, which we fold into the |y1y2|´ǫ factor. The other residues have bounds intermediate
to the main terms. Of course, for d ě 2, the first two-variable residues in both s1 and s2
occur with one of s1 or s2 is much farther to the left, but the bound of the lemma (which is
weaker in the case y Ñ 0) is sufficient.
For the mixed terms, say for the residue at s1 “ µi with the s2 contour at Reps2q “ ´α2´ǫ,
we are bounding
|y1|´X |y2|α2`ǫ
ż
Reps2q“´α2
|s2|j2`X´2α2´1´2ǫ |ds2| ,
and the integral converges. Again, double or triple poles will introduce logarithms, but
ǫ ą 0 still assures convergence in the face of logarithms in s2 (from the digamma function;
see [18, (7.4)] for an example in the positive-sign case), and any logarithms in y may be
rolled into the ǫ powers. 
7.4. Decay of the inverse Whittaker/Bessel transforms. Inverse transforms involving
Whittaker and Bessel functions tend to have slightly more decay near yi “ 0 than the
functions themselves; this is typical of functions given by Mellin-Barnes integrals. Essentially,
we will need to show the convergence of the Bessel transform of the inverse Bessel transform
of a function, and the lemma of the previous section combined with the following lemma will
demonstrate the necessary convergence.
Lemma 25. For d1 ě d ě 0 and some 1
2
ą δ1 ą δ ą 0, suppose F pµq is holomorphic and
! pd1 ` }µ}q´100 on µ P adδ1 , thenż
ad
0
F pµqKdwlpy, µq dµ !F |y1y2|1`δ ,
for d “ 0, 1, ż
ad
0
F pµqW d1py, µq dµ !F |y1y2|
2ź
i“1
|yi ` 1{yi|´δ ,
and for d ě 2, ż
ad
0
F pµqĂW d1´d´2Npy, µq dµ !F |y1y2| 2ź
i“1
|yi ` 1{yi|´δ .
Proof. We again apply the Mellin-Barnes integrals of section 6.14.3 forKdwlpy, µq. When both
y1, y2 ă 1, we shift the s contours back to Repsq “ p´δ1,´δ1q, and this picks up possible poles
at s1 “ µj and s2 “ ´µk for j ‰ k (since either Γps1´µjq and Γps2`µjq are not both in the
numerator, or Γps1`s2q is in the denominator). Though we avoid it here, the results of such
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a contour shifting operation are written out explicitly for the inverse Whittaker transform
at weight 1 in [19, section 8.1].
For the residue at, say s “ pµ3,´µ1q and d “ 0, 1, we shift the µ contours to Repµq “
pδ, 0,´δq. For the mixed residues, say the residue at s1 “ µ3 with the s2 contour shifted to
Reps2q “ ´δ1 with d “ 0, 1, we may safely shift the µ contours to Repµq “ pδ, 0,´δq. When
d ě 2, the only poles on Repsq “ 0 are at s1 “ µ3 “ ´2r and s2 “ ´µ3 “ 2r, which cannot
happen simultaneously, so we only have the shifted contours and the mixed residues; for the
mixed residue at, say, s1 “ ´2r with the s2 contour shifted to Reps2q “ ´δ1, we may safely
shift the r contour to Reprq “ δ{2.
This produces the correct power (or possibly better) for y1 and y2, and we simply need to
know that the s integrals, the mixed residues and the residues all converge and are bounded
by }µ}100. This is, in fact, the case, and certainly one may replace }µ}100 with 1; this type
of optimization is the intent of [14, Lemma 2] and [20, section 9], but if one believes the
convergence (which requires analyzing Stirling’s formula), then the polynomial boundedness
is obvious (from Stirling’s formula), so we leave it there. What is important, however, is
that nothing exponential in d arises, and the argument of [20, section 9] demonstrates this
fact.
In case one or both of the yi ą 1, we simply stop the shifting at, say Repsiq “ ´δ{100,
which assures convergence, but doesn’t really affect the rest of the argument.
For the Whittaker functions, we use Lemma 20 and note that there is no need to shift
Repsiq negative when yi ą 1, and we can simply leave that contour at Repsiq “ δ1 to produce
the required decay. Again, one can certainly do better than }µ}100, but this is not necessary
at present.

7.5. A stationary phase lemma. Much like [15, section 2.6.2-4], we have a difficult in-
terchange of integrals to perform in section 9.5. The interchange of integrals in this paper
(interchanging x and y outside the µ integral) is essentially orthogonal to that of [15] (inter-
changing the x and µ integrals with y essentially fixed), and they are of comparable difficulty.
This time, we apply the lessons learned in [7] and reduce to a one-dimensional stationary
phase argument. One might argue that this is a bit messier than the proof of [15, section
2.6.2-4], but it is far more explicit (try to write out the full integral representation described
there, it’s quite difficult), and there is some hope (for the author, at least) that the inter-
change of integrals required to build an arithmetic Kuznetsov-type formula on real reductive
groups would also reduce to this same lemma:
Lemma 26. Let η ą 0, 0 ‰ A P R, B ą 0, C ą 1
2
, T ą 61{η, and suppose wpxq is smooth
and compactly supported on 1` |x| P r1
2
C, 2Cs with wpjqpxq !j C´j then for any η ą 0,ż
R
wpxqe
ˆ
Ax`B x
1` x2
˙
dx !η CT´η,(105)
whenever
|A| ą T ηmax
"
1
C
,
B
C2
*
,(106)
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or
T 2ηC ă B ă T´ηC3 and C1`δ ! B,(107)
for some 0 ă δ ă 1
10
.
Proof. We only need very weak results here, so we use a simplified version of (the proof of)
[11, Lemma 8.1]. Let φpxq “ Ax`B x
1`x2 , then
φ1pxq “ A`B 1´ x
2
p1` x2q2 ,
and the higher derivatives are
φpjqpxq “ B p´1q
jj!xj`1 ` . . .
p1` x2qj`1 !
B
Cj`1
, j ě 2.
Whenever φ1pxq is bounded away from zero on the support of wpxq, we may apply integration
by parts so that the integral in (105) becomes
´ 1
2πi
ż
R
e pφpxqq
ˆ
w1pxq
φ1pxq ´ wpxq
φ2pxq
pφ1pxqq2
˙
dx ! sup
1`|x|Pr 1
2
C,2Cs
ˆ
1
|φ1pxq| `
B
C2 |φ1pxq|2
˙
.(108)
Case I Suppose (106) holds; since
ˇˇˇ
1´x2
p1`x2q2
ˇˇˇ
ă 6C´2, this implies φ1pxq — |A|. Note that (106)
implies also that |A| " T η
?
B
C3{2
, and so (108) implies the bound (105).
Case II Suppose (107) holds. We have C ą T 3η{2 ą 14 (so that |x| ą 6) and
1´ x2
p1` x2q2 P
„
´ 4
C2
,´ 1
5C2

.
If A ą 5B
C2
or A ă B
6C2
(including when A ă 0), then |φ1pxq| " B
C2
ą T η
C
and (108) again
implies the bound (105).
Otherwise, we use
B
x
1` x2 ´
B
x
“ B
x
`p1` x´2q´1 ´ 1˘ ! B
C3
ă T´η,
so the integral of (105) is ż
R
wpxqe
ˆ
Ax` B
x
˙
dx`O `CT´η˘ ,
and this has a unique stationary point φ1pxq “ 0 at 1`|x| “ 1`aB{A P r1
3
C, 3Cs. Further,
since |x| ą 6, we have |φ2pxq| — B
C3
.
Taking X “ 1, V “ C, Y “ B
C
, Q “ C, V1 “ 3C in [11, Proposition 8.2], gives the integral
is bounded by
QX?
Y
“ C
3{2
B1{2
! CT´η,
provided
max
"
1, C,
B
C
*3δ1
! B
C
,
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for some δ1 ą 0, and this is true by assumption with δ1 “ δ{3. Note: By taking only the first
term (the sum starts at n “ 0, so we use A “ δ1
4
ă δ1
3
), the error bound in [11, Proposition
8.2] is
max
"
1, C,
B
C
*´δ{12
ă 1 ă CT´η.

8. The arithmetic Kuznetsov formula
Let upxq be smooth and compactly supported on UpRq withż
UpRq
upxqdx “ 1.(109)
For a smooth, compactly supported f : Y Ñ C and any g1 P G, we extend to G via the
Bruhat decomposition by
Fg1,upxywx1g1q :“
"
ψIpxqfpyqψIpx1qupx1q if w “ wl,
0 otherwise,
x, x1 P UpRq, y P Y,(110)
and define a Poincare´ series by
Pmpgq “
ÿ
γPUpZqzΓ
FI,upmγgq.(111)
(It is sufficient for our purposes to take g1 “ I in (110) and (118), but the g1-independence
of Lemma 27 below is interesting and not at all obvious.)
Then we have the Bruhat expansion of the Fourier coefficient
P :“
ż
UpZqzUpRq
Pmpxn´1qψnpxqdx(112)
“
ÿ
cPN2
ÿ
vPV
Swlpψm, ψn, cvq
ż
UpRq
FI,upmcvwlxn´1qψnpxqdx
“
ÿ
cPN2
ÿ
vPV
Swlpψm, ψn, cvqfpmcvnιqp´2ρpnq
ż
UpRq
upxqdx.
We also have the spectral expansion of the Fourier coefficient
P “
8ÿ
d“0
ż
Bd˚
PdΞ dΞ,(113)
where
PdΞ :“
8ÿ
d1“0
p2d1 ` 1qTr
ˆˆż
UpZqzUpRq
Ξd
1pun´1qψnpuqdu
˙ˆż
ΓzG
PmpgqrΞd1pg1qTdg˙˙ .
From (53), we may write this as
PdΞ “ρΞpnqρΞpmq
pρpmq
pρpnq FI,upµΞq,(114)
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where
F dg1,upµq “
ÿ
d1ě0
p2d1 ` 1qTr
ˆ
Σd
1
d W
d1pg1, µ, ψIq
ż
UpRqzG
Fg1,upgqW d1pg,´µ, ψIqTdg
˙
.(115)
Note that F dg1,upµq converges (rapidly), has rapid decay in µ (hence also in d), and is holo-
morphic on µ P ad1
2
by Lemma 9 and the bound of Corollary 21. Further, F dg1,upµq is invariant
under µ ÞÑ µw2 by the comment immediately preceeding section 6.4.1, and so we may freely
replace µ with ´µ P tµ, µw2u in (115) whenever µ P ad0 or µ “ µΞ for some Maass form Ξ.
Lastly, F dg1,upµq satisfies (70), since when d “ 0, Σd1d “ Σd1`` commutes with the functional
equations of the Whittaker functions by (34).
The heart of the construction of the arithmetic Kuznetsov formula is
Lemma 27. Independent of the choice of g1 P G and u satisfying (109), we have
F dg1,up´µq “
1
4
ż
Y
fpyqKdpy, µqdy.
This will be proved along the way in the construction of the Bessel expansion in section 9.
Combining (112), (113), (114) and Lemma 27 gives
1
4
8ÿ
d“0
ż
Bd˚
ρΞpnqρΞpmq
ż
Y
fpyqKdpy, µΞqdy dΞ(116)
“
ÿ
cPN2
ÿ
vPV
Swlpψm, ψn, cvq
fpmcvnιq
pρpmnq .
For y “ mcvnι, we have |y1y2| “ pρpmnqc1c2 , so if we replace fpyq ÞÑ |y1y2| fpyq, we may also
express the arithmetic Kuznetsov formula as
KLpfq “
8ÿ
d“0
ż
Bd˚
ρΞpnqρΞpmqF pd, µqdΞ,(117)
with F pd, µq and KLpfq as in Theorem 2, and the theorem follows by applying the conversions
to Hecke eigenvalues given in section 6.7.
8.1. An note on the method of Baruch and Mao. If one could connect the Bessel-like
distributions of [4] to the Bessel distributions of [3] and the Bessel functions of that paper
to the Bessel functions of section 6.14, then Lemma 27 would follow from [4, (23.6)] and
[3, Theorem 2.3]. This seems as difficult as the current method for GLp3q, but it is certainly
a worthwhile approach as those results hold at the level of reductive groups. We hope that
the method of section 9 will help explore the deeper question of the hyper-Kloosterman sums;
recall the discussion of Problem 4 in section 5.
8.2. An aside on the method of Cogdell and Piatetski-Shapiro. The definition (78)
of the Bessel functions can be interpretted formally asż
UpRq
Σd
1˚
d W
d1pywlxt, µ, ψIqψIpxqdx “ Kdwlpy, µqΣd
1˚
d W
d1pt, µ, ψIq
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(this can be made precise by considering a type of Riemann integral in x), and it follows
that ż
UpRq
Σd
1˚
d W
d1pywlx, µ, ψIqψtpxqdx “ Kdwlpytι, µqΣd
1˚
d W
d1pt, µ, ψIq 1pt1t2q2 .
Then by Fourier inversion we have the closest statement to [24, (4.3)]:ż
R
Σd
1˚
d W
d1pywlx, µ, ψIqdx3 “
ż
R2
Kdwlpytι, µqΣd
1˚
d W
d1pt, µ, ψIqdt1 dt2pt1t2q2 .
On the other hand, by Plancherel, if upxq “ upx1, x2q, thenż
UpRq
Σd
1˚
d W
d1pywlx, µ, ψIqupxqdx
“
ż
R2
uˆp´t1,´t2qKdwlpytι, µqΣd
1˚
d W
d1pt, µ, ψIqdt1 dt2pt1t2q2 ,
and this looks like we want to flatten out the function of x3. So we take upxq “ u12px1, x2qu3
`
x3
X
˘
,
and for any fixed d, we have
lim
XÑ8
ż
UpRq
Σd
1˚
d W
d1pywlx, µ, ψIqupxqdx
“ u3p0q
ż
R2
xu12p´t1,´t2qKdwlpytι, µqΣd1˚d W d1pt, µ, ψIqdt1 dt2pt1t2q2 ,
but on the Bruhat side, we haveż
UpRq
upxqψIpxqdx “ X
ż
R3
u12px1, x2qu3px3qdx.
Since the spectral expansion over d and Bd˚ converges rapidly independent of X (by the
usually Fourier analysis argument using the Casimir operators on G), we conclude that the
effective length of the d1 sum must be tending to infinity to recover the X . As the d1 sum
is rather difficult to handle, even in the asymptotic y Ñ 0, we detour from the method
of Cogdell and Piatetski-Shapiro and instead prove Lemma 27 by applying the methods
of Wallach. We could replace the Iwasawa decomposition with the Bruhat decomposition
in our model of the irreducible representations of G, effectively replacing the d1 sum (over
representations of K) with a sum (and integral) over elements of the infinite-dimensional
representation of UpRq, but this will encounter precisely the same difficulty. (That is to say,
the naive approach to the Kirillov model fails to be useful; i.e. the fundamental difficulty
in applying the method of Cogdell and Piatetski-Shapiro is that the characters of UpRq no
longer span the L2-space.)
9. The Bessel expansion
For each fixed g1, we consider the operator
Tg1pfqpgq “
ż
UpRq
fpgwlxg1qψIpxqdx,(118)
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whenever f : GÑ C is nice enough for convergence. For any smooth, compactly supported
f : Y Ñ C, we choose some smooth, compactly supported u : UpRq Ñ C with the property
(109), then the function Fg1,u in (110) is constructed so that
fpyq “ Tg1pFg1,uqpyq.
Alternately, we may apply Tg1 to Wallach’s expansion of Fg1,u, using the fact that the set of
elements not of the form xywlx
1 have measure zero in G. Then we pull the Tg1 operator inside
the d and d1 sums (justified by Lemmas 9 and 25, and Corollary 21) and use the definition
(78) of the Bessel functions so that
fpyq “
ÿ
dě0
ÿ
d1ě0
p2d1 ` 1q
ż
ad
0
Tr
ˆ
Σd
1
d W
d1pg1, µ, ψIq
ż
UpRqzG
Fg1,upgqW d1pg,´µ, ψIqTdg
˙
ˆKdwlpy, µqsind˚pµqdµ.
Interchanging the d1 sum with the µ integral (justified by the comment following (115)) gives
fpyq “
ÿ
dě0
ż
ad
0
F dg1,upµqKdwlpy, µqsind˚pµqdµ,(119)
with F dg1,upµq as in (115).
We wish to show that F dg1,upµq is essentially the Bessel transform of f at weight d. Our
initial approach is to compute the Bessel transform of (119) at each weight d, but we en-
counter technical difficulties for d ě 2, and these will be handled by analytic continuation,
instead. If the Kdwl exhibit the expected orthogonality (which we demonstrate in certain
cases below), we should haveż
Y
fpyqKdwlpy, µqdy “ F dg1,upµqCd,dpµq,(120)
where Cd1,d2pµq is defined byż
Y
ż
a
d1
0
F pµqKd1wlpy, µqsind12 pµqdµKd2wlpy, µ1qdy “ F pµ1qCd1,d2pµ1q,(121)
for µ1 P ad20 and Schwartz-class F pµq. These integrals converge by contour shifting near yi “ 0
and the slight decay at yi “ 8 coming from the double-Bessel integrals; see Lemmas 22
and 25.
In section 9.1, we will show that (121) holds with Cd1,d2pµ1q “ 0 for d1 ‰ d2, provided
max td1, d2u ě 2. We will show in section 9.2 that (121) holds with
Cd,dpµq “ 4,(122)
for d “ 0, 1 and µ P ad0. Lastly, in sections 9.3 and 9.4, we show the remaining orthogonality
C1,0pµq “ C0,1pµq “ 0.(123)
This is sufficient to demonstrate (120) at d “ 0, 1 and hence also Lemma 27 for d “ 0, 1
and µ P ad0 (so that µ “ ´µ). (Certainly (121) and (122) are true in the remaining case
d1 “ d2 “ d ě 2, but several interchange-of-integral problems become unwieldy.)
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The extension of Lemma 27 from d “ 0, 1 and µ P ad0 to all d and µ P ad1
2
proceeds by
analytic continuation: The Bessel transform of Lemma 27 is a holomorphic function of µ by
compact support of f , and (115) is entire and of super-polynomial decay in µ by Lemma 9
and the bound of Lemma 16. Then we continue to µ “ µdprqw3 and apply (86) and (87).
This concludes the proof of Lemma 27 and the Bessel expansion, Theorem 1, as well.
Remark. It is tempting to take f to be an approximation to the identity in Lemma 27 and
conclude that
Kdwlpy, µq“ “ ”
1
2π2
ÿ
d1ě0
p2d1 ` 1qTr
ˆ
Σd
1
d W
d1pg1,´µ, ψIqT
ż
UpRq
ψIpxqupxqW d1pywlxg1, µ, ψIqdx
˙
(independent of the choice of g1 and u), but we have no way to justify interchanging the
Y integral in UpRqzG – Y wlUpRq with the d1 sum. (Here is where we might benefit from
trading the representation theory of K for the representation theory of UpRq.)
9.1. The easy orthogonality. In (121), we may identify Y with UpRqzG{UpRqT (up to a
measure zero subspace), by using the extension of Kdwlpy, µq to
Kdwlpxyvwlx1wl, µq “ ψIpxqKdwlpy, µqψIpx1q,
provided we extend fpyq in an identical manner, and these Kdwl are eigenfunctions of the
Casimir operators with eigenvalues matching pρ`µ. For d1 ě 2, we know that Kd1wl is an
eigenfunction of the symmetric operator Λ d1´1
2
(as in (61)) and the eigenvalues of this oper-
ator in ad20 (see (62) and (63)) are$’&’’%
ź
iăj
`pd1 ´ 1q2 ´ pµi ´ µjq2˘ if d2 “ 0, 1,ź
˘
pd1 ˘ d2q
`pd1 ´ 1˘ d2´12 q2 ´ 9r2˘ if d2 ě 2, µ “ µd2prq,
which are bounded away from zero when d1 ‰ d2. Hence Cd1,d2pµq “ 0 whenever d1 ‰ d2
and d1 ě 2 (and the same for d2 ě 2).
The above approach does not apply for the orthogonality between d “ 0 and d “ 1 since
these satisfy the exact same differential equations; the Bessel functions for these weights are
distinguished by their asymptotics. (The different asymptotics imply different functional
equations for the Bessel functions, but the author was unable to apply this directly to the
orthogonality.)
9.2. Computing Cd,dpµq. For d “ 0, 1 and F pµq Schwartz-class, holomorphic on ad1
2
and
satisfying (70) (recall F dg1,upµq is such a function by the comments preceeding Lemma 27),
let
pF dpyq :“ ż
ad
0
F pµqKdwlpy, µqsind˚pµq dµ,
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and compute
〈 pF d,xF 1d〉
Y
“
ż
Y
ż
ad
0
ż
ad
0
F pµqF 1pµ1qKdwlpy, µqKdwlpy, µ1qsind˚pµq dµ sind˚pµ1q dµ1 dy
“
ż
Y
ż
ad
0
ż
ad
0
ż
Y `
F pµqF 1pµ1qrΨdpµ, µ1, 1q Tr
ˆ
ΣddK
d
wl
py, µqW dpt, µ, ψIq
ˆKdwlpy, µ1qW dpt,´µ1, ψIq
T
˙
t21t2 dt sin
d˚pµq dµ sind˚pµ1q dµ1 dy,
where rΨdpµ, µ1, tq is given by (48). Note that rΨdpµ, µ1, 1q is never zero on ad0.
For the moment, the combined y-µ1-µ-t integral converges absolutely, so we may freely
interchange integrals, and we do this now to pull the t integral outermost, where it will
remain until the final step. Then applying the definition of the Bessel functions,
〈 pF d,xF 1d〉
Y
“
ż
Y `
ż
Y
ż
UpRq
ż
ad
0
ż
UpRq
ż
ad
0
F pµqF 1pµ1qrΨdpµ, µ1, 1q
ˆ Tr
ˆ
ΣddW
dpywlxt, µ, ψIqW dpywlx1t,´µ1, ψIq
T
˙
ˆ ψIpxqψIpx1qsind˚pµq dµ dx sind˚pµ1q dµ1 dx1 dy t21t2 dt.
Now substitute x ÞÑ txt´1, x1 ÞÑ tx1t´1, ytwl ÞÑ y and then x1 ÞÑ xx1 and interchange
integrals. This time, we need to be rather more careful: The ytwl ÞÑ y can actually be done
as soon as the t integral is outermost, and we can trivially pull the x integral outside the µ1
integral to begin with. The double x-x1 integral converges absolutely, so we may do those
substitutions and end with the integrals in the outermost-to-innermost order t,y,x1,x,µ1,µ.
Since the triple y-x1-x integral just fails to converge absolutely, we need to carefully justify
interchanging the x1 and y integrals.
We fix α : R Ñ R with αp0q “ 1 whose Fourier transform is smooth and compactly
supported, and defineż ˚
UpRq
¨ ¨ ¨ dx1 “ lim
RÑ8
ż
UpRq
αpx11{Rqαpx12{Rq ¨ ¨ ¨ dx1,
and we may replace
ş
UpRq with
ş˚
UpRq in the absolutely-convergent x
1 integral by dominated
convergence. We must show the limit in R can be pulled out of the y integral, and again by
dominated convergence, after reversing the subsitution x1 ÞÑ xx1, it is sufficient to show
Lemma 28. For d “ 0, 1, suppose
Λdpµ1qF 2pµ1q :“ F
1p´µ1qrΨdpµ, µ1, 1qsind˚pµ1q
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is holomorphic with rapid decay on ad1
2
. For fixed t P pR`q2, and R ą 0 large compared to t,
there exists some η ą 0 so thatż
UpRq
α
´
x1
1
´x1
R
¯
α
´
x1
2
´x2
R
¯ ż
ad
0
F 2pµ1qW d˚m pywlx1, µ1, ψIqdµ1ψtpx1qdx1 !
py1y2q1`η
p1` y1 ` y2q4η ,
independent of R and x, for each m, and the implied constant depends polynomially on µ.
The proof of this fact is deferred to section 9.5.
Then we may interchange the x1 and y integrals to arrive at
〈 pF d,xF 1d〉
Y
“8π2
ż
Y `
ż ˚
UpRq
ż
ad
0
ż
UpRqzG
ż
ad
0
F pµqF 1pµ1qrΨdpµ, µ1, 1q Tr
ˆ
ΣddW
dpg, µ, ψIqW dpgx1,´µ1, ψIq
T
˙
ˆ sind˚pµq dµ dg sind˚pµ1q dµ1 ψtpx1qdx1 t41t32 dt,
using (21).
View the g integral as a function of x1 P G, say
Hpx1q “
ż
UpRqzG
ż
ad
0
F pµqF 1pµ1qrΨdpµ, µ1, 1qW dpgx1,´µ1, ψIqTΣddW dpg, µ, ψIqsind˚pµq dµ dg.
Then for k, k1 P K, we have Hpkx1k1q “ DdpkqHpx1qDdpk1q, and H is an eigenfunction of
every operator of the form (75) with eigenvalues matching hd´µ1 . Then we use Theorem 12
to see TrpHpx1qq “ TrpHpIqqhdµ1px1q, so that
〈 pF d,xF 1d〉
Y
“8π2
ż
Y `
ż ˚
UpRq
ż
ad
0
ż
UpRqzG
ż
ad
0
F pµqF 1pµ1qrΨdpµ, µ1, 1q
ˆ Tr
ˆ
ΣddW
dpg, µ, ψIqW dpg,´µ1, ψIq
T
˙
ˆ sind˚pµq dµ dg hd´µ1px1qsind˚pµ1q dµ1ψtpx1qdx1 t41t32 dt
˙
.
Now applying Whittaker inversion (72) (here is where we need (70)), we have
〈 pF d,xF 1d〉
Y
“8π2
ż
Y `
ż ˚
UpRq
ż
ad
0
F pµ1qF 1pµ1qrΨdpµ1, µ1, 1qhd´µ1px1qsind˚pµ1q dµ1 ψtpx1qdx1 t41t32 dt.
For a fixed value of R, the x1 integral now converges absolutely, and in fact
Proposition 29. For t P R2 with t1t2 ‰ 0, d “ 0, 1 and µ P ad0,ż ˚
UpRq
hdµpxqψtpxqdx “
1
2π2
Tr
´
W dpI,´µ, ψtqTΣddW dpI, µ, ψtq
¯
,
and the R-limit converges normally in µ.
The proof of this fact is deferred to section 9.6.
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Using Proposition 29 and (26), the x1 integral may be evaluated as
〈 pF d,xF 1d〉
Y
“4
ż
Y `
ż
ad
0
F pµ1qF 1pµ1qrΨdpµ1, µ1, 1q Tr
´
W dpt, µ1, ψIqTΣddW dpt,´µ1, ψIq
¯
sind˚pµ1q dµ1 t21t2 dt.
Applying (48), this becomes
〈 pF d,xF 1d〉
Y
“4
ż
ad
0
F pµqF 1pµ1qsind˚pµ1q dµ1.
Taking F 1pµq to be an approximation to the identity, we have (122). (Since F and F 1
both satisfy (70), this does not interfere with the construction of an approximation to the
identity.)
9.3. Stade’s formula for d “ 0 ˆ d “ 1. In order to apply the method of the previous
section to the orthogonality of the d “ 0 and d “ 1 Bessel functions, we need some non-zero
integral of the Whittaker functions in question. We want to compute
Ψ0,1pµ, µ1, tq :“ 1
2
ÿ
˘
ż
Y `
W 0˚py, µqW 1˚˘1py, µ1qpy21y2qtdy,
and we do this by following along [19, Section 5]. This linear combination is chosen so
that parity considerations give Ψ0,1 “ Ψ0,10,0, where by Mellin-Parseval, (using rGd as in
section 6.4.2)
16π3tΨ0,1ℓ1,ℓ2 “
ż
Repsq“s
rG0pp0, 0q, s, µq rG1ppℓ1, ℓ2q, p2t1 ´ s1, t2 ´ s2q, µ1q dsp2πiq2 .
The usual process (essentially due to Stade [43, Lemma 2.1], see [19, Section 5]) of applying
Barnes’ first lemma (Theorem 13) in reverse to produce a four-dimensional Mellin-Barnes
integral
16π3tΨ0,10,0 “ 14
ż
Repuq“u
ż
Repsq“s
Γ
`
s1`µ3`u1
2
˘
Γ
`
s2`u1
2
˘
Γ
`
µ1´u1
2
˘
Γ
`
µ2´u1
2
˘
ˆ Γ
´
1`t´s1`µ13`u2
2
¯
Γ
`´s2`u2
2
˘
Γ
´
t`µ1
1
´u2
2
¯
Γ
´
t`µ1
2
´u2
2
¯
ˆ Γ `s1´µ3
2
˘
Γ
`
s2`µ3
2
˘
Γ
´
2t´s1´µ13
2
¯
Γ
´
1`t´s2`µ13
2
¯ ds
p2πiq2
du
p2πiq2 ,
followed by applying Barnes’ first lemma to the s-integrals gives
16π3tΨ0,10,0 “ Γ
´
2t´µ3´µ13
2
¯
Γ
´
1`t`µ3`µ13
2
¯
ˆ
ż
Repuq“u
Γ
`
µ1´u1
2
˘
Γ
`
µ2´u1
2
˘
Γ
´
2t`µ3´µ13`u1
2
¯
Γ
`
u1`u2
2
˘
Γ
´
1`t`µ1
3
`u1
2
¯
Γ
`
1`3t`u1`u2
2
˘
ˆ Γ
´
1`t´µ3`µ13`u2
2
¯
Γ
`
µ3`u2
2
˘
Γ
´
t`µ1
1
´u2
2
¯
Γ
´
t`µ1
2
´u2
2
¯ du
p2πiq2 .
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Applying Barnes’ second lemma (Theorem 14) to first the u1- and then the u2-integral
gives
Ψ0,1pµ, µ1, tq “ 1
4π3tΓ
`
1`3t
2
˘ ź
i,j
Γ
´
δj“3`t`µi`µ1j
2
¯
.(124)
We note that this is non-zero for all µ, µ1 at t “ 1.
One might hope that this is related to the Rankin-Selberg convolution of a d “ 0 and a
d “ 1 Maass cusp form, but the V sum in the Fourier-Whittaker expansion (50) prevents
this from working. (See the analysis of the next section.)
9.4. The orthogonality of d “ 0, 1. If we follow along the method of section 9.2 using
Ψ0,1 in place of rΨd and dropping the assumption (70), we have
〈 pF 0,xF 11〉
Y
“ 1
8π2
ż
Y `
ż
UpRq
ż
a1
0
ż
UpRqzG
ż
a0
0
F pµqF 1pµ1qrΨ0,1pµ, µ1, 1q `12 0 12˘W 1˚pgx1,´µ1, ψIqT
ˆW 0˚pg, µ, ψIqsin0˚pµq dµ dg sin1˚pµ1q dµ1 ψtpx1qdx1 t41t32 dt.
Then the g-integral, as a function of x1 may be written as`
1
2
0 1
2
˘
Hpx1qT ,
for a row-vector valued function Hpx1q which transforms as
Hpkyk1q “ HpyqD1pk1q.
Thus it is sufficient to determine Hpyq “ `H´1pyq H0pyq H1pyq˘, but Y ` and V commute,
so we have
Hpyq “ Hpvε1,ε2yq “ HpyqD1pvε1,ε2 q “ ε2
`
ε1H´ε2pyq H0pyq ε1Hε2pyq
˘
.
We conclude that Hpyq “ 0, and hence
〈 pF 0,xF 11〉
Y
“ 0.
Then taking either F or F 1 to be an approximation to the identity implies (123). (This is
why we must drop the assumption (70).)
9.5. The interchange of integrals. Here we prove Lemma 28. Writing
T “ ˇˇy´11 ` y1ˇˇ ˇˇy´12 ` y2ˇˇ ,
and x˚y˚k˚ “ wlx, we are trying to proveż
UpRq
α
´
x1
1
´x1
R
¯
α
´
x1
2
´x2
R
¯ ż
ad
0
F 2pµ1qW d˚pyy˚, µ1, ψIqdµ1
ˆDdpk˚qe p´t1x11 ´ t2x12 ` y1x˚1 ` y2x˚2q dx1 ! |y1y2|T´η,
for some η ą 0. In other words, we need to save a factor of T η over the trivial bound. By
sending x1 ÞÑ v´´px1qιv´´ as necessary, we may assume y2 ě y1.
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We write fpyy˚q for the µ1 integral, and note that by the assumptions on F 2pµq and
Lemma 25, we have the bound
fpy1q ! |y11y12|
2ź
i“1
|y1i ` 1{y1i|´1{3 ,
as always, with polynomial dependence of the implied constant on µ. In particular, we may
assume y2 ě 1 and T ą 61{η since otherwise replacing fpyy˚q with |y˚1y˚2 |1`η is sufficient for
absolute convergence of the x1 integral, independent of R and x.
We may simplify slightly by Fourier-expanding α and showing the bound
I :“
ż
UpRq
fpyy˚qDdpk˚qe p´t11x11 ´ t12x12 ` y1x˚1 ` y2x˚2q dx1 ! |y1y2|T´η,
with t1i “ ti ` ξi{R, where ξi is the variable introduced by the Fourier inversion. Since t is
fixed and αˆ is compactly supported, we may assume R is large enough that t1i — 1.
We use the computations of section 6.15 after the substitution (99). We may apply smooth
partitions of unity (we may Mellin expand the original f as necessary), and we drop the
primes for convenience, so that
I ! log3 T sup
X1,X2,X3,k1,k2,k3
rI,
rI :“X3 ż
UpRq
wpxqe pφpxqq dx,
wpxq :“f˜
˜
p1` x22qX23
X22y
4{3
1 y
2{3
2
,
p1` x21qX23
X21y
2{3
1 y
4{3
2
,
x23
X23
¸˜
1` ix1a
1` x21
¸k1 ˜
1` ix2a
1` x22
¸k2 ˜
1` ix3a
1` x23
¸k3
,
φpxq :“´ t1x1
a
1` x23a
1` x22
´ t1 x2x3a
1` x22
´ t2x2 ` y1 x2
1` x22
` y1 x1x3p1` x22q
a
1` x23
` y2x1
a
1` x22
p1` x21q
a
1` x23
,
where f˜ is smooth and compactly supported on r1
2
, 2s3, k1, k2, k3 P Z, |ki| ď d, and
T´2η ă X1, X2 ă T 2η, T´2η ă X3 ă
?
2min
!
X1y
1{3
1 y
2{3
2 , X2y
2{3
1 y
1{3
2
)
.(125)
The lower bound on X3 follows because we can trivially bound the integral in the range
|x3| ă 2T´2η and the upper bound follows from 1 ` x21, 1 ` x22 ě 1; the bounds on X1, X2
follow by the polynomial decay of f . Now it is sufficient to showrI ! |y1y2|T´η
for some η ą 0 and t in some fixed, compact set, and we take η in the statement of the
lemma to be η{2 to account for the log3 T .
For k P Z, we have
d
dx
ˆ
1` ix?
1` x2
˙k
“ ki
1` x2
ˆ
1` ix?
1` x2
˙k
,
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so
Bx1wpxq “
˜
2x1X
2
3
X21y
2{3
1 y
4{3
2
f˜2 p. . .q ` k1i
1` x21
f˜ p. . .q
¸
p. . .qk1 p. . .qk2 p. . .qk3 ! X3
X1y
1{3
1 y
2{3
2
,
using
1
1` x21
ď 1a
1` x21
, f˜2pu1, u2, u3q :“ Bu2 f˜pu1, u2, u3q.
Similarly,
Bnx1wpxq !
˜
X3
X1y
1{3
1 y
2{3
2
¸n
.
We will apply Lemma 26 with
A “ ´t1
a
1` x23a
1` x22
` y1 x3p1` x22q
a
1` x23
, B “ y2
a
1` x22a
1` x23
, C “ X1y
1{3
1 y
2{3
2a
1` x23
,
so that
B — X2y
2{3
1 y
4{3
2
X23
, C — X1y
1{3
1 y
2{3
2
X3
,
and
A “ ´ t1a
1` x22
a
1` x23
˜
x23 ´
˜
y1
t1
a
1` x22
¸
x3 ` 1
¸
— |x3 ´ r`| |x3 ´ r´|
X2y
2{3
1 y
1{3
2
,
with
r˘ “ y1
2t1
a
1` x22
˘
d
y21
4t21p1` x22q
´ 1,
which might be complex. Note that (125) implies C " 1 and
B
C2
— X2
X21
.
By Lemma 26, the x1 integral saves a factor T
η unless
|x3 ´ r`| |x3 ´ r´| ! X23T ηmax
#
y
1{3
1 X2
y
1{3
2 X1X3
,
X22y
2{3
1 y
1{3
2
X21X
2
3
+
.(126)
On the other hand, if x3 is constrained to an interval of length less than X3T
´η then that
portion of the x3 integral saves a factor T
η. By the pigeonhole principle applied to (126),
we conclude that rI is sufficiently small unless
max
#
y
1{3
1 X2
y
1{3
2 X1X3
,
X22y
2{3
1 y
1{3
2
X21X
2
3
+
" T´3η,
or in other words, unless X3 ! y1{31 y1{62 T 11η.
If X3 ! y1{31 y1{62 T 11η, then
|y1|´1 ! |y2|1`
1
2
`39η
1`39η , T ! |y2|2`
1
2
`39η
1`39η ,
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and for η ă 1
111
,
B
C
" max  T 2η, C1{4( , B
C2
! T´ηC,
so a second application of Lemma 26 implies that rI is suffciently small in this case, as well.
9.6. The Fourier transform of a spherical function. Here we prove Proposition 29; the
proof follows that of [14, Lemma 3]. By sending x ÞÑ v´´xιv´´ and using the K-invariance
(under conjugation) of hdµ, it’s enough to proveż ˚
UpRq
hdµpxT qψtpxqdx “
1
2π2
Tr
´
W dpI,´µ, ψtιqTΣddW dpI, µ, ψtιq
¯
.
Using the analysis of [14, Section 4.3], which naturally extends to the non-spherical case,
we may write the spherical function as
hdµpgq “
1
2π2
Tr
ˆż
UpRq
Id´µpuT q
T
Σd˚d I
d
µpuTgqdu
˙
.(127)
The proof of this fact is simply the conversion (22) (and the following comment) and the
V -invariance of the original integrand of (73):
hdµpgq “
ż
V zK
Tr
ˆ
DdpkqTΣd˚d Idµpkgq
˙
dk,
plus some manipulations of the Iwasawa decomposition of uT “ x˚y˚k˚:
Idµpk˚gq “ Idµppy˚q´1px˚q´1uTgq “ p´ρ´µpy˚qIdµpuTgq, pρ´µpy˚qDdpk˚q
T “ Id´µpuT q
T
.
We need a reasonably precise statement of the convergence and asymptotics of the u3
integral in such an integral representation: For x1, x2 P R, 0 ď n1, n2, n3 P Z, s1, s2 P C, with
n1 ` n2 ` 2s1 ` 2s2 ă ´1, define X3px1, x2, n1, n2, n3, s1, s2q by the integralż 8
´8
ˆ
x3?
ξ1
˙n1 ˆx1x2 ´ x3?
ξ2
˙n2 ˜ ?ξ1a
1` x22
?
ξ2
¸n3
ξs11 ξ
s2
2 dx3,
where
ξ1 “ 1` x22 ` x23, ξ2 “ 1` x21 ` px1x2 ´ x3q2.
Claim: For ǫ ą 0, set ti “ max
 ´1
2
` ǫ,Repsiq
(
, i “ 1, 2. Suppose Reps1q,Reps2q ă δ ă 0,
Reps1 ` s2q ă ´12 ´ δ and ǫ ă min
 
δ, 1
4
(
so that ´2 ă 2t1 ` 2t2 ă ´1, then
X3 !ǫ,δ p1` x22qReps1q´t1p1` x21qReps2q´t2 |x1x2|1`2t1`2t2 .
If instead Reps1q,Reps2q ă ´12 ´ δ and |x1| |x2| ą 1, we have
X3 !δ |x1|2Reps2q p1` x22qReps1`s2q`
1
2 ` |x2|2Reps1q p1` x21qReps1`s2q`
1
2
` |x1|2Reps2q`1 |x2|2Reps1q`1 p1` x21qReps1qp1` x22qReps2q.
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Proof. Since the quantities αi in (98) all lie on the unit circle and |x1x2 ´ x3| ď
?
ξ2, the ni
powers are all ď 1 in absolute value and we have
X3 !
ż 8
´8
p1` x22 ` x23qReps1qp1` x21 ` px1x2 ´ x3q2qReps2qdx3,(128)
and similarly
X3 ! p1` x22qReps1q´t1p1` x21qReps2q´t2
ż 8
´8
|x3|2t1 |x1x2 ´ x3|2t2 dx3.
Then we substitute x3 ÞÑ x1x2x3, and the resulting (convergent) integral may be bounded
entirely in terms of δ and ǫ.
For the second bound, we return to (128) and split the x3 integral into regions |x3| ă
1
2
|x1x2|, |x1x2 ´ x3| ă 12 |x1x2| and the remaining region, which has |x1x2 ´ x3| — |x3| "|x1x2|. The integral over the first region is
! |x1|2Reps2q p1` x22qReps2q
ż 1
2
|x1x2|
0
p1` x22 ` x23qReps1qdx3,
into which we substitute x3 ÞÑ x3
a
1` x22 and use Reps1q ă ´12 ; the second region is handled
similarly. The integral over the remaining region is
!
ż 8
|x1x2|
px22 ` x23qReps1qpx21 ` x23qReps2qdx3
“ |x1|2Reps2q`1 |x2|2Reps1q`1
ż 8
1
p1` x21x23qReps1qp1` x22x23qReps2qdx3,
and at most one of |x1| , |x2| ă 1. 
The claim implies in particular that the six-fold integralż
UpRq
α
`
x1
R
˘
α
`
x2
R
˘
hdµpxT qψtpxqdx
“ 1
2π2
Tr
ˆż
UpRq
α
`
x1
R
˘
α
`
x2
R
˘ ż
UpRq
Id´µpuT q
T
Σd˚d I
d
µpuTxT qduψtpxq dx
˙
also converges absolutely (and normally in µ) when
|Repµ1 ´ µ2q| , |Repµ2 ´ µ3q| ă 1
4
´ 2δ, δ ą 0.(129)
Indeed, substituting x ÞÑ xu´1, the x3 and u3 integrals are bounded by
X3px2, x1, 0, 0, 0,´38 ´ δ,´38 ´ δq and X3pu2, u1, 0, 0, 0,´38 ´ δ,´38 ´ δq,
respectively. The convergence of the remaining integrals follows fromż 8
´8
ˇˇ
α
`
xi´ui
R
˘ˇˇ |xi|´ 12´δ dxi !R p1` |ui|q´ 12´δ,
by the rapid decay of α.
This is where our construction would fail for d ě 2, as some additional weight in x3 would
be necessary farther away from Repµq “ 0, and that would necessarily lie outside the span
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of the characters of UpRq. As with the Jacquet integral for the Whittaker function (25)
(whose oscillation is due to the character), the difficulty arises because the trivial bound on
the defining integral for the spherical function (127) (whose oscillation is due to the Wigner
D-matrix) does not give the correct asymptotics on µ P ad0 for d ě 2 (compare the power of
y in Lemma 16 and Corollary 21 for the d ě 2 Whittaker function).
So we now assume, by analytic continuation that µ satisfies (129) and
Repµ1q ă Repµ2q ă Repµ3q.(130)
We apply the expansion (127), substitute x ÞÑ xu´1, and use the same trick as in
section 9.5, to replace
ş˚
UpRq with limRÑ8
ş
r´R,Rs2ˆR:ż
UpRq
hdµpxT qψtpxqdx “
1
2π2
Tr
˜
lim
RÑ8
lim
R1Ñ8
ż
R2
pαpξ1qpαpξ2q
ˆ
ż
UpRq
Id´µpuT q
T
e ppt1 ´ ξ1{Rqu1 ` pt2 ´ ξ2{Rqu2q du
ˆ Σd˚d
ż
r´R1,R1s2ˆR
IdµpxT qe p´pt1 ´ ξ1{Rqx1 ´ pt2 ´ ξ2{Rqx2q dx
¸
.
For ease of comparison, we substitute uT ÞÑ wluwl and xT ÞÑ wlxwl and apply the cycle
invariance of the trace to the resulting Ddpwlq, which effectively swaps u1 and u2 and replaces
uT Ñ wlu, and the same for x.
Now we consider a fixed R and assume that R is large enough that t13´i :“ ti ´ ξi{R — ti,
i “ 1, 2. Then the u integral is exactly W dpI,´µ, ψt1qT (which becomes W dpI,´µ, ψtιqT as
RÑ8), and it is enough to prove that
lim
R1Ñ8
ż
r´R1,R1s2ˆR
IdµpxT qψt1pxqdx “W dpI, µ, ψt1q,
where the limit converges normally in µ satisfying (129) and (130) for t1 in some compact set.
Moreover, on Repµ1q ą Repµ2q ą Repµ3q, the integral converges to the Whittaker function,
so by analytic continuation, it is enough to simply prove the normal convergence of the limit
on the larger region (129), dropping the condition (130).
As before, we may replace the Wigner D-matrix with integral powers of α1, α2, and α3 as
given by (98) at y “ I. Then using |si| “ 1 we may apply the binomial theorem to reduce
again to positive integer powers of
?
ξ1a
1` x22
?
ξ2
,
1a
1` x22
,
x2a
1` x22
,
x1?
ξ2
,
px2x2 ´ x3qa
1` x22
?
ξ2
,
x3?
ξ1
,
a
1` x22?
ξ1
.
So we have to prove the normal convergence of
lim
R1Ñ8
ż
r´R1,R1s2
X3px1, x2, n1, n2, n3, s1, s2qxn41 xn52 p1` x22q´
n2`n5`n6´n7
2 e p´t11x1 ´ t12x2q dx1 dx2,
where
2s1 “ ´1` µ3 ´ µ2 ´ n7, 2s2 “ ´1` µ2 ´ µ1 ´ n4, 0 ď ni P Z.
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To compute its derivatives, we write X3 as
p1` x22q´
n3
2
ż 8
´8
xn13 px1x2 ´ x3qn2 ξs1´
n1´n3
2
1 ξ
s2´n2`n32
2 dx3,
then
d
dx2
X3 “´ n3 x2
1` x22
X3px1, x2, n1, n2, n3, s1, s2q
` n2x1X3px1, x2, n1, n2 ´ 1, n3, s1, s2 ´ 12q
` p2s1 ´ n1 ` n3qx2X3px1, x2, n1, n2, n3, s1 ´ 1, s2q
` p2s2 ´ n2 ´ n3qx1X3px1, x2, n1, n2 ` 1, n3, s1, s2 ´ 12q.
By sending x3 ÞÑ x1x2 ´ x3, we also have
d
dx1
X3 “n1x2X3px1, x2, n1 ´ 1, n2, n3, s1 ´ 12 , s2q
` p2s1 ´ n1 ` n3qx2X3px1, x2, n1 ` 1, n2, n3, s1 ´ 12 , s2q
` p2s2 ´ n2 ´ n3qx1X3px1, x2, n1, n2, n3, s1, s2 ´ 1q.
If we perform an integration by parts in both x1 and x2 (integrating the exponential
terms and differentiating the rest), using the above formulas, the worst case for convergence
(including the endpoints) is the termż
r´R1,R1s2
X3px1, x2, n1, n2, n3, s1 ´ 12 , s2 ´ 12q
ˆ xn4`11 xn5`12 p1` x22q´
n2`n5`n6´n7
2 e p´t11x1 ´ t12x2q dx1 dx2,
when Reps1q “ ´38 ´ δ´ n72 and Reps2q “ ´38 ´ δ´ n42 where δ ą 0 is small, and in this case,
the claim shows the integral is bounded byż R1
0
ż 1{x2
0
px1x2q4ǫp1` x21q´
3
8
´δ´ǫp1` x22q´
3
8
´δ´ǫdx1 dx2
`
ż R1
1
ż 1
1{x2
´
x
´ 7
4
´2δ
1 x
´ 5
2
´4δ
2 ` x´
7
4
´2δ
2 ` x´
3
4
´2δ
1 x
´ 5
2
´4δ
2
¯
dx1 dx2
`
ż R1
1
ż x2
1
´
x
´ 7
4
´2δ
1 x
´ 5
2
´4δ
2 ` x´
5
2
´4δ
1 x
´ 7
4
´2δ
2 ` x´
5
2
´4δ
1 x
´ 5
2
´4δ
2
¯
dx1 dx2,
for some small ǫ ą 0 and this has the required convergence.
10. Smooth sums of Kloosterman sums
We now prove Theorem 4. If we define fˆps, vq to be the Mellin transform of f at each
sign,
fˆps, vq “
ż
Y `
fpyvqys11 ys22
dy1 dy2
y1y2
,
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then the transform that occurs in applying (117) to the sum in Theorem 4 is
rf dpµq :“1
4
ż
Y
|y1y2| f
ˆ
X1y1
m1n2
,
X2y2
m2n1
˙
Kdpy, µqdy(131)
“4π4
ÿ
vPV
ż
Repsq“pǫ,ǫq
fˆp´s, vq pKdwlps, v, µqˆ X14π2m1n2
˙s1 ˆ X2
4π2m2n1
˙s2 ds
p2πiq2
Note that the super-polynomial decay of fˆps, vq implies that on }s} " }µ}ǫ, the integrand
(and the residue at any pole of pKdwl) is ! }µ}´100.
The proof is given by analyzing the Mellin transform of the Bessel function at each sign.
As noted in section 6.14.4, if we apply Stirling’s formula to the Mellin transforms at different
signs for µ P a01
2
“ a11
2
, they vary only by the regions of exponential decay, while the polyno-
mial parts all agree. Thus the analysis of the weight zero and weight one spectra is identical
to that of [18, section 8], and we just need to analyze the weight d ě 2 part. Of course, the
sgnpyq “ p´,´q case does have exponential decay in every direction for the weight zero and
weight one spectra, but it will turn out that the weight d ě 2 part will recover the terms
X´1´ǫ1 `X´1´ǫ2 , so there is nothing to be gained from a special treatment.
For the weight d ě 3 case, we simply apply (94) to (131) and insert this into the Weyl law
using the comment following (132): We haveż
Bd˚
ρΞpnqρΞpmq rf dpµΞqdΞ ! d1`ǫpX1X2qǫ,
and summing over d ď pX1X2qǫmax
!
X
´1{2
1 , X
´1{2
2
)
gives the result.
Because of the failure of absolute convergence at d “ 2 (and before demonstrating Corollary 5),
we currently only have an upper bound of T 4 (instead of T 3) for the sum over cusp forms
of spectral parameters |r| ď T . However, for d “ 2 and v “ v`` , the factor pKdwlps, v, µdprqq
is zero, and for v “ v´´ it has exponential decay in r. For the remaining cases v “ v`´
and v “ v´` , we may shift contours to Repsq “ pǫ,´13 ´ 10ǫq and Repsq “ p´13 ´ 10ǫ, ǫq,
respectively, without encountering any poles, and this is sufficient for our purposes by (94).
11. The reflection formula
We now analyze in detail the reflection formula (13). Because the results in this section are
somewhat speculative, we will be extremely brief in the presentation, and most of the details
of the proofs are left to the reader. A common element in the manipulations of hypergeomet-
ric functions and Mellin-Barnes integrals is that polynomials of the summation/integration
variable correspond to derivatives of the defined function, e.g.ż
Repsq“0
sF psqz´sds “ ´z d
dz
ż
Repsq“0
F psqz´sds,
with a similar statement for hypergeometric series.
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For the smooth sums, we consider the formula (13) where f´´pyq “ fXpyq has the form
(10). We see by the double-Bessel integral (96) and the bound [8, (3.1)] [10, (2.10)]
Jdpyq ! min
#ˆ
2y
d
˙d
, d´1{3, py2 ´ d2q´1{4
+
, 0 ď d P Z(132)
that rf dpµq has super-exponential decay in d past D2 “ pX1X2qǫmax!X´1{21 , X´1{22 ), and
by the Weyl law (section 6.9), the spectral sum over d ă D1 grows about like D2`ǫ1 so we
take D1 “ pX1X2qθ{2. Then all of the terms of (13) are bounded by pX1X2qθ`ǫ, except the
portion of the long-element terms with weight functions H˚wl,3pyq and H˚wl,4pyq given below
and only in the case where one of X1, X2 ă 1; these are precisely the source of the terms
X´1´ǫ1 and X
´1´ǫ
2 in Theorem 4.
For the unweighted zeta function, we consider the formula (13) with D1 “ 3 and D2 “ 8,
where f´´pyq “ fMpyq “
ś2
i“1 y
s
i expp1´y1{Mi q and take the limit asM Ñ 8. Note that the
limit M Ñ 8 can be conducted in the Mellin domain by realizing the Mellin transform of
expp1´ x1{Mq, which is eMΓpMsq, forms an approximation to the identity along a contour
on Repsq “ 0 with a semi-circular bump of radius 1
M
to the right around s “ 0. We give
only the first terms in a sequence of contour shifting and describe how one obtains the more
general result, because the higher-order terms corresponding to residues of the beta function
res
a“´n
Bpa, bq “ p´1q
n
n!
Γpbq
Γpb´ nq “
p´1qn
n!
nź
i“1
pb´ iq,
with n ą 0 result in derivatives of the various special functions, and this is somewhat
complicated to write out. Again, the main obstruction to the analytic continuation comes
from the terms H˚wl,3pyq and H˚wl,4pyq as the other terms tend to converge in left half-planes
in s. The term H˚w4,2py1q and its equivalent for w “ w5 introduce additional complications
at Repsiq “ 0.
We work mostly in the Mellin domain, and to start, we note that for d ě 2 and Reprq “ 0,
we have
rf dpµdprqq “p´1qdπ2 ż
Repsq“pǫ,ǫq
fˆpr ´ s1,´r ´ s2qB ps1 ´ 3r, s2 ` 3rqQpd, s1qQpd, s2q dsp2πiq2
where Qpd, sq is given in (92), and
fˆps1, s2q “
ż
Y `
f´´pyqys11 ys22
dy1 dy2
y1y2
.
11.1. The trivial term. The crown jewel would be a formula with the d sums evaluated
explicitly, and we can accomplish this for the identity Weyl element term. The Bessel
function and Kloosterman sum for w “ I are just
KdI py; rq “1, SIpψm, ψn, cq “
"
1 if mc “ n, c P V,
0 otherwise.
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For Reps1 ` s2q ă ´1, Repsiq ą ´1, define
FIps, rq “
8ÿ
d“3
p´1qdQpd, s1qQpd, s2q
`pd´1
2
q3 ´ 9r2pd´1
2
q˘ ,
then we may evaluate FIps, rq as follows:
FIps, rq “
´`
z d
dz
˘3 ´ 9r2z d
dz
¯ ˆ
´z3F ˚2
ˆ
1, 1` s1, 1` s2;
2´ s1, 2´ s2; z
˙
` z3{23F ˚2
ˆ
1, 3
2
` s1, 32 ` s2;
5
2
´ s1, 52 ´ s2;
z
˙˙ˇˇˇˇ
z“1
,
where
3F
˚
2
ˆ
a, b, c;
d, e;
z
˙
“ ΓpaqΓpbqΓpcq
ΓpdqΓpeq 3F2
ˆ
a, b, c;
d, e;
z
˙
.
(This expression is valid in the region ´1 ă Repsiq ă ´12 .) Then using
d
dz
3F
˚
2
ˆ
a, b, c;
d, e;
z
˙
“ 3F ˚2
ˆ
a` 1, b` 1, c` 1;
d` 1, e` 1; z
˙
,
and the well-known generalizations of Dixon’s formula [Chu (31),(33),Theorem 5] for the
so-called “nearly-poised” 3F2 (plus a great deal of algebra), we have
FIps, rq “ 1
8ps1 ` s2q
ˆ
4s1s2 ` 3
1` s1 ` s2 ` 36r
2 ´ 3
˙
Γ
`
3
2
` s1
˘
Γ
`
3
2
` s2
˘
Γ
`
3
2
´ s1
˘
Γ
`
3
2
´ s2
˘
´ 1
2ps1 ` s2q
ˆ
s1s2
1` s1 ` s2 ` 9r
2
˙
Γ p1` s1qΓ p1` s2q
Γ p1´ s1qΓ p1´ s2q .
One can check that the residue at s1 ` s2 “ 0,´1 is zero.
Thus the sum
H˚I pIq “
1
4π
ż
Reprq“0
ż
Repsq“0
fˆpr ´ s1,´r ´ s2qB ps1 ´ 3r, s2 ` 3rqFIps, rq dsp2πiq2
dr
2πi
(133)
´
ÿ
dPr3,D1qYpD2,8q
HdI p rf d; Iq
is given by a meromorphic function with readily identifiable poles. We must initially shift
the s and r contours to the region of absolute convergence of the FIps, rq series, but we see
that it has no poles, so there is no trouble shifting things back afterward. To accommodate
D2 ă 8 for the smooth sums in (133), one may instead apply Stirling’s approximation in
the form
Qpd, sq “
Nÿ
j“0
Pjpsqpd´12 q2s´2j´1 `Opd2Repsq`6ǫ´2N´3q,
for s ! dǫ and Repsq in some fixed, compact set and the Pjpsq are some polynomials in s;
for example,
P0psq “1, P1psq “ ´ 13sps´ 12qps´ 1q, etc.
Then the d sum can be computed in terms of Hurwitz’s zeta function and the factor p´1qd
guarantees the cancellation of the possible poles, so in this case as well, we may shift back
to Repsq “ 0.
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Unfortunately, the d-sums in the w ‰ I terms also need a little help to converge in a useful
region, but we will certainly not be able to evaluate the resulting expressions in 4F3 (two of
which are at ´1) and 5F4.
11.2. The long element term. After contour shifting, we may write
H˚wlpyq “H˚wl,0pyq ` δε2“´1
`
H˚wl,1pyq ´H˚wl,3pyq
˘` δε1“´1 `H˚wl,2pyq `H˚wl,4pyq˘ ,(134)
where H˚wl,0pyq has the contours of the second Bessel function shifted left
H˚wl,0pyq “π
D2ÿ
d“D1
pε1ε2qd
ż
Repsq“pǫ,ǫq
ż
Reprq“0
ż
Reps1q“p´1`ǫ,´1`ǫq
ˇˇ
4π2y1
ˇˇ´r´s1
1
ˇˇ
4π2y2
ˇˇr´s1
2
ˆ fˆp´sqB ps1 ´ 2r, s2 ` 2rqQpd, s1 ` rqQpd, s2 ´ rq
ˆBε1,ε2wl ps1, rqQpd, s11qQpd, s12q
`
d´1
2
˘ `
d´1
2
´ 3r˘ `d´1
2
` 3r˘ ds1p2πiq2 dr2πi dsp2πiq2 ,
H˚wl,1pyq and H˚wl,2pyq have residues in s1 with their r contours shifted appropriately
H˚wl,1pyq “π
D2ÿ
d“D1
pε1ε2qdJd´1
´
4π
a
|y2|
¯ ż
Repsq“pǫ,ǫq
ż
Reprq“ 1
4
`ǫ
ˇˇ
4π2y1
ˇˇ2r ˇˇ
4π2y2
ˇˇr
ˆ fˆp´sqB ps1 ´ 2r, s2 ` 2rqQpd, s1 ` rqQpd, s2 ´ rq
ˆQpd,´3rq `d´1
2
˘ `
d´1
2
´ 3r˘ `d´1
2
` 3r˘ dr
2πi
ds
p2πiq2
H˚wl,2pyq “π
D2ÿ
d“D1
pε1ε2qdJd´1
´
4π
a
|y1|
¯ ż
Repsq“pǫ,ǫq
ż
Reprq“´ 1
4
´ǫ
ˇˇ
4π2y2
ˇˇ´2r ˇˇ
4π2y1
ˇˇ´r
ˆ fˆp´sqB ps1 ´ 2r, s2 ` 2rqQpd, s1 ` rqQpd, s2 ´ rq
ˆQpd, 3rq `d´1
2
˘ `
d´1
2
´ 3r˘ `d´1
2
` 3r˘ dr
2πi
ds
p2πiq2 ,
and H˚wl,3pyq and H˚wl,4pyq have the residues in r
H˚wl,3pyq “
π
2
D2ÿ
d“D1
pε1ε2qd
`
d´1
2
˘
Jd´1
´
4π
a
|y2|
¯ ż
Repsq“pǫ,ǫq
fˆp´sq
ˆ ˇˇ64π6y21y2ˇˇ s12 Qpd, s2 ´ 12s1q dsp2πiq2
H˚wl,4pyq “
π
2
D2ÿ
d“D1
pε1ε2qd
`
d´1
2
˘
Jd´1
´
4π
a
|y1|
¯ ż
Repsq“pǫ,ǫq
fˆp´sq
ˆ ˇˇ64π6y1y22 ˇˇ s22 Qpd, s1 ´ 12s2q dsp2πiq2 .
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We have used
Jd´1p2
?
xq “
ż
Repsq“´ǫ
Qpd, sqx´s ds
2πi
,(135)
and
Qpd, sqQpd,´sq `d´1
2
` s˘ `d´1
2
´ s˘ “ 1,
and Bε1,ε2wl ps, rq is given in (92). The presence of the J-Bessel function recovers the super-
exponential convergence of the d sum, and this holds even for the Kloosterman zeta function
(which drops the s integrals).
We note that Mellin inversion gives a slightly prettier formula
H˚wl,3pyq “
π
2
D2ÿ
d“D1
pε1ε2qd
`
d´1
2
˘
Jd´1
´
4π
a
|y2|
¯ ż 8
0
Jd´1p2
?
tqf
ˆ
8π3
b
|y21y2{t|, t
˙
dt
t
H˚wl,4pyq “
π
2
D2ÿ
d“D1
pε1ε2qd
`
d´1
2
˘
Jd´1
´
4π
a
|y1|
¯ ż 8
0
Jd´1p2
?
tqf
ˆ
t, 8π3
b
|y1y22{t|
˙
dt
t
.
As mentioned above, shifting the s1 contours farther results in polynomials in s11 or s
1
2,
provided we remove a few initial terms from the d sum (equivalently, we may increase D1),
and this yields derivatives of the function Jd´1
´
4π
a|yi|¯, which may be expressed in terms
of the shifts Jd´1˘n.
11.3. The w4 and w5 terms. The w4 and w5 Bessel functions and Kloosterman sums are
symmetric
Kdw4ppy1, 1q;µprqq “
pε1iqd
4π2
ż `i8
´i8
ˇˇ
8π3y1
ˇˇ1´r´s
Qpd, sqΓ ps` 3rq exp `ε1 πi2 ps` 3rq˘ ds2πi
Kdw5py; rq “Kdw4pv´`yι;´rq,
|Sw4pψm, ψn, cq| ďδm2c1“n1c22dpc1qp|m2| , |n2| , c2qc1,
Sw5pψm, ψn, cq “Sw4pψm2,m1 , ψn2,´n1, pc2, c1qq,
and we just give the decomposition for w “ w4.
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The contour shifting yields
H˚w4py1, 1q “ H˚w4,0py1q `H˚w4,1py1q `H˚w4,2py1q,(136)
H˚w4,0py1q “
1
4
D2ÿ
d“D1
p´ε1iqdpd´ 1q
ż
Reprq“0
ż
Repsq“pǫ,ǫq
ż
Reps1q“´1`ǫ
ˇˇ
8π3y1
ˇˇ´r´s1
ˆ fˆp´sqQpd, s1 ` rqQpd, s2 ´ rqQpd, s1qB ps1 ´ 2r, s2 ` 2rq
ˆ Γ ps1 ` 3rq exp `ε1 πi2 ps1 ` 3rq˘ dsp2πiq3 ´`d´12 ˘2 ´ 9r2¯ dr2πi,
H˚w4,1py1q “
1
4
D2ÿ
d“D1
p´ε1iqdpd´ 1q
ż
Reprq“ 1
3
´ǫ
ż
Repsq“pǫ,ǫq
ˇˇ
8π3y1
ˇˇ2r
ˆ fˆp´sqQpd, s1 ` rqQpd, s2 ´ rqQpd,´3rqB ps1 ´ 2r, s2 ` 2rq
ˆ dsp2πiq2
´`
d´1
2
˘2 ´ 9r2¯ dr
2πi
,
H˚w4,2py1q “
1
8
D2ÿ
d“D1
p´ε1iqdpd´ 1q
ż
Repsq“pǫ,´1
2
´ǫq
ˇˇ
8π3y1
ˇˇs1
fˆp´sqQpd, s2 ´ 12s1q
ds1
2πi
ds
p2πiq2 .
Again, Mellin inversion gives
H˚w4,2py1q “
1
8
D2ÿ
d“D1
p´ε1iqdpd´ 1q
ż 8
0
Jd´1
´
2
?
t
¯
fp8π3 |y1| {t1{2, tqdt
t
,
but for the Kloosterman zeta function (which drops the s integrals), we do not have the fast
convergence of the d sum, so we handle this like the trivial term: For Repsq ă ´1
2
, we have
Fw4pε1, sq :“
8ÿ
d“3
p´ε1iqdpd´ 1qQpd, sq “
Γ
`
3
2
` s˘
Γ
`
3
2
´ s˘ ` iε1Γ p1` sqΓ p1´ sq ,
so we may also write
H˚w4,2py1q “
1
8
ż
Repsq“pǫ,´1
2
´ǫq
ˇˇ
8π3y1
ˇˇs1
fˆp´sq
˜
Fw4pε1, s2 ´ 12s1q
´
ÿ
dPr3,D1qYpD2,8q
p´ε1iqdpd´ 1qQpd, s2 ´ 12s1q
¸
ds
p2πiq2 .
The evaluation of the d sum goes by well-known generalizations of Kummer’s theorem to
nearly-poised series (equation (6) and the following display in [37]); the factor pd´1q results
in a derivative which is treated by index shifts.
The s2 contour here is shifted to accommodate D2 ă 8; for the Kloosterman zeta function,
we use D2 “ 8 so this may be taken at Reps2q “ ǫ. For the smooth sums, one may apply
Stirling’s approximation and express the d sum in terms of Hurwitz’ zeta function as in the
case w “ I; the factor p´ε1iqd guarantees the cancellation of the possible poles, so again, we
may shift up to Reps2q “ ǫ.
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Shifting the s1 and r contours farther yields polynomials in s1, but importantly not in d,
provided we remove some initial terms of the d sum (equivalently, we may increase D1), so
our evaluation of that sum is safe.
12. Bounds for the GLp2q Whittaker functions
We prove Lemmas 17-19. A common theme in the proof of the exponential decay bounds
is an argument of the form: y
log y
is increasing for y ą e and so for a ě 5 and y ą a log2 a,
y
log y
ą a log
2 a
log a ` 2 log log a ą a.
We also make two references to (generalized) hypergeometric series
pFq
ˆ
a1, . . . ap;
b1, . . . , bq;
z
˙
:“
8ÿ
k“0
pa1qk ¨ ¨ ¨ papqk
k! pb1qk ¨ ¨ ¨ pbqqk z
k,
where
paqk :“
k´1ź
j“0
pa ` jq “ Γpa` kq
Γpaq “ p´1q
k Γp1´ aq
Γp1´ a´ kq
is the rising Pochhammer symbol. When p “ q`1, there is often some difficulty with branch
cuts along z P p1,8q, but we will always have a1 P ´N so that the series terminates (and
hence defines a polynomial in z). We will be using these strictly for their arithmetic with
respect to shifting indices.
12.1. The direct function, at integral indices. We now prove Lemma 17.
12.1.1. The decay near zero and infinity. We prove the second and third parts first. It follows
from (30) and [25, 13.14.9],
W d
2
`N, d´1
2
pyq “e´y{2
Nÿ
k“0
N ! pd´ 1`Nq!p´1qN´k
k! pN ´ kq! pd´ 1` kq! y
d
2
`k,
that
ĂWd,N pyq “2πe´y{2 Nÿ
k“0
p´1qN´kaN ! pd´ 1`Nq!
k! pN ´ kq! pd´ 1` kq! y
d´1
2
`k.(137)
The absolute ratio of successive terms in (137) is
pN ´ kqy
pk ` 1qpd` kq ,
and clearly this is a decreasing function of k. If y ă d
N`1 , then the first term is the sum
dominates, and we haveˇˇˇĂWd,N pyqˇˇˇ ď 2πpN ` 1q e´y{2y d´12apd´ 1q!
dˆ
d´ 1`N
d´ 1
˙
ď 2πpN ` 1qe
´y{2ppN ` 1qyq d´12apd´ 1q! ,
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using
`
d´1`N
d´1
˘ ď pN ` 1qd´1. Lemma 17.2 follows from d´1
epN`1q ă dN`1 and Stirling’s formula.
(This would fail if we tried to pull out a power of y that was greater than d´1
2
, so the largest
power that works for all d ě 2 is 2´1
2
“ 1
2
.)
On the other hand, if y ą Npd´ 1`Nq then the last term dominates and we haveˇˇˇĂWd,Npyqˇˇˇ ď 2πpN ` 1q e´y{2y d´12 `Na
N !pd´ 1`Nq! .
If also y ą 2pd` 3` 2Nq log2pd` 3` 2Nq, then
e´y{2y
d´1
2
`N ď e´y{4 exp
ˆ
log y
2
ˆ
´ y{2
log y
` pd´ 1` 2Nq
˙˙
ď e´y{4,
and Lemma 17.3 follows.
12.1.2. The generic bound. Lemma 17.1 is more difficult and we use the bounds of Olver
and Dunster as they appear in [25, sections 13.20(iv),13.21(ii),13.21(iii)]. There is, perhaps,
something of the absurd in applying asymptotics to derive upper bounds for the same func-
tions, but the author was unable to locate the necessary bounds in the literature. The result
is fairly simple for N “ 0 (use (137), Stirling’s formula, and basic calculus), so assume
N ě 1.
Hopefully the reader will forgive the lack of introduction for the various special functions
used here, but they are standard functions that will only appear in this section. The notation
Upν, xq is for the parabolic cylinder function, Jνpxq is the standard J-Bessel function, and
Aipxq is the Airy function; see [25, section 9,10,12]. The env notation is used to avoid the
zeros of functions in their oscillating regions, and should be viewed as the modulus of the
oscillation; for instance envcospxq “ envsinpxq “ 1. Outside of the oscillating region, env is
the usual absolute value, up to an absolute constant; see, e.g. [25, section 2.8iii].
We recall the necessary equations from [25]. Let
Hκ,µpxq “ 2πb
Γ
`
κ` µ` 1
2
˘
Γ
`
κ ´ µ` 1
2
˘x´ 12Wκ,µpxq,
rHκ,µpxq “ 2π
Γp2µ` 1q
d
Γ
`
κ` µ` 1
2
˘
Γ
`
κ´ µ` 1
2
˘x´ 12Mκ,µpxq,
where Mκ,µpxq is the classical M-Whittaker function.
For x ą 0 and κ ě µ ą 0, define
xˆ “x
κ
, µˆ “µ
κ
, x˘ “2p1˘
a
1´ µˆ2q,
α “
a
1´ µˆ, X “
a
|xˆ2 ´ 4xˆ` 4µˆ2|,
Ψ1 “ α
2pζ21 ´ 1q
xˆ2 ´ 4xˆ` 4µˆ2 , Ψ2 “
µˆ2p1´ ζ2q
xˆ2 ´ 4xˆ` 4µˆ2 , Ψ3 “
ζ3
xˆ2 ´ 4xˆ` 4µˆ2 ,
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fApµˆ, xˆq “1
2
X ` µˆ log
˜
xˆ
a
1´ µˆ2
|2µˆ2 ´ xˆ` µˆX|
¸
` log
˜
2
a
1´ µˆ2
|2´ xˆ´X|
¸
,
fBpµˆ, xˆq “1
2
X ´ µˆ arctan
ˆ
xˆ´ 2µˆ2
µˆX
˙
` arctan
ˆ
xˆ´ 2
X
˙
,
fpµˆ, xˆq “
$&%fApµˆ, xˆq ´
π
2
α2 if 0 ă xˆ ď x´,
fBpµˆ, xˆq if x´ ď xˆ ď x`,
fApµˆ, xˆq ` π2α2 if xˆ ě x`.
When δ1 ď µˆ ă 1, for some fixed 0 ă δ1 ă 1, we may combine [25, 13.20.16 and 13.20.18]
into:
Hκ,µpxq “ 2
5{4π3{4b
Γ
`
κ´ µ` 1
2
˘Ψ1{41 `Upµ´ κ, 2αζ1?κq(138)
` envUpµ´ κ, 2α |ζ1|
?
κqO `µ´2{3˘˘,
with ζ1 “ ζ1pµˆ, xˆq defined by
α´2fpµˆ, xˆq “ g1pζ1q :“ζ1
b
|ζ21 ´ 1| `
$’’&’’%
arccosh p´ζ1q ´ π
2
if ζ1 ď ´1,
arcsin pζ1q if ´ 1 ď ζ1 ď 1,
π
2
´ arccosh pζ1q if ζ1 ě 1.
When µˆ ď 1 ´ δ2 and xˆ P p0, p1 ´ δ2qx`q, for some fixed 0 ă δ2 ă 1, we may apply
[25, 13.21.13]: rHκ,µpxq “23{2πΨ1{42 `J2µp2µaζ2q ` envJ2µp2µaζ2qO `κ´1˘˘,(139)
with ζ2 “ ζ2pµˆ, xˆq defined by
1
2µˆ
´
fpµˆ, xˆq ` π
2
α2
¯
“ g2pζ2q :“
a
|ζ2 ´ 1| ´
$&%
1
2
log
ˆ
1`?1´ ζ2
1´?1´ ζ2
˙
if 0 ă ζ2 ď 1,
arctan
a
ζ2 ´ 1 if ζ2 ě 1.
Note: This corrects a discrepancy between [DLMF (13.21.12)] and the original [Dunster
(3.7)] for xˆ ą 2, which is attainable when δ2 ă 12 for small µˆ.
When µˆ ď 1 ´ δ3 and xˆ P pp1 ` δ3qx´,8q, for some fixed 0 ă δ3 ă 1, we may apply
[25, 13.21.23]:
Hκ,µpxq “
?
2κ´1{3Ψ1{43
`
Ai
`
κ2{3ζ3
˘` envAi `κ2{3ζ3˘O `κ´1˘˘ ,(140)
with ζ3 “ ζ3pµˆ, xˆq defined by
fpµˆ, xˆq ´ π
2
α2 “ g3pζ3q :“
$’&’%
´2
3
p´ζ3q3{2 if ζ3 ď 0,
2
3
ζ
3{2
3 if ζ3 ě 0.
Notice that if µˆ ď 1´ δ then
p1´ δqx` ě p1´ δq2p1`
a
p2´ δqδq ą 2p1´ δq,
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p1` δqx´ ď p1` δq2p1´
a
p2´ δqδq ă 2p1´ δq,
so the xˆ intervals in (139) and (140) always overlap. We choose δ1 “ δ2 “ δ3 “ 12 and
separate (139) from (140) at xˆ “ 1.
The functions f, gi and ζi are all increasing and differentiable in xˆ (except for the gi and
f functions at xˆ “ x˘, as these are all multiplied by ´i on the range x´ ă xˆ ă x`, but this
cancels in the definition of the ζi), and we have
fpµˆ, 0q “ ´8, fpµˆ, x´q “ ´ π2α2, fpµˆ, x`q “π2α2 fpµˆ,8q “8,
ζ1pµˆ, 0q “ ´8, ζ1pµˆ, x´q “ ´ 1, ζ1pµˆ, x`q “1, ζ1pµˆ,8q “8,
ζ2pµˆ, 0q “0, ζ2pµˆ, x´q “1 µˆ2ζ2pµˆ, 1q Pp12 , 1q,
ζ3pµˆ, 1q Pp´2,´1q ζ3pµˆ, x`q “0 ζ3pµˆ,8q “8.
The zeros in the denominators of the Ψi are cancelled by zeros in the numerators (in the
region of definition in xˆ), and the result is Ψi — 1, independent of µˆ for xˆ — 1. As xˆÑ8,
Ψ1 „ 1
2xˆ
, Ψ3 „
ˆ
3
4
˙2{3
xˆ´4{3,
and as xˆÑ 0,
Ψ1 „ 1
4µˆ
logp1{xˆq, Ψ2 „ 1
4
.
Returning to the proof of Lemma 17.1, notice that if κ “ d
2
`N and µ “ d´1
2
, thenĂWd,N pxq “ Hκ,µpxq “ p´1qN rHκ,µpxq,
using [25, 13.14.33]; we now assume κ and µ are of this form.
Case I. Suppose 1
2
ď µˆ ă 1.
The connection [25, 12.7.2] with Hermite functions and Indritz’s bound [25, 18.14.9] for
the Hermite functions implies
ˇˇ
Up´N ´ 1
2
, xqˇˇ ď ?N !, so on this region, we haveĂWd,N pxq ! ppκ{µq logp3` pκ{xqqq1{4 .
Case II. Suppose µˆ ď 1
2
and 0 ă xˆ ď 1.
We have [25, 10.14.1]
|Jνpxq| ď 1, ν ě 0, x P R
so on this region ĂWd,N pxq ! 1.
Case III. Suppose µˆ ď 1
2
and xˆ ě 1.
From [25, 9.7.5 and 9.7.9], we have
|Aipxq| ! p1` |x|q´1{4 exp
´
´2
3
max tx, 0u3{2
¯
,
so on this region ĂWd,N pxq ! κpκ ` xq´4{3.
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12.2. The Mellin transform, at integral indices. We now prove Lemma 18.2.
Directly from (137), we have
xWd,Npsq “2π Nÿ
k“0
p´1qN´kaN ! pd´ 1`Nq!
k! pN ´ kq! pd´ 1` kq! 2
d´1
2
`k`sΓ
`
d´1
2
` k ` s˘ ,
and this may be written in terms of a terminating hypergeometric series as
xWd,N psq “ p´1qN2 d`12 `sπΓ `d´12 ` s˘pd´ 1q!
c
pd´ 1`Nq!
N !
2F1
ˆ´N, d´1
2
` s;
d;
2
˙
.
The recursion [33, 9.137.2]
2F1
ˆ
a´ 1, b;
c;
z
˙
“ apz ´ 1q
a´ c 2F1
ˆ
a ` 1, b;
c;
z
˙
´ c´ 2a` pa´ bqz
a ´ c 2F1
ˆ
a, b;
c;
z
˙
for the hypergeometric function implies the recursion
xWd,N`1psq “
d
Npd`N ´ 1q
pN ` 1qpd`Nq
xWd,N´1psq ` 2s´ 1apN ` 1qpd`NqxWd,N psq.
From the base cases
ĂWd,0psq “2 d`12 `sπΓ `d´12 ` s˘apd´ 1q! ĂWd,1psq “2s´ 1?d ĂWd,0psq,
and induction, we may deduceˇˇˇxWd,N psqˇˇˇ ď ˇˇˇxWd,0psqˇˇˇ Nź
i“1
˜
1` |2s´ 1|a
ipd´ 1` iq
¸
ď pN ` 2q2p1` ˇˇs ´ 1
2
ˇˇqN2d{2 ˇˇΓ `d´12 ` s˘ˇˇapd´ 1q! .
We use
2d{2
ˇˇ
Γ
`
d´1
2
` s˘ˇˇapd´ 1q! ! p1` ˇˇs´ 12 ˇˇq d´22 ˇˇΓ `12 ` s˘ˇˇ ,
and for 1 ě Repsq ` 1
2
ě δ ą 0, Stirling’s formula givesˇˇˇxWd,Npsqˇˇˇ !δ pN ` 2q2p1` ˇˇs´ 12 ˇˇqN` d´22 ˇˇ12 ` sˇˇ 12 exp `´π2 |Impsq|˘ .
Then cutting π
2
|Impsq| into four equal pieces (three to remove the leading factors and one
left over), Lemma 18.2 follows from the fact that
log2 x
logp2` x log2 xq ą 1
for x ą 6, and
16
π
logpN ` 2q ă 4
π
p5` d` 2Nq log2p5` d` 2Nq.
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12.3. The Mellin transform, near the imaginary axis. We now prove Lemma 19 parts
two and three.
Since the Bε,mpa, bq function satisfies the symmetry
Bε,´mpa, bq “ εBε,mpa, bq,
we will assume throughout that m ě 0, and we define δ1, δ2, δ3 P t0, 1u by p´1qδ1 “ ε,
δ2 ” m` δ1 pmod 2q, and δ3 ” m pmod 2q.
12.3.1. The recursion formula in b. Writing Bε,mpa, bq as a terminating hypergeometric se-
ries, we have
Bε,mpa, bq “ pimqδ1
Γ
`
δ1`a
2
˘
Γ
`
m´δ1`b
2
˘
Γ
`
m`a`b
2
˘ 3F2ˆ δ1`a2 , 1´m2 , δ1 ´ m2 ;δ1 ` 12 , 2`δ1´m´b2 ; 1
˙
.
The hypergeometric function satisfies a rather complicated recurrence relation, which sim-
plifies somewhat at z “ 1 [48, (21)]
a1a2a3F p0q “b1pb2 ´ a1qpb2 ´ a2qpb2 ´ a3qpF p1q ´ F p0qq
` b2pb2 ´ 1qpb1 ` b2 ´ a1 ´ a2 ´ a3 ´ 1qpF p´1q ´ F p0qq,
F pjq :“3F2
ˆ
a1, a2, a3;
b1, b2 ` j; z
˙
.
This implies for the Bε,mpa, bq function that
Bε,mpa, bq “4` 3a` 5b` 2ab` 2b
2 ´m2
bp1` bq Bε,mpa, b` 2q(141)
´ p2` a ` b´mqp2` a ` b`mq
bp1` bq Bε,mpa, b` 4q.
12.3.2. The generic bound. Directly from (40) and [16, (2.27)], we see
|Bε,mpa, bq| ďB
´
Repaq
2
,
Repbq
2
¯
,
where Bpa, bq is again the usual beta function. Lemma 19.2 follows from this and the recur-
sion on b given in (141).
12.3.3. The exponential decay bound. Using
a
a
2
`
b
b
2
ď ?a` b, it’s easy to modify the
proof of [16, (2.33)] to see
|Bε,mpa, bq| ď p2m` |a| ` |b|qm{2
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇΓ
`
δ1`a
2
˘
Γ
`
δ2`b
2
˘
Γ
`
m`a`b
2
˘ ˇˇˇˇˇ .
Suppose 10 ě Repaq,Repbq ě η ą 0 and |Impa´ bq| ą max t10, m, |Impa ` bq|u, then
Γ
ˆ
m` a` b
2
˙
" Γ
ˆ
δ3 ` a` b
2
˙
,
and we note that
|Impaq| ` |Impbq| ´ |Impa` bq| “ |Impa´ bq| ´ |Impa` bq| .
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Then Stirling’s formula gives
|Bε,mpa, bq| !η |6Impa´ bq|
m`Repa`bq`δ1`δ2´2
2 |δ3 ` a` b|
1
2 exp´π
4
p|Impa ´ bq| ´ |Impa` bq|q .
We split π
4
|Impa´ bq| into four equal parts, and then Lemma 19.3 in the region Repbq ą 0
follows from
log2 x
logp6x log2 xq ą 1
for x ą 12. The bound on the region ´1 ă Repbq ă 0 follows from the recursion on b given
in (141) together with |a| — |b| — |a´ b|.
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